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abstracts resumes
Survey Navigation and
Positioning Guidelines for 3D
Marine Seismic Survey
Specifications
Lignes directrices pour le
positionnement et Ia navigation des leves 3D seismiques
marins
by/par Bruce Calderbank

Comparaison de !'altitude GPS
d'un navire avec des donnees
maremetriques
Comparison of the GPS
altitude of a ship with tide
gauge data
par/by Stephanie Michaud,
Santerre et Alfonso Condal

Rock

Dans cet article, des prqfils verticaux d'un

modelling. For the 12 hour data analysed
in 2 sectors of the St.Lawrence river, the
differences have typically an rms value of
±7 em, whenever there are no large hydrodynamic phenomena (undetectable by tide
gauges close to the shore). When such phenomena are present, discrepancies as large
as -20 em have been detected. In
this situation, the true water level is more
realistically described by GPS vertical profiles of the ship than tide gauge data.

navire ohtenus du positionnement GPS-

Guidelines for readily achievable survey
navigation and positioning specifications

OTF sont compares aux donnees
maremetriques du reseau SINE CO. Afin

for 3D marine seismic surveys are provid-

d'~ctuer

ed in a checklist type format detailing the

compte de la conversion entre les suifaces

survey and configuration parameters; the

de rijerence verticales, de !'interpolation

ces comparaisons, on a tenu

type, quantity and criteria for the equip-

spatiale et temporelle des donnees SINECO

ment; checks, verifications and calibrations;

qjin de correspondre aux observations GPS,

rejection and termination criteria; and deliv-

et de la reduction de la hauteur de l'antenne

erables. Each system or component required

GPS du navire sa ligne dejlottaison. Cette

is described together within these topics.

derniere reduction inclut egalement la mod-

These guidelines could be considered the

elisation de l'tiffot du squat du navire. Pour

minimum standards of performance, required

les 12 heures de donnees analysees, dans

proofs, and quality control criteria for the

2 secteurs de la voie navigable dujleuve

a

acceptance of the survey, navigation and

Saint-Laurent, l'ecart-type des d[fforences

positioning for 3D marine seismic surveys.

est d'au plus ±7em lorsqu'il n')l a pas de

Des !ignes directrices sur les specifications
pour le positionnement et la navigation des
!eves 3D seismiques marins sont don-

phenomenes hydrod)lnamiques (non mesures
par les maremetres situes pres des rives)
importants. Lorsque de tels phenomenes
se produisent, des diffir.ences pouvant attein-

nees dans unformat de type liste de con-

dre -20 em ont ete detectees. Dans ce cas,

tr6le et detaillent les parametres des !eves

le profil vertical GPS du navire est alors

et de configuration; le type, la quantite et

plus representatjfdu niveau reel de l'eau

les criteres pour l'equipement; les contr6les,

que celui ohtenu des maremetres.

les verffications et les calibrations; les criteres
de rejet et de fin; ainsi que les livrahles.
Eensemble des composantes de chaque systeme est decrit pour chacun des sujets cihaut mentionnes. Ces !ignes directrices
pourraient etre considerees comme etant
les normes minimales pour les criteres de
peiformance, de preuve tangible et de contr6le de qualite pour !'acceptation du positionnement et de la navigation des !eves 3D
seismiques marins.
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This paper deals with the comparison of
vertical profiles of a ship obtained from
GPS-OTF positioning with COWLIS tidal
data. To perform this comparison, we have
taken into account the reduction between
vertical reference surfaces, the spatial
and temporal interpolations of tidal data
to correspond to GPS observations, and
the height difference between the GPS
antenna of the ship and her waterline. This
last reduction also includes squat

Determination of Mean Sea
Level with GPS on the Vessel
Determination du niveau
moyen des mers avec le GPS
sur un navire
by/par Reha Metin Alkan and H.
Mustafa Palancioglu
Changes to the water level should be determined in order to reduce the depth measurements to the reference surface. For this
purpose, instruments called 'Tide Gauges'
of many types such as staff gauges, float
gauges or self-recording gauges are
used. However, GPS improvements have
shifted positioning surveying to satellite
methods. Because of the advantages they
provide these methods are being densely
used for both terrestrial and hydrographic surveys. It is now possible to obtain the
3D coordinates of the dynamic objects
with the use of kinematic tecniques of
the GPS method. Especially, with the
Kinematic On the Fly (KOF) method, the
positions and the heights of the mobile
objects can be determined by the carrier
phase measurements with an accuracy
below 1 dm and in most cases, just a few
centimeters. Besides having such a high
accuracy, the most important advantage
that it provides is to define the initial integer ambiguity of the vehicle in motion.
This method is known as Precision

abstracts resumes continued
Differential GPS (PDGPS) because of the
accuracy it provides.

est introduit. Le NMM est determine par
cette nouvelle methode et par la methode

In this study, a new 'Mean Sea Level (MSL)'

conventionnelle des maregraphes pour !a

detennining model based on PDGPS method
is introduced. The MSL is determined both
by this new method and a conventional
staff tide gauge with two separate studies
realised in Halic;: (Golden Horn) Inlet
and the results are compared. As a result
of these studies, it is seen that the height of
the mean sea level can be determined by
the new method. This method is a power-

region de Halic (Golden Horn) Inlet et les

ful alternative to the conventional tide gauge

methods.
Les variations du niveau de l'eau servent a
reduire les mesures de profondeur a une
suiface de r¢forence. Dans ce bu~ les instruments appeles "maregraphes" de type planche
a maree, ajlotteurs ou auto-enregistreurs
sont utilises. Cependant, les ameliorations
du GPS antfait en sorte que les methodes
de positionnement traditionnelles ant ete
remplacees par les methodes satellitaires.

A cause des avantages qu'elles procurent,
ces methodes sontgrandement utilisees
pour les !eves terrestres et hydrographiques.
nest maintenantpossible d'obtenir des positions tridimensionnelles d'ohjets en mouvement avec !'usage du GPS avec les
techniques cinematiques. En particulier, par
!a methode cinematique "On the Fly (OTF)';
les positions et les altitudes des mobiles
peuvent etre determinees par !a mesure
de phase de l'onde porteuse avec une precision du decimetre au de quelques centimetres dans !a majorite des cas. En plus
du haut niveau de precision, l'avantage
majeure qu'il procure est de dijinir l'ambiguYte initiale d'un vehicule en mouvement
Cette methode se nomme la precision d!f
firentielle du GPS (PDGPS) acause de !a
precision qu'elle procure.
Dans cette etude, un nouveau modele pour
determiner le niveau moyen des mers
(NMM) base sur !a methode du PDGPS

resultats sont compares. Le resultat de ces
etudes demontre que le niveau moyen des
mers peut etre determine par !a nouvelle
methode. Cette methode est une alternative puissante a la methode conventionnelle
des maregraphes.

(General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans).
The international hydrographic community keeps abreast of the many developments in the industry by way of the IHB's
publications, including the International
Hydrographic Review and the monthly
bulletins.
Adam Kerr,

ancien

directeur

de

l'hydrographie de !a region Centrale et
Arctique,fait une revue de ses 10 dernieres
annees en tant que seul canadien a etre

Ten Years of a Canadian in
Monaco
Les 10 annees d'un canadien
aMonaco
byjpar Adam J. Kerr
Adam Kerr, former Central & Arctic
Regional Director of Hydrography, was
recently moved to look back on his 10 years
as the only Canadian to be a member of
the Directing Committee of the International
Hydrographic Bureau (IHB) at Monaco.
The Bureau (after 1972, the IHO and IHB,)
originally founded in 1921 and located
at the Principality of Monaco due to the
generosity of Prince Albert I, was involved
in significant progress in hydrography during the years 1987 to 1997, during Mr. Kerr's
tenure. This progress was largely due to
the development of such industry standards as S-52 and S-57 for Electronic Chart
technology and S-44 for hydrographic surveys and their adoption by the member
states.
Other major areas of responsibility for the
IHO include providing technical assistance
to developing countries. This is especially in the area of hydrographic training,
advice on the establishment of hydrographic offices (a major task in Africa and
parts of Asia) and the delimitation of boundaries within the Law of the Sea. The IHB
also oversaw the production of GEBCO

membre du

Comite directeur du

Bureau hydrographique international
a Monaco.
Le Bureau (apres 1972, l'OHI et le BHI),
Jande en 1921 et situe dans !a principaute
de Mona co grace a !a generosite du
Prince de Monaco Alhert I, a ete implique
dans l'essor important de l'hydrographie
pendant le mandat de monsieur Kerr de
1987 a 1997. Cet essor a ete gran dement
du au developpement de normes telles S52 et S-57 pour !a technologie des cartes
electroniques et S-44pour les !eves hydrographiques et leur adoption par les pays
memhres.
Les responsahilites de l'OHIincluent, entre
autres, def ournir une assistance technique
aux pays en voie de developpement. Cela
se traduit par laformation hydrographique,
des avis sur !'etablissement de bureaux
hydrographiques (une tache importante en
Afrique et en Asie) et !a delimitation des
frontieres selon les politiques du Droit de
!a mer. Le BHIa supervise !a carte GEBCO
(Carte generale bathymetrique des oceans).
La communaute hydrographique internationale se tient au courant des developpements de l'industrie par les publications
du BHI, incluant la Revue hydrographique internationale et les bulletins
mensuels.
LIGHTHOUSE FalljAutomne 2000
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Survey, Navigation and Positioning Guidelines
for 3D Marine Seismic Survey Specifications
Bruce Calderbank
Originally published in The Hydrographic Journal, No. 90, October 1998, pages 11 to 20. Reprinted with permission of the author.

Introduction
During the author's career as a Client Navigation Representative, he has
had to implement a variety of contracts and specifications for 3D
marine seismic surveys, with respect to survey, navigation and positioning. Some of these have omitted details, which were critical to or would
have significandy improved the quality of the survey.
As part of the author's procedures a list of survey, navigation and positioning criteria was complied which went through a number of style
and content revisions. The end results are the tables below which could
be used as a check list. The various equipment required and the expected
performance of that equipment are described. Most of the values and other
criteria suggested have been compared under actual survey conditions
and found to be acceptable.
Not every table is complete. Some information will be supplied by the
company, and other information will be supplied and negotiated with the
contractor. However, the majority of the information provided below
should not have to be altered, as the specifications detailed should suit
most 3D marine seismic surveys. A tabular format is used to highlight the
values and criteria suggested so as not to become buried in extensive explanations. Consequendy, only brief comments follow some of the tables
where applicable.
The reader is encouraged to use these tables for reference and guidance.
The values adopted by a company for any item must meet the survey
objectives of the company, and be negotiated with the contractor. Both
should ensure that the vessel to be used is capable of meeting the criteria
set out in the subsequent contract. The company may be required to accept
a lower standard due to time or budget constraints.
3D marine seismic survey operations have been described in various
articles, some of which are listed in the references. These and other articles should be referred to if the reader is uncertain of the relevance of some
of the topics listed.
1. General Information
Client
Client Contract Number
Contractor Reference Number
Location
Type of Survey
Project Naming Convention
Total Planned Line Kilometres (excluding run·outs)
Total Planned Area
Total Number of 3D Lines
Average Planned Line Length
Shooting Directions
Estimated Start Date
Estimated Duration
Vessel Name

2. Configuration
Number of Streamers
Number of Sources
Number of Gun Sub-Arrays per Source

3D
kms
km2

days

The contractor should supply a cable and source positioning system integrating at least the vessel(s) positioning; actively positioned source sub
array(s), front (gun) float(s), and tailbuoy(s); laser positioning; front and
tail (and middle if used) acoustic network(s); streamer compasses; and
gyro compass(es). The contractor should use an integrated navigation system and a post-processing system that output compatible results (for example, the software should be based on the same processing models and
algorithms).
These guidelines cover the use of all of the above although it is possible
that a system may not used, such as laser positioning, or a front (gun)
float(s) is not deployed. If that is the case then reference to the affected
item(s) which follows can be disregarded.
3. Expected a posterior Positioning Accuracy Relative to the Vessel
Semi Major Axis of Standard (1cr) Semi Major Axis Semi Major Axis 95 %Horizontal
Error Ellipse (39.4%Confidence Estimated
Maximum Error Error Ellipse of
Level for Multivariate Case)
Correlation (1cr) Ellipse (1cr)
Two Dimensional
Position
In-Line (cr,)
Cross Line (cr,)
(cr,)
(cr~)
2.447 * (cr~)
~ource(s)
±"2 metres
±3metres
_ .~metres
±~me res
..t~.< me res
Front (Gun) Float(s) ±3 metres
±3metres
± 3metres
+3.5metres
+ 8.5 metres
First Trace
±3 metres
±3 metres
±3metres
±3.5 metres
±8.5 metres
Mid Trace
±3 metres
±4metres
±4metres
±4.1 metres
+ 10.0 metres
Far Trace
±3 metres
+3metres
+4.5metres
+ 3.7 metres
+ 9.0 metres
Tailbuoy(s)
±3 metres
±3metres
±4.5metres ±3.7 metres
± 9.0metres

The above accuracies should b e achievable for each source; for the
front (gun) float(s); for the first, middle and last trace on each streamer;
and for each tailbuoy. Sufficient redundancy should be incorporated in
the network(s) design, to be able to achieve these results throughout the
survey.
The effect of any permanent failure(s) on the accuracy of the network(s)
should be demonstrated by the contractor on aMOVE®(or similar) package, and should ensure that the positioning of any node should not be
greater than ± 1.5 metres when compared to the previous network analysis. Realistic a prioristandard deviations (lcr) should be used which should
be approved by the company.
The corresponding horizontal mid point (HMP) accuracy would be 2.8
metres for the first and last common mid point (CMP), and 3.1 metres for
the middle CMP for each streamer.
The above calculations are based on the bivariate probability of a point
lying with in an error ellipse drawn with semi-major and semi-minor axes
of cr= and crmin. The correlation between the in-line and cross-line errors
has been estimated.
Range of Variate

lcr

Zcr

2.447cr

3cr

Confidence

39.4 o/o

86.5 o/o

95 o/o

98.99/o

Using the error estimates for the in-line (cr,) and cross line (cry) directions
then crmax and crmin can be computed assuming a realistic value for the correlation (crxy). The correlation values are included to ensure all possible
errors were considered instead of being assumed not to apply. The formulaare:
cr2 max = %(cr.> + cr? + [(crx2 - cr,2)2 + 4crx?J '/2}
cr2 min = %(cr.> + cr? - [(cr.> - cr? )2 + 4crx?{ 2}
The derived crmax can then be used to calculate 95 o/o (2.447crmaxl.
LIGHTHOUSE FalljAutomne 2000
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6. 3D Coverage Parameters - continued

4. Streamer Parameters
Streamer Type and Manufacturer
Active Streamer Length (Nominal)
Number of Channels per Group Interval
Group Interval (Nominal)
Group Length (Actual)
Stretch Factor: Stretch Sections
Stretch Factor: Active Sections
Depth Indicators, type
Depth Indicators, number
Depth Controllers, type
Depth Controllers, number
Maximum Wing Angle for Balanced Streamers
Maximum Feather Angle (any streamer)*

Origin Convention
metres

Ship Survey Speed (over ground) "
Run In: Minimum 17

metres
metres

per streamer
± 3 degrees (excluding first 2 streamer compasses)

* The maximum feather angle will depend on the geophysical objectives.
All available tidal and current information should be utilized to predict
the expected feather angles.
Streamer compasses are specified below under Navigation and Positioning
Systems.

5. Source and Streamer Geometry
Objective
Cross-Line
metres
metres
metres
metres
metres
In line

"

In line Offset from Centre Source to Inner Streamers
lnline Offset from Centre Source to External Streamers
Front Streamer Shape (select)
Minimum Depth Offsets:
Streamer Depth
Streamer Depth: Difference between extremes
Source Depth
Source Depth: Difference between extremes

metres
metres
flat; smile
Depths
metres
metres

Allowance

Instantaneous \7

±
±
±
+
±

±
±
±
±
±

±5%
±5%

±
±
±
±

10%
10%
10%
30%
40%

± 10%
± 10%

1 metre
1.5 metres
0.5 metre
1 metre

6. 3D Coveral'(e Parameters

8
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metres
metres
metres
metres
Fixed rectangle
metres
metres
metres

7. Binning Displays Required
Select one appropriate method:
Unique Radial Offset
Unique In-Line Offset
Unique In-Line Offset for each streamer Independent of Other Streamers

Non Flexed

Flexed

Line Name Prefix Format
Line Name Suffix Format: Prime
(Line Number nnnn, Sequence Number seq)*
Line Name Suffix Format: Reshoot
Line Name Suffix Format: lnfill
First Shot Point Number: Prime
Shot Point Number Increment: Reshoot "
Shot Point Number Increment: lnfill 8
Incrementing and Decrementing Shot
Point Numbering (select)
Source Firing on Odd Shot Point Numbers (select)
Source Fi ring: Reset if Out of Sequence (select)

nnnnPseq
nnnnAseq; Athen B, then Cetc.
nnnnFseq; Fthen G, then Hetc. (to avoid using I)
1001Jor some other 4 digit number)
+10000 for A, then +20000 forB etc.
+5000 for F, then +15000 for G, etc.
Yes 1 No
Starboard 1 Port
Yes I No

* Other conventions may be more appropriate to the particular
needs of the company. The line naming convention should ensure that
the seismic recording system does not truncate the line suffix number.
" The shot point renumbering suggested for reshoots and infill may
not be required.
9. Local or National Datum
Local Datum Name
Spheroid
Semi-major Axis (a)
Semi-minor Axis (b)
Inverse Rattening (1/f)
Eccentricity Squared (e')
Units

metres
metres

International metres

10. Alternate Datum

non-duplicate offset ranges for each segment
None
block movement I linear taper
either side of the bin 1total cross line distance
%Nears to% Fars
±metres
±metres
±metres
%of nominal
%of nominal
%of nominal
degrees Grid
metres
metres

*The streamer(s) can be subdivided into various subsections, which
can be equal in length, or whatever length is required.
"Maximum possible without creating seismic noise or strumming on any
streamer(s).
17 The run-in for any line or part of a line should allow the streamer compasses to stabilize, ensure the streamer(s) is straight for best coverage,
and to ensure that the acoustic positioning system is operating satisfactorily, and the gyro compass(es) have stabilized to minimize any
Schuler effects

8. Line and Shot Point Numbering
5%
5%
5%
15%
30%

* Larger adjacent tail streamer separations caused by currents and sea
conditions may be acceptable if approved by the company.
" The minimum offset from the centre source to the inner streamers will
be at least the minimum safe distance.
17 Instantaneous variations could occur due to sea conditions and should
be for not more than 20 shot points.
Shot Point Interval per shot
Interval for each Source in Flip Flop mode
Sub-Surface Line Spacing
Surface (sail line) Spacing
Acquisition Bin
COP Column Spacing
Size of Bins: In-Line
Size of Bins: Cross Line
Nominal Fold per CMP
Nominal Fold per Bin
Offset Monitored
Bin Expansion: On Line
Bin Expansion: Off Line- Type (select)
Bin Expansion: Off Line- Definition (select)
Bin Expansion: Off Line- Percentage
Bin Expansion: at Near Trace
Bin Expansion: at Mid Trace
Bin Expansion: at Far Trace*
Group(s) to be Maximized for Coverage
Binning Specification: Nears
Binning Specification: Mids
Binning Specification: Fars *
Survey Grid Rotation
Survey Grid Origin (centre of bin): Northing
Survey Grid Origin (centre of bin): Easting
Shot Point Number at Origin
Line Number at Origin

at least 1.5 times the streamer length

Run Out

per streamer

For each line or part of a line
Separations between:
Adjacent Front Streamers
External Front Streamers
Centre Sources
Source Sub-Arrays
Adjacent Tail Streamers*
Minimum Offsets to Near Traces:

knots

I
I
I

number of hits
number of hits
number of hits

Alternate Datum Narne
Spheroid
Semi-major Axis (a)
Semi-minor Axis (b)
Inverse Flattening (1/f)
Eccentricity Squared (e')
Units

WGS-84
WGS-84
6 378137.000 metres
6 356 752.314 metres
298.257 223 563
0.006 694 379 9
International metres

11. Datum Shift Parameters from WGS·84 to Local Datum
dX
dY
dZ
XRotation (rX)
Y Rotation (rY)
Z Rotation (rZ)
Scale Correction

metres
metres
metres
arc seconds
arc seconds
arc seconds
ppm

The multiple regression shift parameters may be specified instead of the seven
parameter transformation above, if the information is available for the area
in which the 3D survey will be carried out

17. Navigation and Positioning Systems · Type, Manufacturer,
Software Version and Date · continued

12. Geoidal Height

I
I

Model Used for Geoidal Height Calculation
Geoid to Spheroid Separation

Acoustic Position in![: Batteries
Streamer Compasses: Type and Manufacturer v
Streamer Compasses: Spacing
Streamer Compasses: Number per streamer
Streamer Compasses: Batteries

13. Projection Parameters on Local Datum
Projection Type

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)

UTM Zone {North or South)

Type and Manufacturer

Longitude of Central Meridian (CM)

degrees

Latitude of Origin

0 degrees

Scale Factor along CM

0.9666

False Easting

500 000 metres

False Northing

0 metres {10 000 000 mfor Southern Hemisphere)

Unit of Coordinates

International Metres

There are other grid projections, such as Transverse Mercator, Rectified Skew
Orthomorphic, or Gauss-Kruger, which will have different parameters than
UTM.
14. Example of Co-ordinate Conversion
Local Datum
Latitude
Longitude
Height

Easting
Northing
Height

Alternate Datum
Latitude
Longitude
Height

Easting
Northing
Height

These are very useful to confirm the contractor's software agrees with the company's.
15. Prospect Boundary Points
Datum Name
Projection
Boundary Point

Latitude

Longrtude

Northing

EasUng

Insert as many points as required to describe the prospect full fold area.
16. Block Boundary Points
Datum Name
Projection
Boundary Point

Latitude

Longitude

Northing

Easting

Insert as many points as required to describe the block area. The block boundary should be shown on all maps, plans and aerial plots produced by the contractor.
17. Navigation and Positioning Systems · Type, Manufacturer,
Software Version and Date
Primary DGPS Positioning* {see also next table)
Secondary DGPS Positioning* {see also next table)
rGPS Positioning: Type and Manufacturer
rGPS Positioning: Source{s)
rGPS Positioning: Front {Gun) Aoat(s)
rGPS Positioning: Tailbuoys
Laser Positioning: Type and Manufacturer
Laser Positionin!l: Caoable of Trackin!l
Acoustic Positioning: Type and Manufacturer t.
AcousUc Positioning: Vessel

Acoustic Positioning: Sources
Acoustic Positioning: Front {Gun) Aoat{s)
Acoustic Positioning: Front
Acoustic Positioning: Middle
{for streamer exceeding 3 kilometres)
Acoustic Positioning: Tail
Acoustic Positioning: Tailbuoys

at least every 300 metres, front and tail as below

1 per source
leach
at least the minimum number specified later in
these guidelines {collocated with acoustic sensor)
minimum 6 targets
at least 1, preferably rigidly mounted through a
gate valve, and free of vibrations at operational speeds
each gun sub-array, and used in network solution
{possibly collocated with an rGPS unit)
leach
at least 2 per streamer, located as described
below
at least 1 per streamer, and used in network
solution
at least 2 per streamer, located as described
below
at least the minimum number specified later in
these guidelines {collocated with an rGPS unit)

Gyro Compass
Back Up Gyro Compass
Echo Sounder: Type and Manufacturer
T/S Bridge or Seawater Sound Velocity Meter
Marine Gravity {if applicable)
Marine Magnetometer {if applicable)
Speed Log {if applicable)
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (if applicable)
On Line Integrated Navigation System
On Line Binning System
Post Processing System
Off Line Binning System

*The single frequency GPS receivers should support P-code resolution on the
CA-code measurement (Ll) type technology, provide parallel tracking, and be
ali-in-view type GPS receivers. The components of the primary DGPS positioning system should utilize identical GPS and telemetry equipment, pseudo range correction (PRC) software and firmware versions. The components
of the secondary DGPS positioning system should have the same characteristics but should be of a different type. (See next table.)
The number of rGPS units, acoustic sensors, and streamer compasses should
meet at least the above minimum criteria and ensure that the resulting
uncertainty in the front and taU network positioning of any node should not
be greater than ±1.5 metres when compared to the previous network analysis.
t. The number of acoustic units should meet at least the above and the
following minimum criteria:
The cable separations at the front and taU should be directly measured, by
duphcate range measurements if possible.
ii There should be at least 2 acoustic sensor units mounted approximately
100 metres apart, one on either side of the first hve trace. The first acoustic
sensor should be mounted within 15 metres of the first hve trace.
iii There should be at least 2 acoustic sensor units mounted approximately
100 metres apart, one on either side of the last hve trace. The last acoustic
sensor should be mounted within 15 metres of the last hve trace.
iv The network should have at least 30 %redundant acoustic range
observations to enable biases to be determined, and to ensure there are
no uncontrolled observations.
v The number of streamer compasses should meet at least the above and
the following minimum criteria:
There should be 2 compasses mounted approximately 100 metres apart,
one on either side of the first live trace. The frrst compass should be
mounted within 25 metres of the first hve trace.
ii There should be 2 compasses mounted approximately 100 metres apart,
one on either side of the last live trace. The last compass should be
mounted within 25 metres of the last hve trace.
iii The maximum distance from the last active streamer compass to the
taUbuoy on each streamer should be less than 100 metres.
18. Minimum DGPS Equipment Requirements for Primary
and Secondary Positioning
Each GPS receiver onboard, and at the DGPS
Reference and Monitor Stations
Primary Positioning: Name and Supplier
Secondary Positioning: Name and Supplier
Minimum number of channels*
Firmware Version
Firmware Version: Last Updated
PRC Software Version

9 channels
(best practice) same for each GPS receiver used
latest possible or within 6 months of mobilization
(best practice) same for each GPS receiver used

LIGHTHOUSE FalljAutomne 2000
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18. Minimum DGPS Equipment Requirements for Primary
and Secondary Positioning · continued
PRC Software Version: Last Updated
Minimum Number of DGPS Reference Stations

latest possible or within 6 months of mobilization
at least 2 or more (if operationally feasible) which
should surround the prospect"'

Differential Correction Transmission Method:
Primary Positioning
Primary DGPS Positioning: Reference Stations 17

Distance from Prospect

(add rows as necessary)
Differential Correction Transmission Method:
Secondary Positioning

different to Primary DGPS

Secondary DGPS Positioning Reference Stations 17 Distance from Prospect

(add rows as necessary)
Obstruction at each DGPS reference Station:
Elevation Mask
DGPS Monitor Station (if used)

Azimuth from Prospect

Azimuth from Prospect

5 degrees
within 200 kilometres of prospect centre (if operationally feasib le)
capable of altering users of any non conformance
alternatively a DGPS Network Control Centre

* Twelve channel GPS receivers are preferred as these provide enhanced tracking capabilities, faster acquisition and re-acquisition times, better performance during high dynamic maneuvers, with an update rate of less than 1
second per cycle.
"' The individual DGPS reference stations should be chosen so that they are
equally spaced around the prospect to minimize distortions caused by ionospheric and tropospheric effects. As much as possible the following guidelines should be adhered to with respect to the maximum distance from each
DGPS reference station to the prospect centre. The optimum locations
should be chosen for the GPS antenna ashore and onboard to minimize
electromagnetic interference, multipath effects, and any obstructions.
GPS health (site) audits of the DGPS reference stations and the DGPS monitor station (if used) to check for multipath effects, electromagnetic interference, and obstructions should have been updated as specified later in
these guidelines.
17 Distances from the prospect to the individual DGPS reference stations should
be kept to a minimum.
Transmission System

Maximum Distances

Comment

Satellite
Low Frequency
Medium Frequency
Ultra High Frequency

750 kilometres
600 kilometres
500 kilometres
100 kilometres

Preferred
Generally not encouraged
Generally not encouraged
Preferred backup method

19. Required Accuracy for DGPS Reference and Monitor Station
Co-Ordinates
International Earth Rotation Service (IERS)
Terrestrial Reference Frame and Epoch (ITRF-yy)
Absolute Accuracy (95% confidence level or better)
3 Dimensional Relative Accuracy for each Baseline
(95% confidence level or better)
Point Error Ellipsoid Dimensions
(95% confidence level or better)
after final minimally constrained adjustment

± 1 metres
5 centimetres + 5 ppm
semi-major axis (a) = less than 0.1 metres
semi-minor axis (b)= less than 0.1 metres
height= less than 0.2 metres

The GPS land survey observations to establish the geodetic control for the
DGPS reference and monitor (if used) stations should meet the latest version
of an approved national standard, such as the following:
"Guidelines and Specifications for GPS Surveys", Natural Resources Canada,
. Geodetic Survey Division, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, Edition 2.1, December

1992.
ii "Geometric Geodetic Accuracy Standards and Specifications for Using

GPS Relative Positioning Techniques", Federal Geodetic Control Committee,
National Geodetic Survey, NOAA, United States, Version 5.0, May 1988.
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All DGPS reference and monitor stations should be tied (referenced) to the
primary control network of the country in which the stations are located. The
national control points to which the GPS land survey should be tied should
be at least second (2nd) order accuracy (1 in 50,000) or better.
20. Required Offset Measurement Accuracies
Offsets:
Static Offsets on board Vessel
Static Offsets on board Tailbuoys
Laser Prism(s) on source(s)
Towed Acoustic Sensors
Angle of Defiection for Towed Acoustic Sensors

In-Line
±0.1m
±0.1m
+0.2m
±0.3m

Offsets:
Acoustic Sensors mounted on Streamer(s)
Streamer Compasses mounted on Streamer( s)
Laybacks:
Centre Source- Definition (select)

In-Line
+0.2m
±0.2m
In-Line
geometric/
gun volume
±2.0m
+3.0m

Centre Source(s)
Centre Near or Rrst Group

Cross Line
±0.1m
+0.1m
±0.1m
±0.4m

Radial
±0.2m
+0.2m
+0.2m
±0.4m

Height
±0.1m
+0.1m
+0.1m
±0.3m
45to60
degrees

All static offsets should be accurately measured by land survey methods. All
offsets and laybacks should be shown on an appropriate set of diagrams and
the layout approved by the company. The angle of deflection for towed acoustic
sensors would vary depending on their weight.
Contractor should endeavor to ensure that the offsets and laybacks are unchanged
during the survey unless operational reasons justifY change. Any changes should
be re-measured and the network definition(s) and effected diagrams should
be revised and approved by the company.
Any or all offsets and laybacks should be checked by contractor at each streamer deployment when required by the company.
All offsets of the in-sea units should be measured to the centre of the measurement sensor on each acoustic unit and streamer compass, and the centre
of each individual gun or gun cluster. Allowance should be made for the stretch
in the front and tail stretch sections.
When the shortest possible source and streamer geometry have been established allowing for operational and safety concerns, all towing wires and chains
should be marked to ensure the geometry remains the same following each
deployment.
21. DGPS and rGPS Positioning Criteria
DGSP Accuracy (1cr)
rGSP Accuracy: Tailbuoys (1cr)
rGSP Accuracy: Front (Gun) Roat(s) (1cr)
UKOOA "Use of Differential GPS in Offshore
Surveying" Guidelines
DGPS Height Aiding Approved (select)
DGPS Height Accuracy (to account for tides
and sea conditions)

±5 metres
±5 metres
±2 metres
latest version

DGPS Height Rxing Approved
DGPS Minimum Number of Acceptable Satellites*

No
5 (4 with Height Aiding)

DGPS Satellite Elevation Mask "'
DGPS Age of Corrections

7 degrees
less than 10 seconds
(stop if greater than 20 sec.)
less than 3 seconds corrected for any latency
RTCM SC-104, version 2 or later
98% (or better) valid messages

DGPS Update Rate, including Monitor Station
DGPS Transmission Format
DGPS Data Link Performance to each
Reference and Monitor Station
DGPS HOOP
DGPS POOP
DGPSVDOP
rGPS Minimum Number of Acceptable Satellites*
rGPS Satellite Elevation Mask "'
rGPS POOP
rGPS synchronization
rGPS Update Rate

Yes I No
less than ± 5 metres (if on site a larger value
has to be used Height Aiding should not be used)

less than 3
less than 4
less than 4
4 (3 with Height Aiding)
5 degrees
less than 5
1 second
less than 10 seconds
(stop if greater than 20 sec.)

21. DGPS and rGPS Positioning Criteria · continued
Probability ofTest (P)
Power of the Test (1- ~)
Level of Significance (a) for theW-test
Level of Confidence (1- a) for theW-test
Marginal Detectable Error (MDE) in any
Corrected Pseudo-range

Statistical Testing Values:
20 %
80 %
1%
99 %
less than 15 metres

* Whenever possible, the maximum available number of healthy satellites
that meet the minimum elevation criteria should be used in the
positioning computation(s). Satellite prediction software with the latest
updated almanac should be available throughout the survey. Such
software should be used to identify any poor coverage windows and if
possible plan operations accordingly.
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Provided the DGPS and rGPS software is capable of handling such low
elevation satellites by the use of appropriate weighting. The weighting
should be documented and approved by the company.

A continuous integrity check could be carried out during mobilization and
the survey for each line or part of a line. If an integrity check is not possible
then all DGPS positioning equipment should be verified in situ with the vessel(s) fast alongside prior to the commencement of seismic acquisition.
A re-radiation check of all rGPS positioning units could be carried out during
mobilization, prior to deployment, and, as required, during the survey. If areradiation check is not possible then all rGPS positioning units should be verified in situ with the vessel(s) fast alongside prior to the commencement of
seismic acquisition.

22. Active Tailbuoys - rGPS and Acoustic Positioning Acceptable
Number of Streamers
1
2

Minimum Number of Active Tail buoys Required
1
1

3

2

4
5

2

6
7

3
3
4
4
4
5
5

8
9
10
11
12

2

An active tailbuoy is defined as any tailbuoy with operational rGPS and acoustic
positioning. With 3 or more streamers, acceptable active tailbuoys should not
be adjacent to each other. The maximum number of active tailbuoys would
be one for each tailbuoy.
The contractor should ensure that each tailbuoy unit has sufficient power to
satisfy the requirements of the positioning system and data telemetry systems.
Non-gassing batteries should be used.

23. Active Gun Sub Array(s) or Front (Gun) Float(s)- rGPS
and Acoustic Positioning Acceptable
Number of Sources
1
2
3
4

Minimum Number of Gun Sub-Arrays with rGPS
positioning or Active Front (Gun) Roat(s)
1
1
2

3

Active front (gun) floats(s) may not be required if adequate rGPS units are
deployed on the source sub array(s). The maximum number of active rGPS
and acoustic units would be one of each on each gun sub array.

24. Laser Positioning Criteria
Distance Accuracy (1cr)
Direction Accuracy (1cr)
Distance Resolution
Direction Resolution
Orientation*
Check Prism (if used) t.

±0.5 metres
± 0.1 degrees
0.5 metres
0.1 degrees
primary navi~ation ~ro compass
mounted to a fixed surveyed point

*

Orientation from the navigation gyro compass, should be combined with
the laser directions to derive the laser bearing in the integrated navigation
system and the post-processing system.

8

To allow direct comparisons to be made with the primary navigation
gyro compass.

Laser positioning may be redundant with sufficient rGPS units deployed on
the source arrays and front (gun) float(s). The prisms should be waterproofed
to prevent water ingress. To prevent damage during deployment and recovery of a source sub-array, the prisms should be protected by a bracket or other
strong feature, if operationally feasible. Repeated failed attempts to establish
acceptable laser positioning to the source sub-arrays should require alternative
arrangement(s) to be devised with company approval.

25. Acoustic Positioning Criteria
Range Accuracy (1cr)

I

±0.2 meters

Range Resolution

I

0.2 metres

The contractor should provide a medium or high frequency acoustic positioning system capable of providing acceptable data in the conditions
expected during the survey. These conditions would include but not be limited to, the expected water depths, tides and currents, and the temperature and
salinity changes. The acoustic positioning system should be designed such that
the co-ordinate accuracy of the source(s) and streamer traces should be
within the tolerance specified by the company.
A unique serial number should be clearly engraved or marked in some other
durable manner on an easily visible portion of the acoustic sensor housing.
The redundancy and geometry of the observed acoustic ranges should meet
good survey practices and standards, and should allow an effective, statistically adjusted network(s) to be computed. The survey network should contain sufficient redundant observations to enable biases to be detected. The
redundancy should be evenly spread such that the network contains no uncontrolled observations. A well-controlled network will have the redundant observations in the design network. If the processing method is based on a phased
adjustment of sub-networks, this redundancy requirement should apply to
each sub-network. The company preferred testing method for all observables
is by applying Baarda statistical testing for outliner detection using the testing values specified by the company.
The contractor should provide a MOVE®(or similar) analysis of the network(s)
in order to be able to prove the network(s) meet the co-ordinate accuraccriteria, using the a p riorivalues suggested by the company prior to mobilisation,
as well as during the survey to determine the effect of any equipment failure.
·Orientation along each streamer for the front acoustic network should b e
derived from the average of the first two active streamer compasses on the
respective streamer. Orientation along each streamer for the tail acoustic network should be derived from the average of the last two active streamer
compasses on the respective streamer, or from the rGPS positioning. Other
appropriate procedures may be used with company approval.
The speed of sound in water at the streamer depth should be established and
updated as specified by the company.

26. Streamer Compasses Criteria
Direction Accuracy (1cr)
Resolution
Display
Internal Gimballing: Roll
Internal Gimballing: Pitch
Acceptable On-Line Filtering:

± 0.5 degrees
0.35 degrees
0.1 degrees
360degrees
at least 25 degrees
sampled every second and averaged over 7 seconds

A unique serial number should be clearly engraved or marked in some other
durable manner on an easily visible portion of the streamer compass housing.
The streamer compass configuration should be the same or very similar for
each streamer. If operationally feasible, a given streamer compass should be
mounted on the same streamer, at the same location, throughout the seismic
acquisition.
LIGHTHOUSE Faii/ Automne 2000
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The static biases for the streamer compasses which meet the specified tolerances set later in these guidelines, shall be set to zero (O) in the integrated navigation system and the post processing software, at the discretion of the company.
The contractor should only use dynamic streamer compass verification values
with the written approval of the company.

31. Marine Gravity Criteria - continued
Maximum Filtered Accelerometer Noise
Heading Changes On Line

4 level divisions
less than 1 degrees per minute, if operationally
feasible
less than 1 knot per minute
centre of vessel pitch, roll, and yaw axes

Speed Changes On Line
Sensor Offset Position*

27. Streamer Depth Sensor Criteria

* The marine gravity meter should be in a position where it will not be exposed

Accuracy (1cr)
Resolution
Display

to extremes of temperature or be knocked or damaged, but will allow easy
access for maintenance. The equipment should be mounted such that it
is sufficiendy dampened not to be affected by floor transmitted high frequency vibrations.
Data recording should commence 8 to 10 minutes before the start of a line
or part of a line, and terminate at least 5 minutes after the end of the line or
part of a line. Sufficient analogue data should be recorded to allow data recovery in the event of the failure of the digital data recording.

±0.2 metres
0.1 metres
0.1 metres

28. Magnetic Variation for Streamer Compasses
Moae sea· or MagnetiC vanatlon l;a cu atlon
Prospect Centre: Latitude
Prospect Centre: Longitude
Date Used for Computation
Magnetic Variation Computed
Magnetic Secular Variation Computed
Agreement with most recent Admiralty
Chart or other Independent Method
Magnetic Storm and Sun Spot Activity Reports

degrees
degrees
within 0.2 degrees

32. Marine Magnetometer Criteria
Minimum Sensitivity Accuracy
± 1 nT(1 nT - 1 gamma which was old measure)

sent to vessel at least weekly, if significant

29. Gyro Compass(es) Criteria
Accuracy (1cr): Static

±degrees

Accuracy (1cr): Dynamic

±degrees

Resolution

0.1 degrees

Display

0.1 degrees

Alignment with Vessel Centre Line (securely fastened)
Alignment: Repeaters

± 0.2 degrees
± 0.2 degrees

Orientation for Navigation System

primary gyro compass

30. Echo Sounder Criteria
Depth
Accuracy
Units
Graphic Resolution
Digital Resolution
Frequencies: at least 2
Recording Paper Speed and Scales
Speed of Sound Setting
Transducer Draught Setting
Event Mark
Output: Paper Record*
Output: Digital
Heave Compensator11 (Optional)
Speed of Sound: Accuracy from T/S meter
Speed of Sound in Water Column:
Value Used (select)
Speed of Sound at Streamer Depth:
Value Used v
Draught: Value Used (select)

v

maximum water depth in prospect area

± 1 %of the water depth in area of operations
metres
0.2metres
0.1metres
33 kHz and 210kHz (or similar)
adjustable
adjustable and continuously displayed
adjustable
external and manual input
Yes (to be included with observer's log for each line
Yes
± 0.5 centimetres or 5% of measured range
± 1 metre per second

+ 0.1 metres per second on each axis
at least once per minute
at least once per minute
± 0.03 metres per second on each axis

For the marine gravity, marine magnetometer, and acoustic Doppler current
profiler the contractor should provide visual outputs as well as digital and analogue records. All analogue records (if provided) should be clearly and legibly annotated to include at least the following minimum information at the
start and end of each line: date, time, line number, and shot point.
34. Minimum Positioning Spares Recommended

Acoustic Positioning: Batteries

observed

Streamer Compasses*
Streamer Compasses: Batteries

new at mobilization (replaced within
manufacturelis expected duration)
50%
new at mobilization (replaced within
manufacturelis expected duration)
50%
new at mobilization (replaced within
manufacturelis expected duration)
100 %
100 %
100 %
6 hours

standard I observed

The heave compensator (if used) should be installed in close proximity to
the echo sounder transducer and should be rigidly fixed. The installation
and operation of the heave compensator should be in accordance with the
manufacturer's specifications.

31. Marine Gravity Criteria
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Speed Log: Accuracy
Speed Log: Update Rate
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler: Update Rate
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler: Accuracy

standard 1 observed

v The velocity of sound in water for the water column and at the streamer
depth and the draught of the vessel(s) should be observed and updated
as specified later in these guidelines.
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33. Speed Log and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler Criteria

Secondary DGPS Positioning onboard including
GPS receiver, demodulator, antenna and cabling,
computer hardware and software
100%(in 'hot stand by mode')

at least the following minimum information at the start and end of each
line: date, time, line number, shot point and scale used.

Sample Rate for Gravity and Navigation
Synchronization with Navigation timing
Noise Envelope at 3 Minute Filter Horizontal
Accelerations: Up to Force 4 or 25,000 mGal
Up to Force 5 or 50,000 mGal
Up to Force 6 or 75,000 mGal

2 seconds
1 second
+ 2 nT
25:1
at least 3 times vessel length (if operationally feasible)

Primary DGPS Positioning on board including GPS
receiver, demodulator, antenna and cabling,
computer hardware and software
DGPS at each reference station GPS receiver,
demodulator,modem and relay capability, antenna
and cabling, computer hardware and software
Tailbuoy Vehicles including rGPS unit, telemetry link,
power supply, antenna and cabling, computer
hardware and software*
Acoustic Positioning Transponders/ Responders*

* All analogue records should be clearly and legibly annotated to include

11

Sampling Rate
Synchronizationwith Navigation Timing
Noise Envelope
Signal to Noise Ratio
Towed Astern

1 second
1 second
± 0.5mGal
± 1.0mGal
± 2.0mGal

Streamer Depth Controllers*
Streamer DepthControllers: Batteries
Laser positioning unit
Gyro compass
Navigation Data Logging units
Repair of Equipment: Maximum Period of
Navigation Downtime (if operationally feasible)

50 %of minimum number of active tailbuoys
required (rounded up for odd numbers)
25%

* These suggested percentages of spares may not be required for multi streamer surveys where it could be possible to cannibalize a strearner(s) to allow
production to continue. In such cases provisions for such a possibility should
be included in the contract.
35. Pre Survey Checks, Verifications and Calibrations of
Positioning Systems - Timing
DGPS Positioning Verification · Primary
DGPS Positioning Verification · Secondary
Primary and Secondary DGPS Reference
Stations· GPS Health (Site) Audits

during mobilization
during mobilization
within 6 months of mobilization

35. Pre Survey Checks, Verifications and Calibrations of
Positioning Systems - Timing - continued
rGPS Positioning Verification
Laser Positioning Calibration
Laser Positioning Calibration: Directions
Laser Positioning Calibration: Long Projects
Acoustic Positioning: Inspection of Hull mounted
Transducer by Diver (to clear marine
growth from transducer)
Streamer Compasses: Manufacturer's Calibration
Streamer Compasses: Verification by contractor
Streamer Depth Controllers: Calibration
Gyro Compass(es) Calibration
Gyro Compass(es) Calibration: Directions
Gyro Compass(es) Calibration: Long Projects
Echo Sounder Transducer Check: Inspection
by Diver (to clear marine growth from transducer)
Echo Sounder Check: Lead Line Check
Echo Sounder Check: Bar Check
T;s Bridge or Seawater Sound Velocity Meter
Speed of Sound in Water Column for Echo Sounder
Speed of Sound in Water at Streamer Depth
for Acoustic Positioning
Marine Gravity (if applicable):
As Required by Manufacturer
Marine Magnetometer (if applicable):
As Required by Manufacturer
Speed Log (if applicable) Transducer Check:
Inspection by Diver (to clear marine
growth from transducer)
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (if applicable)
Transducer Check: Inspection by Diver
(to clear marine growth from transducer)
Results to be Available prior to commencement
of seismic acquisition

all during mobilization
within 4 months of mobilization
both (same as for gyro compass(es))
repeated at 6 months from start of survey
during mobilization (if not accessible through gate
valve) or at discretion of company

Streamer Compasses: Verification by contractor

within 24 months of mobilization
within 4 months of mobilization
all during mobilization
within 4 months of mobilization
both
repeated at 6 months from start of survey
during mobilization (if not accessible through gate
valve) or at discretion of company
during mobilization or at discretion of company
prior to acquisition if operationally feasible
within 12 months of mobilization
at prospect centre and if operationally feasible, at
corners of prospect prior to commencement
in prospect prior to commencement

Speed of Sound in Water Column for Echo Sounder
Echo Sounder: Lead Line Check

during mobilization, including alongside
still reading
during mobilization
during mobilization (if not accessible
through gate valve) or at discretion of company
during mobilization (if not accessible through gate
valve) or at discretion of company
within 12 hours of commencement

The company may request to be present at any or all of these checks, verifications and calibrations.

36. Checks, Verifications and Calibrations of Positioning Systems
- During Acquisition
comparison of network solution with each DGPS
Reference Station for each line or part of a line
comparison for each line or part of a line
daily or at discretion of company
weekly

DGPS Positioning
DGPS Positioning- Primary versus Secondary
Laser Positioning Check: To Fixed Target onboard
Laser Positioning Check: via Post
Processed Comparisons
Laser Positioning Distance Check versus rGPS
Laser Positioning Position Check versus
Acoustic Positioning
Streamer Compasses: Dynamic Biases
(for appropriate shot point interval consistent
with the method of calculation)
Streamer Depth Sensors: Calibration Check
Gyro Compass(es): Check On Line
Gyro Compass(es): Check by Transit Bearings,
Sun Shots, or other methods
Speed of Sound in Water Column for Echo Sounder
Speed of Sound in Water at Streamer Depth for
Acoustic Positioning
Vessel Draught
Marine Gravity (if applicable):
As Required by Manufacturer

37. Post Survey Checks, Verifications and Calibrations of
Positioning Systems - Timing - continued

during deployment and recovery of streamer(s)
within 200 metres of stern
during deployment and recovery of streamer(s)
within 200 metres of stern
for each line or part of a line

Streamer Depth Sensors: Calibration
Gyro Compass(es): Calibration

Echo Sounder: Bar Check
Marine Gravity (if applicable): As Required by Manufacturer
Marine Gravity (if applicable): Land Tie (select)
Preliminary Results to be available

The company may request to be present at any or all of these checks, verifi..
cations and calibrations.

38. Checks, Verifications and Calibrations of Positioning
Systems - Acceptable Results
DGPS Positioning Verification- Land Survey
methods versus DGPS network solution
(for the same instant in time)

less than 3 metres average radial difference,
standard deviation less than 2 metres

DGPS Positioning Verification- Land Survey
Methods versus each DGPS reference
station position (for the same instant in time)
Accuracy of Known Points used for Land Survey
Comparison on WGS84 datum (if used)
Accuracy of Known Points used for Land Survey
Comparison on Local Datum (if used)
Accuracy of Land Survey Distance measurement
Accuracy of Land Survey Direction measurement
DGPS Positioning Verification -Integrity Check
Method versus DGPS network solution
DGPS Positioning Verification - Integrity Check
Method versus DGPS network solution Scatter Plot
Secondary DGPS Positioning Verification (alongside)

less than 3 metres average radial difference,
standard deviation less than 2 metres

rGPS Positioning Verification- Land Survey
Methods versus each rGPS position
(for the same instant in time)
rGPS Positioning Verification- Re-radiation Method
versus each rGPS unit
Laser Positioning Calibration: Distance
(for the same instant in time)
Laser Positioning Calibration: Direction
(for the same instant in time)
Laser Positioning: Agreement with Previous Results
Laser Positioning Check: To Fixed Target on board

all replacements to be checked before deployment
for each line or part of a line
when appropriate
weekly; changed when differs by 2 metre per second or sooner if changes in sea conditions warrant
weekly; changed when differs by 2 metre per second or sooner if changes in sea conditions warrant
weekly during calm sea conditions; changed when
differs by 0.5 metres.
daily checks , including still readings during any
port calls

Laser Positioning Check: via Post Processed
Comparisons
Laser Positioning: Distance Check versus rGPS
during deployment and recovery
Laser Positioning: Position Check versus Acoustic
Positioning during deployment and recovery
Streamer Compasses: Verification by contractor

The company may request to be present at any or all of these checks, verifications and calibrations.

37. Post Survey Checks, Verifications and Calibrations of
Positioning Systems - Timing
DGPS Positioning Verification- Primary
DGPS Positioning Verification- Secondary
rGPS Positioning: Verification
Laser Positioning: Calibration

at discretion of company
at discretion of company
at discretion of company
period since previous verification greater than twice
period stated above, or at discretion of company

period since previous verification greater
than twice period stated above,
or at discretion of company
at discretion of company
period since previous verification greater
than twice period stated above,
or at discretion of company
in prospect at end of survey
during demobilization or at discretion of
company
during demobilization or at discretion of
company
during demobilization
Yes I No
prior to end of demobilization

Streamer Depth Sensors: Calibration on Deck
Gyro Compass(es): Calibration*

Accuracy of Azimuth Baseline used for Gyro
Compass(es) Calibration

± 0.3 metres or better
± 0.3 metres or better
at least± 0.2 metres
at least± 0.02 degrees
less than 2 metres average radial difference,
standard deviation less than 2 metres
tight plot around mean position
same as Primary, or average radial difference
with Primary less than 3 metres
less than 3 metres average radial difference,
standard deviation less than 2 metres
less than 1 metre average radial difference,
standard deviation less than 1 metre
less than 2 metres, standard deviation less than
0.5 metres; absolute difference between observations in 2 directions less than 0. 7 metres
less than 2 degrees, standard deviation less than
0.2 degrees: absolute difference between observations in 2 directions less than 0.6 degrees
distance within 1.0 metres, direction within 0.4
degrees
distance within 0.5 metres, direction within 0.2
degrees
distance within 0.7 metres, direction within 0.6
degrees
less than 2 metres average radial difference
less than 3 metres average radial difference
manufacture's preset (A, B and C) values should
be unaltered from the values derived during the
most recent manufactureris calibration
each static bias less than 0.5 degrees of either
sign, provided that for each compass the sign is
the same
each average static bias less than 0.5 degrees
20%tested for roll at± 5, ± 10, and± 15
degrees and pitch at± 5 and± 10 degrees; each
bias less than 0.85 degrees of either sign, provided that for each compass the sign is the same
depth error less than 0.2 metres
standard deviation less than 0.1 degrees;
absolute difference between observations in 2
directions less than 0.4 degrees
± 0.05 degrees
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38. Checks, Verifications and Calibrations of Positioning
Systems - Acceptable Results · continued
Gyro Compass(es) Calibration: Agreement with
within 0.6 degrees
Previous Results
Echo Sounder Check: Lead Line Check
less than 0.5 metres between echo sounder and
(taking into consideration possible debris alongside) lead line check
Echo Sounder Check: Bar Check
Marine Gravity (if applicable): Daily and Post Survey
Marine Gravity (if applicable): Still Reading
Marine Magnetometer (if applicable):
Connected to Test Module Sensor

less than 0.3 metres between bar and echo
sounder
as per manufacturers specifications
similar results to previous, less than 1 mGal drift
per month since last reading
less than± 2 nT after at least 2 hours; readings should drift over time

* If the gyro compass correction is larger than 1.5 degrees of either sign, consideration could be given to slewing the gyro compass and repeating the
observations.
39. Checks, Verifications and Calibrations of Positioning Systems
- Acceptable On Line Results
DGPS Positioning comparison of network solution
with each DGPS Reference Station for each line or
part of a line*
DGPS Positioning- Primary versus Secondary Ll.
Streamer Compasses: Dynamic Biases (for appropriate shot point interval consistent with the
method of calculation)
Gyro Compass(es): Check On Line*

less than 3 metres average radial difference
less than±~ metres difference in Eastings
ess than -t: 2 metres difference 1n Nort 1ngs
less than 3.5 metres average radial difference
less than 0.8 degree (1.2 degrees for front and
tail compasses) of either sign
absolute difference between each gyro compass
for each line less than 1.0 degrees

* These checks could be used as quality control tools and not necessarily as
rejection criteria.
Ll.

This should be a necessary condition when switching between the two systems when the primary DGPS temporarily fails. If this condition is not met,
production should cease until the DGPS positioning improves, and an explanation is provided by the contractor to the satisfaction of the company.

40. Rejection Criteria - Acceptable Data for Each Line or Part of a Line
DGPS Positioning: Primary or Secondary
Shot Point Interval: Nominal (over any 200
shot point sliding window)
Shot Point Interval: Mean*
Shot Point Interval : Standard Deviation
rGPS Positioning
Laser Positioning
Acoustic Positioning for One or More
Streamers
For each Front Acoustic Range
Reftected Acoustic Ranges
Streamer Compasses
For each Streamer Compass where one of
the following derived from the time series
plots or statistics may apply:

Streamer Depth Sensors
Echo Sounder: Operational Downtime
Source Depth
Morine Gra~ty (if applicable) if either:

Marine Magnetometer (if applicable)
Network Adjustment: variance Covariance
Matrix in Front Network
Near Trace Radial Offset: Variation
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100%
± 1% and not more than 7 consecutive shot points
nominal + 0.02 metres
less than 2.0% of nominal
95% and not more than 20 consecutive shot points
95% and not more than 20 consecutive shot points
loss for not more than 20 consecutive shot points

70% of range data within a 3 metre window centered on
nominal range
5% of total number of acoustic ranges in each acoustic
network
95 %and not more than 20 consecutive shot points
less than 0.8 degrees from best linear fit of data
over 250 metres either side of the event
average value less than 0.8 degrees from adjacent com
passes on same streamer
differences of the standard deviation (DSD or Dstd)
between adjacent compasses on the same streamer
less than 0.7 degrees
calculated dynamic bias unacceptable for 5 or more lines
or parts of lines in same direction
not more than 10 consecutive shot points rejected
between any two adjacent sensors, or between the front
and tail of any streamer
more than 1 hour
not more than 10 consecutive shot points rejected
horizontal accelerations in excess of 60,000 mGal peak
to peak on either axis
cross coupling readings in excess of± 20 mGal
greater than 10 nT peak to peak
each attribute less than 5 metres for 95% of shot points
in line or part of a line
less than 2 metres, unless such variations are a result
of tides and currents infiuencing the towing characteris
tics, or other physical causes
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* Inline shot to shot spikes over 2.5 metres should correlate with shot point
time interval spikes. Cross line spikes over 4 metres should be investigated
to ensure filtering parameters are set up correcdy for the data, or any other
problems.
Post processed navigation data should be used in the acceptance or rejections of lines. This means that a line may be accepted in real time but subsequendy rejected due to problems highlighted during processing.
41. Survey, Navigation and Positioning Misfire Criteria
DGPS Positioning: Primary and Secondary
Tailbuoy rGPS Positioning: Acceptable Number
Sub Array rGPS or Front (Gun) Roat rGPS
Positioning: Acceptable Number
Laser Positioning*
Acoustic Positioning for One or More Steamers Ll.
Streamer Compasses: Streamer Rejected
Echo Sounder

any loss or unacceptable DGPS for both systems
simultaneously
falls below minimum
falls below minimum; rectified prior to start of next
line
no data available, if operationally feasible rectified
l.QI:ior to start of next line
no data available
if on same streamer, 3 or more or any 2 adjacent
streamer compasses rejected
exceeds minimum downtime criteria

* Missing laser positioning (if used) data caused by fog, rain and sea conditions should be considered beyond the control of the contractor. Redundancy
in the front network should take this into consideration if the these conditions are expected regularly during the 3D survey.
Ll. Missing acoustic positioning data may be interpolated provided the vessel
was on a steady course, there were no significant feather changes (less than
2 degrees), and existing sea state allowed suitable interpolation to be carried out at discretion of the company.
Continuation could be allowed depending on performance of supporting systems and redundancy during the line and at discretion of the company. Acquisition
could continue provided the following criteria are met for each system:
Loss of tailbuoy rGPS positioning- all other acoustic ranges in the tail network {not including those to the unacceptable active tailbuoy(s)} should
be acceptable.
ii Loss of sub array rGPS positioning or of front (gun) float-- reliable and consistent laser and acoustic positioning data is available to position the affected centre of source(s).
iii Loss of acoustic positioning to sub array(s) --reliable and consistent rGPS
and laser positioning data is available to position the affected centre of
source(s).
iv Loss of laser positioning to the sub array(s) --reliable and consistent rGPS
and acoustic positioning data is available to position the affected centre of
source(s).
v Loss of acoustic positioning for one or more streamers-- there were no variations in the streamer feather angle(s), and there were no sudden heading
changes during the effected period.
42. Survey, Navigation and Positioning Line Termination Criteria
A line or part of a line shou ld be terminated if the survey, navigation and positioning
misfire criteria in the preceding tables are not met for any one of the fol lowing systems for the number of consecutive shot points given below, unless continuation is
approved by the company.
DGPS Positioning: Primary and Secondary
Tailbuoy rGPS Positioning
Sub Array rGPS Positioning
Front (Gun) Roat rGPS Positioning
Laser Positioning
Acoustic Positioning
Streamer Compasses
Gyro Compass
Echo Sounder
Binning: On-Line
Full Nominal Coverage
Continuous Misfires (for same source)
Misfires Over Consecutive Shot Points
Misfires for Any Line or Part of a Line
Misfires for Prospect

not more than 5 consecutive shot points
not more than 20 consecutive shot points
not more than 20 consecutive shot points
not more than 20 consecutive shot points
not more than 20 consecutive shot points
not more than 12 consecutive shot points
not more than 20 consecutive shot points
not more than 20 consecutive shot points
not more than 100 consecutive shot points
not available for over 500 metres
less than 85 %
8 or more of the shot points
not more than 10 in 20 shot points
not more than 20 in 100 shot points
4%
2%

43. Interrupted Line Continuation
Shot Point Overlap for Start and End ·of Reshoot
Minimum Reshoot Length
Number of Edits in Any Line or Part of a Line
Minimum Number of Segments per Line

10 shot points (at no charge to company)
active streamer length
maximum of 3 separate edits, cumulative total less
than 25 %of the complete planned line
less than 20 km
2
20to 35km
3
4
35to 50km
greater than 50 km
at discretion of company

Reshoots should be acquired in the same direction as the original lines unless
approved otherwise by the company. Infills should be also acquired in the same
direction as the original lines, except at swathe boundaries, unless approved
otherwise by the company.
44. Required Statistical Testing Values for Network Solution
Probability of Test(~)

20%

Power of the Test (1· ~)

80 %

Level of Significance (o:) for theW-test

1%

Level of Confidence (1· o:) for the W-Iest

99%

The calculation of the source and receiver group co-ordinates should be based
upon the least squares adjustment and include full statistical testing. The preferred testing method for all observables is by applying Baarda statistical testing for outliner detection. The preferred processing approach is an integrated
adjustment whereby all observables are processed in one integral network
adjustment per event. Alternatively, processing may be based on a sequential
adjustment of partial networks.
45. Suggested a priori Standard Deviations (1cr)
Vessel Offsets and Baselines
Towed Offsets and Baselines
Vessel DGPS Positioning: Easting
Vessel DGPS Positioning: Northing
rGPS Range to Front (Gun) Roat(s)
rGPS Bearing to Front (Gun) Roat(s)
rGPS Range to Tailbuoy(s)
rGPS Bearing to Tailbuoy(s)
Laser Range
Laser Bearing
Streamer Compasses
Streamer Compasses: Rrst and Last
Acoustic Ranges
Gyro Compass(es)
Course Made Good (if used)

+ 0.2 metres
+ 0.5 metres
+ 3.5 metres
+ 3.5 metres
+ 2.0 metres
+ 0.5 degrees
+ 3.0 metres
I (for 3000 m streamers, prorated
± 0.06 degrees
I for other configurations)
+ 0.8 metres
+ 1.0 degrees
+ 0.8 degrees
+ 1.2 degrees
+ 1.0 metres+ 1 %of the range
+ 0.8 degrees
± 2. 0 degrees

The same or similar a priorivalues should be met, and should be used in order
to achieve the a posterior values required. Different contractor's will use different values.
What is important is that the erelativei weighting between the observations should
be correct. Based on the post processed results of the first 5 accepted lines, these
parameters should be either confirmed or reviewed to better fit the actual data
performance. The confirmed or updated parameters to be used for the postprocessing of all lines acquired during the survey, should be agreed in writing by
both the contractor and the company.
For each line or part ofa line, the Unit Variance for each network should lie about
a value of 1 ±0.3. However, since the observables are filtered and possible correlations between them are disregarded, the Unit Variance may not be one. A pessimistic set of a pn'orivalues would reduce the Unit Variance value towards zero.
It is preferable to concentrate on the consistency ofthe Unit Variance over the survey area, and over the line analyzed in particular. Peculiar variation(s) of the Unit
Variance from the average for the prospect should be systematically investigated.
46. Acceptable Network Comparisons with Calculated Offset Positions
Comparison between Network Solution
and Positions Derived from Vessel
Offsets, Laybacks, and Streamer Compasses for:
Sources and Front Acoustic Sensors
Tail Acoustic Sensors
Tail Acoustic Sensors

Tolerance

+ 3 metres (radial)
+ 7 metres (cross-line)
±2 metres (in-line)

Acceptable Rxes For
Each Line or Part of
a Line
95%
95%
95%

For each streamer, the tailbuoy rnisclosure angle should not be greater than
0.5 degrees. The tailbuoy rnisclosure angle is the derived angle from the head
of each streamer between the positioning solution for the streamer tailbuoy
(whether actively positioned or not) derived from offsets and the streamer compasses, and the tailbuoy rGPS position. The results for each streamer should
be sorted by line direction, and for averages over 0.3 degrees the magnetic variation should be further analyzed. Regardless of the line direction, the derived
magnetic declination from the tailbuoy misclosure angles should be of the same
algebraic sign, and should be consistent over a localized area (although some
differences may be observed in large prospects over volcanic strata).
47. Acceptable Residuals
rGPS Range to Front (Gun) Roat(s)
rGPS Bearing to Front (Gun) Float(s)
rGPS Range to Tailbuoy(s)
rGPS Bearing to Tailbuoy(s)
Tailbuoy In-Line Misclosure
Laser Positioning (if used): Range
Laser Positioning (if used): Direction
Acoustic Positioning: Ranges
Gyro Compass(es)

less than 1 metres
less than 0.2 degrees
less than 1m
I (for 3000 m streamers,
less than 0.3 degrees I prorated for other configurations)
less than 3.0 metres
less than 0.7 metres
less than 0.6 degrees
less than 0.5 metres
less than 0.5 degrees

48. Navigation Recording and Post Processing Parameters
TIMEto be used for all data logging and reporting
STANDARD PORT with reference (for tidal information)
Survey, Navigation and Positioning Statistical
Data Format (select software version and specify media)
Raw Navigation Data Format*
Number of Acquired Lines per Tape
Tape Naming Format: Raw "
Rnal Post Processed Data Format

Microsoft Excel• 1 Lotus 1-2-3'
Media:
Format:
IMedia: I Copy to:
UKOOA P2/ 91 I
I Client

UKOOAP1/ 90

Client, Seismic
Processing
Contractor

Number of Post Processed Lines perTape
Tape Naming Format: Post Processed "
Rnal Post Processed Data Available for On Line Binning

within 12 hours of completion of a line or

Ioart of a line

Di~lay

Rnal Post Processed Data Format for Vessel Position Rles v
Rnal Post Processed Data Format for Vessel Position Rles
and Reduced Bathymetry (One header and all Vand Erecords.)
Rnal Post Processed Data Format for CMPdata (Generallythe
position between centre source and the first record.)
Marine Gravity Data (if applicable): Standard digital Lacoste.
Romberg Format
Marine Magnetometer (if applicable)
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (if applicable)

UKOOAP1/ 90
UKOOAP1/ 90

Client
Client

UKOOAP1/ 90

Client

Lotus 1-2-33
Compatible

Client, Gravity
Processing
Contractor
Client
Client

* Raw data only with no filtering or smoothing applied to the data.
" The contractor may have a standard tape naming format which may
be suitable.
v Generally with one header and all V records, although may be required

as all V records with individual headers.
The contractor should ensure that there are no discrepancies between the
survey, navigation and positioning logging and records, and the seismic acquisition logging and records. All positioning data should be co-registered with all
other data in both time and sequence number formats in order to permit unambiguous correlation with the seismic record data. The contractor should ensure
that all positioning post-processing and co-registration with the seismic records
is completed onboard, unless agreed otherwise in writing with the company.

All raw data should be recorded to disk or other medium for all survey, navigation and positioning systems. All records for one position fix should be
referred to the same instant in time (generally gun firing). Deskewing to the
time of gun firing should be carried out by means of extrapolation or interpolation from a consecutive number of samples. Proof of correct deskewing
technique will be required by the company.
LIGHTHOUSE FalljAutomne 2000
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The most recent unfiltered time-tagged laser positioning data should be
available to the integrated navigation system. Old readings should be clearly
identified and rejected from the network adjustment.
The contractor should provide, for each line or part of a line, a log showing the
status of the positioning systems; any irregularities, changes or failures should
be noted as they occur. These logs and quality control logs and time series plots
for every system and sensor used onboard should be included with the navigation data.
The company should be allowed to view all onscreen data and any hard
copy outputs at any time. Copies of this information should be provided if
requested by the company.

49. Navigation Post Processing for Third Party Quality Control
Format:
Media:
I Within:
Raw Navigation Data Format
Final Post Processed Data Format

I

UKOOAP2/91
UKOOAP1/90

I

5 hours
9 hours

Data should be available, if required, within the period specified, from the completion of a line or part of a line, otherwise acquisition should cease. The time
period could also be specified relative to the expected acquisition time for
the typical line length of the survey.
Access should be provided to a separate contractor's navigation work station
to allow the company representatives to inspect the raw and post processed
data for each line or part of a line at any time.

50. Survey, Navigation and Positioning Statistical Data Required for
Each Line
first and last shot point
maximum HOOP, maximum POOP, average HOOP, average computed height,
DGPS reference stations used
maximum HOOP, maximum POOP, average HOOP, average computed height,
Secondary DGPS
DGPS reference stations used
average difference comparisons with primary in Easting and Northing (or Along
and Across)
unacceptable data that was not used for complete line
Laser positioning
Acoustic positioning unacceptable data that was not used for complete line
Streamer compasses unacceptable data that was not used for complete line, or shot point range of
any streamer compass data which was not accept able for more than 20 shot
points compass(es) which failed the calculated dynamic bias test
performance comment with regard to oscillations
Gyro Compass(es)
average difference comparisons with primary gyro compasses
speed of sound in water column used and observed
Echo Sounder
results of statistical testing for whole network
Fully Integrated
results of statistical testing for each observable or observation type
Networks
average unit variance, average degrees of freedom, average residuals for each
observable
comparison of on-line and off-line results
average separations for sub-arrays, and centre of sources
average streamer front, middle (if used) and tail separations between each
adjacent pair (e.g., between streamers 1 and 2, streamers 2 and 3, etc.)
average angular tailbuoy misclosure (rotation) and average in-line and
cross-line misclosures for each streamer
average shot point interval, shot point interval test based on distance and time
absolute error ellipses for selected CMP locations specified by the company
effect of undetected errors in the observations, of the size of the MOE (marginal
detectable error), for each observation on the CMP C(}()rdinates (e.g., external reliability)
all edits declared survey, navigation and positioning misfires, or seismic misShotPoints
fires, as well as any trace edits

Line Name
Primary DGPS

Edits could be included in final Pl/90 version provided that the procedure does
not adversely effect the integration of the navigation and seismic data during
seismic processing.

51. Final Navigation Deliverables
Film
Raw Navigation Data
Final Post Processed Navigation Data
Final Post Processed Data for Vessel Positions
Final Post Processed Data for COP Positions
Shot Point Location Map (select)
Plotting and Labeling Intervals
Shot Point Location Map (select)
Plotting and Labeling Intervals (metres)
Large Scale Antenna Position Maps (select)
Large Scale Coverage Maps (select)
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Paper

Yes/No
Yes/NO
Yes/No
Yes/NO

Scales

1:25 000
10 and 100
1:50000
50 and 500
1:
1:

Copies
1
2
1
1
4

Within
2 weeks
2weeks
2 weeks
2weeks
2 weeks

4

2 weeks

51. Final Navigation Deliverables- continued
Film
Water Depth Map(s) corrected for draught,
speed of sound and tides (select)
Water Depth Contour Map(s) (select)
Water Depth Contour Interval (select)
Final Navigation Report
(specify numbers of copies)
Copy of Report on diskette (select)

Marine Gravity Data (if applicable)
Marine Magnetometer Data (if applicable)
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler Data
(if applicable)
Spatial Plots (see next Table)
Field Navigation Tapes
Echo Sounder Trace Records
On Line Navigation Printouts and Track Plots

n;a

Paper
Yes/No

Scales
1:

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes

1:
10 metres
n;a

4

Copies

Within
2weeks

4

2weeks
2 weeks

Word• I
Wordperfecr
2
1
1

1month
2 weeks
2weeks

bydemob
Yes
A4and A3
4
kept until seismic processing completed
included with observers logs for each line or part of line
kept until seismic processing completed

Final deliverables should be provided within the period specified from the completion of the survey

52. Required Spatial Plots
Different spatial plots are given under three separate topics .
Seismic Acquisition
Positioning
In-line misclosure for each
dN: Primary v Secondary
Streamer
DGPS
Coverage plots with flexed binning
Average rotation angle for all
dE: Primary v Secondary
streamers
DGPS
Count displays for all hits in each bin
Average feather angle for all
Primary positioning sys
including any duplicates
streamers
tem height
Uniqueness offset coverage plots
Contoured water depth
Primary positioning POOP
for each sub-line
Centre source separation
Primary positioning HOOP
Adjacent front streamer separations
Secondary positioning POOP
Coverage
Coverage plots without flexed binning

53. Required Navigation Personnel - Minimum Number and Minimum
Experience
Chief Navigator
Shift Leader(s)
Navigator(s)
Navigation Data Processor(s) (if provided)

Minimum Number
1
2
2
1

Minimum Experience
3 years
2 years
lyears
2 years

The numbers and experience of the navigation personnel will differ from contractor to contractor. Flexibility will be required by both the company and the
contractor. The requirement being to ensure that the company is provided
with competent contractor personnel, as well as the necessary opportunities
are provided for the contractorfs personnel to gain experience.

54. Navigation Data Shipments Details
Addresses:
Raw Navigation Data Tapes
Post Processed Navigation Data Tapes
Maps and Reports
Marine Gravity Processing Contractor
Marine Magnetometer Processing Contractor

Caveat
The above suggested survey, navigation and positioning guidelines for

3D marine seismic survey specifications are considered by the author
to be practical or best practice values which should be achievable. As
much as possible all of the multitude of parameters involved have been
described, although that does not eliminate the possibility that something could have been overlooked. Also criteria which are relevant to
particular contractor systems have not been described. New devel-

4
4

2 weeks
2 weeks

opments and technological improvements may make some of the above

criteria redundant. Users of these guidelines may wish to vary any of
the values and other criteria suggested due to commercial and operational considerations, and via negotiations to clarify or re-define possibly problematic criteria.
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Comparaison de l'altitude GPS d'un navire
avec des donnees maremetriques
Stephanie Michaud, Rock Santerre et Alfonso Condal
Introduction
Le systeme de positionnement GPS (Global Positioning System) et
les nouveaux algorithmes de traitements de mesures de phase permettent d'atteindre des precisions centimetriques dans le positionnement tridimensionnel de navire, et ce meme en mode cinematique
et sur des distances de plusieurs dizaines de kilometres. Les techniques de resolution d'arnbiguYtes de phase OTF (On-The-Fly) sans initialisation sur des points geodesiques connus, et meme lorsque le vehicule
est en mouvement, permettent le positionnement precis de navires sans
trap de difficultes techniques. Cette nouvelle approche permet de realiser des travaux et des experimentations a peine imaginable il y a quelques
annees. Une de ces experimentations est la comparaison de l'altitude
d'un navire, determinee avec la technique GPS-OTF, avec des donnees
du niveau de l'eau mesure par des maremetres. Cette etude est realisable puisque la precision du positionnement GPS est maintenant comparable a celle des donnees maremetriques.
Plus specifiquement, les profils verticaux d'un navire de sondage de la
Garde cotiere canadienne ont ete compares aux donnees de marees
provenant de maremetres du reseau SINECO (Systeme d'lnformation
sur les Niveaux des Eaux Cotieres et Oceaniques) deploye le long du
fleuve Saint-Laurent Pour qu'une telle comparaison soit valide, plusieurs
facteurs doivent etre pris en consideration. A savoir, la conversion entre
les surfaces de reference verticales, !'interpolation spatiale et temporelle
des donnees des maremetres afin de correspondre aux temps et aux
positions GPS, la reduction de la hauteur de l'antenne GPS du navire
ala hauteur de la ligne de flottaison (dans laquelle intervient l'effet du
squa(). Cependant, les phenomenes hydrodynarniques particuliers causes
par exemple par des rapides (fortes pentes de la surface de l'eau) ou par
la depression du niveau de l'eau (particulierement lors de la maree baissante) dans un chenal etroit et profond SOUmis a de forts courants, ne
sont pas perceptibles par les maremetres habituellement installes pres
des rives (hors des chenaux de navigation). Ce qui fait en sorte que
meme les methodes d'interpolation spatiale les plus sophistiquees ne
peuvent reveler ces phenomenes. Il en sera egalement discute dans
cet article.
Plus en details, la section 2 decrit les secteurs de sondage ou les comparaisons ont ete effectuees, de meme que les donnees GPS et
maremetriques utilisees. La section 3 presente la demarche scientifique utilisee afin de realiser la comparaison des donnees GPS et
maremetriques. Enfin, les resultats tires de la comparaison sont pr~en
tes et analyses a la section 4.

Description des donnees
utilisees et de secteurs des tests (2)
Donnees GPS
Les donnees GPS proviennent d'une etude de l'approche GPS-OTF reaJ...
isee pour la Garde cotiere canadienne (GCC). Celle-ci est decrite plus
en detail dans Marceau et al. [1996]. Les essais effectues sur le fleuve StLaurent se sont deroules sur trois jours et dans deux secteurs differents,
soit a Trois-Rivieres les 17 et 18 octobre 1995 et pres de Neuville le 19
octobre 1995 (correspondant aux jours 290 a 292 de l'annee 1995). Seules
les donnees correspondant aux 17 et 19 octobre 1995 ont ete utilisees
pour cet article. La station de reference GPS associee a chaque secteur
etait placee sur un point geodesique preexistant et situe a mains de 5 km
des leves bathymetriques. Pour chaque jour, des donnees GPS ont ete
recueillies pendant environ six heures et demie avec un taux d'echantillonnage d'une seconde. Avee l'approche OTF, la precision obtenue en
planimetrie etait meilleure que 5 ern, typiquement les valeurs oscillaient
de ±2 a ±3 em. En altimetrie, la precision etait meilleure que 10 ern,
typiquement les valeurs etaient de ±5 ern, apres le lissage des altitudes
avec un polynome d'ordre 4 sur une periode de 2 minutes afin d'amoindrir le bruit. requipement deploye de meme que les etapes de calculs et
les algorithmes OTF utilises sont decrits dans Marceau et al. [1996].
Un bateau de sondage de la GCC, le GC03, faisait de courts allersretours dans le meme secteur. Ce bateau, de type catamaran, mesure
environ 18m de longueur, 6 m de largeur, et son tirant d'eau est d'environ 1,5 m (figure 4). La longueur des lignes de sondage etait d'environ 1,5 km dans le secteur de Trois-Rivieres et d'environ 3 km dans celui
de Neuville, et la largeur des deux secteurs etait d'environ 100m. On
peut voir ala figure 1, entre autres, l'emplacement des secteurs de sondage
et des stations de reference GPS. Le fait que l'antenne GPS soit sur
un bateau en marche complique l'analyse, comparativement a une
antenne fixee sur une bouee [DeLoach et al. 1995]. En effet, il faut tenir
compte de facteurs supplementaires comme le squat(enfoncement du
navire principalement fonction de sa vitesse), !'imprecision de la distance verticale entre l'antenne qui est fixee sur le mat et la ligne de
flottaison lorsque le bateau est au repos, et l'enfoncement (variable) du
bateau en fonction de son poids (la reserve de carburant et le chargement sont deux parametres qui provoquent cette variation). A noter
que l'enfoncement du GC03 peut varier de 6 ern si le reservoir de carburant est plein ou vide. Lars des joumees des tests, la surface du fleuve
etait calme de sorte qu'il y avait peu ou pas de houle et que le roulis et
le tangage du bateau etaient aussi negligeables.
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•

Maremetre SINECO

•

Station de reference GPS

-

Secteur de sondage

Figure 1 : Emplacement des secteurs de sondage, des stations de
reference GPS et des maremetres SINECO utilises.

Plusieurs raisons expliquent le choix de ces deux secteurs par la
GCC. Les caracteristiques particulieres des deux sites sont, d'abord,
qu'ils sont taus les deux situes dans la voie navigable du fleuve SaintLaurent Ensuite, le site de Trois-Rivieres est propice aranalyse du squat
carla maree y est negligeable, la pente de la surface du fleuve y est faible,
et il ne s'y produit pas de phenomene hydrodynamique particulier.
Quant au site de Neuville, il est sujet aune grande maree, le chenal y
est etroit, et la pente de la surface du fleuve et les courants y sont particulierement forts. Les figures 2 et 3 montrent la position planimetrique
du bateau en fonction du temps (les leves ant une duree de plus de 6
heures) pour chacun des 2 sites de sondage. On peut facilement y
apprecier la multitude d'allers-retours effectues dans chacun des secteurs,
de meme que les quelques irregularites dans la trajectoire. Les temps
ajoutes aux extremites des allers et retours representent les epoques ou
le bateau effectue un virage (changement d'azirnut et reduction de la
vitesse du bateau).

Donnees SINECO
Les donnees de marees qui sont comparees aux profils verticaux GPS
du navire proviennent de maremetres qui composent le reseau SINECO
(Systeme d'Information sur les Niveaux des Eaux COcteres et Oceamques).
Ce reseau est gere par le Service hydrographique du Canada (SHC). On

peut consulter le document du SHC [1994] pour plus de details. Le
reseau est compose de 16 maremetres numeriques (stations permanentes)
de type TMS-1000 qui ont ete irnplantes graduellement depuis 1991le
long du fleuve St-Laurent Ils fournissent de rinformation sur les marees,
ce qui permet notamment de connaitre le niveau d' eau periodiquement
aYemplacement d'un maremetre. Un maremetre permet Yenregistrement
simultane et de fa<;:on independante d'un niveau d'eau par chacun de
ses trois capteurs, aintervalles de 15 minutes, et de certaines caracteristiques physiques du milieu (par exemple la salinite, la temperature de
r eau, la pression). Toutes ces donnees enregistrees entrent dans le calcul
de la hauteur du niveau d'eau. La precision que ron peut atteindre, dans
des conditions ideales, sur la mesure du niveau d'eau est d'environ ±3
em. Parmi les aspects operationnels et facteurs naturels qui viennent
degrader cette precision, on peut mentionner le processus d'integration
du niveau d'eau qui a pour effet d'eliminer partiellement reffet des vagues,
et la non-homogeneite de la temperature de la colonne d'eau.
Le niveau d'eau enregistre est ensuite rapporte au zero des cartes, surface de reference apartir de laquelle les cotes bathymetriques sont
etablies. Pour ce faire, on determine les parametres de reduction du
niveau d'eau au zero des cartes d'un maremetre en utilisant les reperes
de nivellement situes aproxirnite de la station et dont raltitude est connue par rapport au zero des cartes et au niveau moyen des mers.
Pour effectuer la comparaison des altitudes GPS et des hauteurs de maree
des stations SINECO, la methode d'interpolation spatiale Voronoi (see:tion Interpolation temporelle des donnees SINECO) a ete utilisee. Cette
methode requiert un minimum de 3 stations SINECO, englobant chaque
secteur de sondage. De preference, les caracteristiques mareales des sites
des maremetres doivent etre homogenes et representatives de celles
du secteur ou rmterpolation sera effectuee De fait, les stations Becancour,
Trois-Rivieres, et Lac St-Pierre ont ete retenues pour la comparaison dans
le secteur de Trois-Rivieres, et les stations Lauzon, Neuville, et Portneuf
pour celle du secteur de Neuville. Ces stations SINE CO sont aussi
representees ala figure 1.
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Figure 2 : Position du bateau en coordonnees MTM zone 8 en fonction
du temps (secteur de Trois-Rivieres).
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Description de Ia methodologie {3)
Comme mentionne precedemment, le but de l'etude est de comparer les altitudes GPS d'un navire avec les hauteurs de la maree
obtenues de maremetres du reseau SINECO. Cependant, on possede des donnees GPS a chaque seconde et des donnees de maree
a chaque 15 minutes pour chaque station SINECO. En premier lieu,
les donnees maremetriques ont ete interpolees temporellement a
toutes les minutes. Ensuite, les donnees GPS dont le temps coincide avec les donnees interpolees, c'est-a-dire les altitudes GPS ala
minute juste et les coordonnees planimetriques qui y correspondent,
ont ete extraites. Un intervalle d'une minute a ete adopte car il permet d'avoir une bonne quantite de donnees a comparer avec les altitudes GPS et que la maree varie peu a l'interieur d'une minute. De
ces altitudes de l'antenne GPS du navire, il faut soustraire une constante de 11,27 metres (connue a ±5 em) qui correspond ala difference de hauteur entre l'antenne GPS et la hgne de flottaison du
bateau quand il est au
repos (figure 4). De plus,
lorsque le bateau se
deplace, cette difference

Figure 4 : Navire GC03 utilise lors des sondages
(Ia difference de hauteur entre l'antenne
GPS et Ia ligne de flottaison du bateau est de
11,27 m). Photographie: courtoisie de Ia Garde
cotiere canadienne-Reglon des Laurentides.

polynomiale des points representant la courbe de niveau d'eau (par
rapport au zero des cartes) de chaque station. Dans le cas present,
il a ete possible d'utiliser un polynome parce qu'il s'agit d'une petite
section dans le temps (1 a 2 heures) de la maree relativement facile
a modeliser. Chaque station a ete analysee de favon independante,
et quelques polynomes d'ordres differents (1 a 6) ont ete compares.
Les residuelles etaient calculees en soustrayant les donnees SINE CO
de celles obtenues avec le polynome. Le polynome retenu etait celui
dont la somme des carres des residuelles etait la plus faible et dont
la valeur des residuelles autour des points manquants etait la plus
pres de zero pour une somme des carres des residuelles semblable.
Il est important de souligner que seules les valeurs manquantes determinees avec chaque polynome retenu ont ete ajoutees aux valeurs
existantes, et que les residuelles calculees etaient toujours meilleures
que ±1 em, done a l'interieur de la precision des donnees SINECO.
Il etait ensuite possible de faire l'interpolation a chaque minute pour
chaque station. Cette interpolation s'est effectuee en estimant chaque
courbe de maree par une spline cubique. En fait, quand on utilise
cette methode d'interpolation, c'est comme si la courbe etait divisee
en plusieurs parties et qu'on utilisait un polynome distinct d'ordre

de hauteur diminue a
cause du squat (dont il

trois pour estimer chaque partie. La fonction qui decrit la courbe est

sera discute a la section

crees. Un des avantages relies a !'utilisation de cette methode est que

Effect du squat du
navire). Ala suite de
cette operation, le niveau
d'eau mesure par le

les donnees utilisees pour l'interpolation sont conservees integralement, contrairement a ce qui se passe avec la regression polynomi-

recepteur GPS par rap-

Interpolation spatiale des donnees SINECO

port a l'ellipso!de de
reference WGS-84 (qui est a toutes fins pratiques compatible avec
le NAD-83) est obtenu. Pour connaitre le niveau d'eau aux stations
SINE CO par rapport ala meme surface de reference verticale que
les altitudes GPS, il faut les reduire du zero des cartes au geo!de, puis
a l'ellipso!de de reference. Ensuite, puisque les donnees de maree
sont prises a des endroits specifiques le long des rives, il faut interpaler la hauteur de la maree a chaque position planimetrique du
navire. Finalement, pour fin de comparaison, les differences entre
les altitudes GPS et les hauteurs de la maree interpolees spatialement
et temporellement a chaque minute sont calculees.

Interpolation temporelle des donnees SINECO
Puisque des donnees etaient manquantes a certaines epoques (aux
15 minutes) pour les stations SINECO de Trois-Rivieres et duLac
St-Pierre, il a d'abord fallu interpoler ces valeurs manquantes. En

done composee d'autant de polynomes qu'il y a de sous-intervalles

ale mentionnee precedemment. La precision de cette interpolation
par spline cubique est estimee a ±1 em.

La methode d'interpolation utilisee est celle de Voronoi. Il s'agit d'une
methode geometrique orientee-objet et simple d'utilisation. Elle est
bien decrite dans Gold [1989]. En resume, on peut dire que cette
methode se base sur la structure de donnees Voronoi (structure
matricielle) qui est composee de tuiles irregulieres associees chacune
a un objet de l'espace, ici la grandeur de la maree a une station SINECO
a une epoque donnee. La tuile associee a un objet est la partie del' espace qui est situee le plus pres de cet objet que de tout autre. Cette
structure se construit en effectuant d'abord, a partir d'un ensemble
de points-echantillon dont la caracteristique qui no us interesse est
connue, une triangulation qui utilise l'algorithme de Delaunay, puis
en travant les mediatrices de chacun des cotes et en les coupant
aux intersections. Le point dont on veut interpoler la caracteristique
est le point-requete. Lorsque celui-ci est insere dans la structure, il
vole une partie de l'aire des tuiles voisines deja existantes afin d'avoir

effet, celles-ci ne pouvaient etre remplacees par les predictions ou les
previsions du Service hydrographique du Canada car elles etaient

sa propre tuile. La valeur de la caracteristique interpolee sera calculee

aussi manquantes dans les flchiers qui etaient a notre disposition.
~.:interpolation temporelle a ete effectuee en utilisant une regression

echantillon est fonction de l'aire volee par la nouvelle tuile a

comme une moyenne ponderee dont le poids assode a chaque pointchaque tuile VOisine par rapport a l'aire totale volee par SOn insertion
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dans la structure. La somme des poids sera done egale a 1. Les pointsechantillon mentionnes sont en fait les stations SINE CO dont la hauteur de la maree est connue par rapport a 1' ellipsoYde, et les positions
planimetriques GPS auxquelles les donnees de maree doivent etre

Tableau 1: Difference d'altitude des reperes de nivellement (RN) entre le zero
des cartes (ZC) et le niveau moyen des mers (NMM), situes aproximite des
stations SINECO, et ondulations du geoide (N) aux positions des reperes de
nivellement.
Station SINECO

RN de reference

interpolees constituent les points-requete puisque l'on cherche a connaitre la hauteur de la maree a ces positions. La methode d'inter-

Numero

Nom

polation Voronoi est une methode exacte car elle conserve la valeur

3353

Becancour

3360

Trois-Rivieres

15975

Lac St-Pierre

3250

Lauzon

des donnees de depart. Elle ne possede par contre pas de moyen
intrinseque pour etre validee, ce qui constitue son principal inconvenient Les moyens qui ont ete employes pour la valider sont decrits
plus loin. Le programme informatique Voronoi utilise a ete modi-

fie pour nos besoins.
I.:interpolation Voronoi a ete faite avec des valeurs de marees rapportees a l' ellipsoYde de reference. La raison pour laquelle cette

3280

Neuville

3300

Portneuf

Nom

zc
N
-NMM (Mt1Que96)

Matricule

(m)

(m)

BECAN-1972 7223041

2,59

-30,16

3RIV-3-1958

58L9043

2,97

-30,46

87L9000

3,40

-31,13

59L3162

-1,96

-27,99

NEUV-1-1958 58L9048

-1,38

-28,61

79L006

-1,13

-28,99

3162

mathematiquement qui sera adoptee dans le futur comme surface

ont ensuite ete soustraites aux donnees SINECO de la station de
Quebec. La moyenne des differences etait de 6,0 em avec un ecarttype de ±2,7 em. Il a ete assume (voir tableau 2) que l'erreur d'in-

de reference verticale continue (Seamless Vertical Reference Surface)

terpolation dans le secteur de Neuville est sensiblement la meme que

pour tousles travaux hydrographiques [O'Reilly et aL, 1996]. De

celle evaluee a la station de Quebec.

surface de reference a ete utilisee est qu'il s'agit d'une surface decrite

plus, il s'agit de la surface de reference du positionnement GPS. Pour
y reduire les donnees maremetriques SINE CO, dont la surface de

Effet du squat du navire

reference etait initialement le zero des cartes (ZC), il a d'abord fallu

Le squa~ cet enfoncement supplementaire du bateau en fonction de
sa vitesse par rapport ala surface de l'eau (vitesse surface), de la

les reduire au geo'ide (qui correspond a toutes fins pratiques au niveau
moyen des mers NMM) a l'aide des altitudes de reperes altimetriques
situes a proximite des stations SINECO et connues par rapport a
ces deux surfaces [Labrecque, 1997]. Ensuite, la reduction a l'ellipso'ide s'est faite en interpolant la valeur d'ondulation du geoYde (N)
a partir de la table des ondulations du geoYde Mt1Que96 (MontrealQuebec 1996) calculee par les Leves geodesiques du Canada. La precision de la conversion entre ces surfaces de reference verticales est
estimee a environ ±3 em, dans les 2 secteurs de sondage de cette
etude. Les valeurs utilisees pour ces reductions sont rapportees au
tableau L
Pour valider l'interpolation spatiale, une methode differente a ete
appliquee pour chaque secteur de sondage. Pour celui de TroisRivieres, les donnees interpolees ont ete comparees directement avec
les donnees du maremetre de Trois-Rivieres, et aucune difference significative n'a ete notee. On pouvait proceder ainsi car le secteur de
sondage etait situe juste en face du port de Trois-Rivieres, a moins de
1 km. En ce qui concerne le secteur de sondage de Neuville, il etait

profondeur du chenal et de plusieurs autres facteurs (tels que la largeur
du chenal, la largeur et la forme de la coque du navire), a ete modelise approximativement afin que son effet soit en grande partie elimine dans la comparaison. Dans le cas present, le facteur determinant
etait la vitesse surface du navire. Puisque seulle vecteur vitesse par
rapport au sol (vitesse fond) etait mesure avec le GPS, le vecteur
vitesse surface a ete obtenu en calculant la difference vectorielle entre
la vitesse fond et la vitesse du courant pour chaque secteur de sondage.
La direction et la magnitude de la vitesse du courant ont ete extraites
- de !'Atlas des courants de maree- Estuaire du Saint-Lauren~ du cap
de Bon-Desir Trois-Rivieres [1997], apres avoir decompose chaque
jour de sondage en plusieurs plages de temps qui correspondent a

a

celles qui se trouvent dans l'Atlas. La precision de la vitesse surface
est estimee a ±0,7 m/s, cette valeur etant principalement influencee
par l'imprecision du vecteur vitesse du courant.
Normalement, le squat est proportionnel au carre de la vitesse surface [Morse et aL, 1996]. Les autres facteurs etant consideres comme

impossible de comparer directement les hauteurs de maree inter-

constants pour les deux jours de leves, ils ont pu etre regroupes dans

polees avec celles mesurees ala station SINECO de Neuville carla

dans ce secteur. I.:interpolation Voronoi a ete utilisee pour inter-

le meme coefficient a estimer. Pour les raisons mentionnees dans la
description des donnees GPS, ce sont les donnees reliees au secteur
de Trois-Rivieres qui ont servia la modelisation du squat La relation
suivante a ete modelisee a partir des differences entre les altitudes

paler la hauteur de la maree ala station SINE CO de Quebec (situee

GPS et la maree interpolee en fonction de la vitesse surface du bateau:

hauteur de maree est differente a ces deux endroits au meme moment
vu la distance qui les separe (de 7 a 10 km) et l'amplitude de la maree

sur la rive opposee de la station de Lauzon) a partir des donnees
des stations de Lauzon, de Neuville, et de Portneuf. Ces valeurs
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s = 0,0024 X V'

(1)

Resume des erreurs
paraison

Tableau 2: Ordre de grandeur des differentes erreurs influen~ant Ia precision
de Ia comparaison des altitudes GPS et des donnees maremetriques.

Facteurs

Ordre de grandeur de !'imprecision (em)

influen~ant

Ia precision de Ia com-

Le resume et l' ordre de grandeur des differentes erreurs influ-

Donnees altimetriques GPS

±5

en~ant la precision de la comparaison entre les altitudes GPS du

Donnees SINECO

±3

navire et les donnees maremetriques sont presentes au tableau 2. A

Interpolation temporelle

±1

noter que ces precisions sont specifiques aux donnees, au bateau,
eta la methodologie utilises dans ce projet.

Interpolation spatiale

Trois-Rivieres:
Neuville:

Evaluation du squat

negligeable

±6
±3

Attitude du bateau et houle

negligeable lors des tests

Distance verticale
antenne-ligne de flottaison

±5

Enfoncement supplementaire
du bateau dO ason poids

±3

Conversion entre surfaces de
reference verticales

±3

Total

rerreur totale est d'environ ±10 em pour les 2 secteurs. Si l'ordre de
grandeur de ces erreurs est realiste, les differences de la comparaison
(de la section 4) entre les profits verticaux du navire mesures par GPS
et le niveau de l'eau obtenu des donnees SINECO ne devraient pas
exceder la magnitude de l'erreur to tale. A noter que ce budget
d'erreur ne tient pas compte de !'influence des phenomenes hydrodynamiques particuliers au secteur de Neuville.

Trois-Rivieres:
Neuville:

Comparaison de !'altitude GPS avec les donnees maremetriques (4)

±9
±11

Secteur de Trois-Rivieres

ou S est le squat en metres et Vest la vitesse surface du bateau en
metres par seconde. Par exemple, le squat est d'environ 14 em quand
la vitesse surface est de 7,5 mls, de 2 em a 3 m/s, et nul quand la

Comme mentionne precedemment, ce secteur est caracterise par
une maree tres faible (variation d'a peine 15 em lors du sondage), Ia
pente de la surface du fleuve n'y est pas tres accentuee et aucun
phenomene hydrodynamique ne s'y produit. La figure 5 montre

vitesse surface est nulle. En tenant compte de la precision du coefficient estime (±0,0001 s2/m) et de celle de la vitesse surface, il a ete

!'altitude de l'antenne GPS rapportee ala ligne de flottaison du bateau
et les donnees de maree de la station SINECO de Trois-Rivieres rap-

possible de determiner la precision de !'evaluation du squatlorsque
la vitesse surface du bateau est de 7,5 m/s (vitesse surface maxi-

portees a l'ellipsoi:de de reference. Les donnees des autres stations
SINECO (Becancour et Lac St-Pierre) ont tres peu contribue a

male qui a ete atteinte), soit ±3 em. Par la suite, le modele de !'equation (1) a ete applique aux differences entre les altitudes GPS et la

!'interpolation spatiale. On peut voir a Ia figure 6 les deux courbes
de differences entre les altitudes GPS et les hauteurs de maree de la

maree interpolee pour eliminer 1'effet du squat, et ce pour les 2 secteurs

station SINECO de Trois-Rivieres, soit avant (avec squa~ et apres
(sans squ~ que le squateut ete elimine (avec le modele de !'equation 1), de meme que Ia vitesse surface a laquelle le bateau se depla~t.

de sondage. I;elimination du squatpermet de considerer que la distance verticale entre l'antenne GPS et la ligne de flottaison du bateau
en mouvement est la meme que lorsque le bateau est au repos.

Figure 5: Comparaison, par rapport ii l'ellipsolde, des altitudes GPS et des hauteurs de maree de Ia station SINECO de Trois-Rivieres (secteur de
Trois-Rivieres).
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Figure 6 : Difference entre les altitudes GPS et les hauteurs de maree de Ia station SINECO de TroisRivieres, avec et sans squat, et vitesse surface du bateau (secteur de Trois-Rivieres).

Le tableau 3 resume les resultats tires des
deux courbes de differences.
On peut voir que le fait d'eliminer le squat
des donnees a abaisse la moyenne de pres de
2,5 em, de meme que 1'ecart-type qui est passe
de ± 2,9 em a ± 2,2 em. Par contre, une erreur
systematique de -7 em est presente dans les
resultats. Celle-d pourrait etre reliee entre
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de flottaison du bateau, de meme qu'a la
reduction entre les surfaces de reference verticales. Malgre tout, les ecarts demeurent a
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Tableau 3 : Difference entre les altitudes GPS et les hauteurs de maree de Ia station SINECO de TroisRivieres (secteur de Trois·Rivieres).

l'interieur du budget d'erreur totale rapportee
au tableau 2.

Difference GPS- maree
avec squat

sans squat

Moyenne (em)

-9,4

Ecart-type par rapport aIa moyenne (em)

±2,9

Secteur de Neuville

Ecart-type par rapport azero (em)

±9,9

Moyenne (em

-7,0

Le secteur de Neuville possede des carac·
teristiques particulieres deja mentionnees

Ecart-type par rapport aIa moyenne (em)

±2,2

Ecart-type par rapport azero (em

±7,3

dans la description des sites (section Donnees
GPS) : l'amplitude de la maree y est assez
grande (variation d'environ 2,5 m lors du

Figure 7: Comparaison, par rapport al'ellipsolde, des altitudes GPS et des hauteurs de maree aux stations SINECO, et de celles interpolees avec Voronoi (secteur de Neuville).

sondage, voir figure 7), la pente de la surface
du fleuve y est tres accentuee (35 em sur 3000
m [Marceau et al., 1996]), le chenal est plutot

-27.0
-27.5

etroit (environ 250m [SHC, 1997]) et peu
profond (10,7 m), et les courants sont plus

.!l
; -28.5

forts dans le chenal Gusqu'a 3·4 noeuds [SHC,
1997]) que hors du chenal. La figure 7 mon·
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Figure 8: Difference entre les altitudes GPS et les hauteurs de maree interpolees avec Voronoi, avec et
sans squat, et vitesse surface du bateau (secteur de Neuville).
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tre l'altitude de l'antenne GPS rapportee ala
ligne de flottaison du bateau, les donnees de
maree des trois stations SINECO qui ont
contribue a l'interpolation spatiale, et les resultats de !'interpolation Voronoi. L:interpolation
Voronoi a ete significativement efficace.
Comme on peut le constater, les valeurs interpolees epousent extremement mieux les don-

~

nees GPS que les donnees SINECO recueillies
a chacun des trois sites les plus pres du secteur

!l

de sondage. De plus, en comparant les temps
avec la figure 3, on peut constater que les
paliers reguliers formes par le profil des alti-

1A

>

tudes GPS correspondent aux allers et retours
que le bateau a effectues.
Les differences calculees avec et sans le squat,
de meme que la vitesse surface de deplacement du bateau, sont presentees a la figure 8.

Tableau 4: Difference entre les altitudes GPS et les hauteurs de maree interpolees avec Voronoi (secteur de Neuville).

respondant au montant, les differences maximales depassent legerement 10 em. Finalement, notons que les pies positifs des differences

Difference GP&maree interpolee

Total Perdant Montant

de hauteur (figure 8) se produisent lorsque le navire atteint l'extremite

-5,6

-9,1

-3,1

ouest des lignes de sondage (figure 3) et que les pies negatifs des

avec squat Eeart-type par rapport aIa moyenne (em) ±7,1

±8,5

±4,5

differences de hauteur se produisent lorsque le navire atteint l'ex-

±9,1 ±12,5

±5,5

tremite est des lignes. Ceci pourrait etre explicable par l'erreur d'in-

Moyenne (em)
E:cart-type par rapport azero (em)

-0,5

-2,6

1,1

terpolation spatiale ou la decorrelation spatiale de l'effet de phenomenes

sans squat Eeart-type par rapport aIa moyenne (em) ±7,3

±9,2

±5,2

hydrodynamiques. Des tests et des etudes supplementaires devront

±9,5

±5,3

Moyenne (em)
Eeart-type par rapport azero (em)

±7,4

etre effectues afin de confrrmer ou d'infrrmer cette hypothese.

Les courbes de differences ont ete analysees dans leur ensemble, puis

Conclusions

en separant les donnees qui comcident avec le temps ou la maree

La precision centimetrique du positionnement GPS avec la methode

baisse (perdant) d'avec celles ou la maree monte (montant). On peut

OTF rend maintenant realisable la comparaison des profils verticaux

observer ala figure 8 que la correction de l'effet du squat a ete plus
grande dans la partie du leve correspondant au perdant et au
debut du montant de la maree, quand le bateau se deplace a contrecourant, car la vitesse surface y est plus grande. En sens inverse, le
courant est assez fort pour deplacer seulle bateau, done la vitesse
surface est presque nulle. On peut egalement voir que la direction
de deplacement ou il y des corrections pour l'effet du squat est inversee en meme temps que le courant est inverse, soit dans la deuxieme

d'un navire avec des donnees maremetriques. Afin que la comparaison soit valable, une methodologie appropriee doit tenir compte
de la conversion entre les surfaces de reference verticales, de !'interpolation spatiale et temporelle des donnees des maremetres afin de
correspondre aux temps et aux positions GPS, et de la reduction
de la hauteur de l'antenne GPS du navire ala hauteur de la ligne de
flottaison (dans laquelle intervient l'effet du squ~ . Par exemple, pour

partie du montant. De plus, la vitesse surface maximale est plus faible

la vitesse surface moyenne du navire de 5 m/s, lors des tests presen-

car elle varie en fonction du courant qui est aussi plus faible. Le

tes dans cet article, l'effet du squat a une valeur d'environ 6 em.

tableau 4 resume les resultats tires des deux courbes de differences.

L'ecart-type par rapport a zero des differences entre la hauteur du

Comme espere, l'elimination du squat a abaisse la valeur absolue de

niveau de l'eau mesuree par des maremetres et celle obtenue de pro-

la moyenne des differences et la fait tendre vers zero. Cependant, l'e-

fils verticaux GPS d'un navire (sans squat) etait d'au plus ±7 em, pour

cart-type par rapport ala moyenne est reste sensiblement le meme,

le secteur de Trois-Rivieres et le secteur de Neuville lors du montant

soit environ ±7 em. La valeur moyenne des differences (sans
squa~ pour l'ensemble des donnees (colonne: Total), -0,5 em, est un

hasard, puisque les differences positives et negatives se sont annulees

de la maree, c'est-a-dire aux endroits et aux moments ou aucun
phenomeme hydrodynamique particulier ne se produit. Dans cette
situation, l'erreur totale theorique (budget d'erreur) avait ete estimee

presque tout au long de la courbe. L'ecart-type par rapport ala

aenviron ±10 em.

moyenne de l'ensemble des donnees (sans squ~ est de ±7,3 em, une

Cependant, lorsque des phenomenes hydrodynarniques se produisent,

valeur 3 fois plus elevee que celle obtenue dans le secteur de Trois·

et puisqu'ils ne peuvent pas etre mesures par les maremetres local-

Rivieres. Cette plus grande valeur provient essentiellement des dif-

ises pres des rives, des differences jusqu'a -20 em ont ete atteintes.

ferences plus elevees au perdant et au debut du montant (avant que

Dans cette situation, la hauteur reelle du niveau de l'eau est mieux

le courant soit totalement inverse). Comme illustre ala figure 8, ces

decrite par le profil vertical GPS d'un navire (ou d'une bouee) que

differences peuvent atteindre une valeur de -20 em. Ceci s'explique

par les donnees maremetriques recueillies pres des rives. On pour-

par le fait que la methode d'interpolation qui s'appuie sur les mesures

rait d'ailleurs utiliser le positionnement GPS-OTF afin de mesurer

des maremetres situes pres des rives (hors du chenal) ne peut pas

ces phenomenes hydrodynamiques dans le but de les etudier et de

bien modeliser la maree, surtout a la fin du perdant, a cause de

les modeliser.

phenomenes hydrodynamiques particulierement importants dans le

D'un autre point de vue, dans les secteurs ou il n'y a pas de phenomenes

secteur de Neuville. En effet, a cet endroit la pente de la surface du

hydrodynamiques tres forts, les donnees SINECO interpolees spa-

fleuve et le courant y sont forts, de plus, au perdant, l'eau se retire

tialement pourraient etre utilisees pour valider les solutions OTF (afin

plus rapidement dans le chenal, ce qui cause une depression de la

de s'assurer que les ambigui:tes de phase GPS sont correctement fixees),

surface de l'eau par rapport aux rives. Dans la partie des donnees cor-

lorsque le navire est tres eloigne (D > 50 km) de la station de reference
LIGHTHOUSE FalljAutomne 2000
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GPS. Pour une validation de la solution OTF en temps reel, les donnees SINECO devraient etre egalement disponibles en temps reel.
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Determination of Mean Sea Level
with GPS on Vessel
Reha Metin Alkan and Haci Mustafa Palancioglu
Since the writing of this paper the United States Air Force has turned off Selective Availabil ity (SA) thus improving positional accuracy.
(This paper was presented at the ION GPS Meeting, Nashvi lle, USA, 14-17 September 1999)

Introduction
The depth in hydrographic surveys can be measured from the water
level during the survey interval. In order to reduce the depth measurements on to a vertical datum, the changes of the water level should
be determined. According to the requirements of the particular survey,
the measured depths will be reduced to one of two datum lines [Bannister
and Raymond, 1991].
i-) The Land-Levelling Datum (TLLD): This datum, also known as

geoid, is the equipotential surface with zero height which is accepted as passing through the 'Mean Sea Level' and continued under the
Earth surface. TLLD is used in both hydrographic surveys and terrestrial surveys.
ii-) The Tidal Datum: This is generally used for navigation purposes.
The usual level adopted is that level of the water surface below which

the tide rarely falls. This is named 'Lowest Astronomical Tide' (LA'D.
The latest trend is the use of the LAT as vertical datum for hydrographic
(nautical) charts [Kumar, 1997].
The water in oceans, seas and lakes moves for a variety of reasons, a
number of them coming into play at the same time. Movement can be
horizontal or vertical, undirectional or circular, and occasional or cyclical [Ingham, 1992]. These changes in the water can be seasonal, monthly, and daily according to the region of the water environments. In
generaL the effects which change the water surface can be grouped as
Meteorologic Effects, Oceanographic Events, Vertical Earth Crust
Movements (isostatic and tectonic movements), and Astronomic Tides
[Hekirnoglu and Sanli, 1993]. The most important effects among them
that change the water surface are tides and winds. Tides can reach up
to 4-5 m height at some North European Seas whereas it is 15-20 em
height in Turkey [Alpar, 1993].

Measurements of Sea Level Changes
In order to determine the changes in the water level at certain time intervals and 'Mean Sea Level' (MSL), tide gauges built on the shore are used.
The water level used for the determination of the nation's vertical datum
and for hydrographic surveys differs from each other based on equipment, time, and evaluation methods. For the determination of the
nation's vertical datum, MSL is calculated from long-period observa-tions by using precision tide gauges. On the other hand, basic tide gauges
with short-period observations are sufficient for hydrographic surveys.

'Staff Tide Gauges' are the most commonly used in conventional hydrographic surveys with an accuracy of ± (1-5) em approximately. The 'Float
Gauge' is developed for more precise measurements in which the effects
of wave movements are minimized. These are more expensive than the
'Staff Tide Gauges' and their accuracy is between ± (0.1-1) em. On the
other hand ±(0.1{).5) mm accuracy can be achieved by using 'Recordable
Tide Gauges'. 'Space Radar Altimetry' which is used for the determination of the global water level in ocean and seas and 'Pressure Tide
Gauge' which uses some measurements of water parameters to generate results are the other systems [Ingham, 1992].

GPS Measuring
Today, it is possible to acquire the positioning accuracy of 50 min horizontal, 78 min vertical, and 93m in both as 3D with the help ofsinglereceiver using C/A-Code measurements [Hurn, 1993]. On the other
hand, authorized (military) users will have access to the Precise Positioning
Service, which can achieve a greater degree of accuracy using P-Code
[Leick, 1995]. However, carrier phase measurements are used for geodetic purposes. There are a few methods that use carrier phase measurements for positioning; static, fast static, reoccupation, and kinematic
measurements.

Kinematic Measurement Method
In 1985, Dr. Benjamin Remondi, of U.S.A. National Geodetic Survey,
-found that initial integer ambiguity can be determined by data received
from a mobile receiver [DeLoach et al, 1995]. Today, positioning the
mobile objects can be performed with less than decimetre accuracy by
using kinematic methods.
The vectors from reference station to rover point can be calculated
by the evaluation of reference station and rover point measurements
simultaneously. The accuracy changes depend on the usage of codes
and carrier phases in calculations. The method where code measurements are used is called
Table 1. The Summary of the GPS Error Source
'Differential
GPS' Error Source
Stand-alone GPS (m}
DGPS(m}
3.0
0.0
(DGPS) method where- Satellite Clocks
Orbit Errors
2.7
0.0
as the usage of Carrier Ionosphere
8.2
0.4
0.2
1.8
Phase Measurements is Troposphere
Receiver Noise
0.3
0.3
called
'Precision
Multi path
0.6
0.6
Kinematic
GPS' SA
30.0
0.0
User Equivalent Range Error 31.4
0.9
(PDGPS) method.
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DGPS works by cancelling out most of the natural and man-made

problem can be seen in Figure 1.

errors that creep into normal GPS measurements. The summary of the

The height of the 'Mean Sea Level' obtained from tide gauge reading

GPS error source is given in table 1 [Holloway, 1997].

can be calculated with the equation below (Fig. 1);

The positions and heights of the mobile objects
can be determined by carrier phase measureAntenna

ments with accuracy of less than 1 decimetre,

Survey Vessel

ll<aruo -lrr'

often a few centimetres. For this reason, this
method is called 'Precision Differential GPS'

rr
·.
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(PDGPS) [Heimberg and Seeber, 1994]. This
method often exceeds the accuracy requirements
of private geodetic applications, precise hydro-
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graphic surveys, and engineering applications
Figure 1. Determination of Mean Sea Level by GPS Method
in shallow water.
The integer ambiguity value must be determined using methods such

(1) ffs~ =Ho+ rm

as Antenna Swapping, Known Base, Static Initialization etc. while

Where, Ho; the height of the zero point of the staff tide gauge in the

surveying with kinematic method. However, these methods have dis-

'National Vertical Datum' and rm; staff reading. It is enough to use the

advantages especially in hydrographic applications. For example, a sta-

average of the readings, which is obtained for each 30 or 60-minute

tic initialisation is not feasible or possible every time, in a hydrographic

interval to acquire a rTG value. On the other hand, Ho can be obtained

survey where the antenna is installed on the mast of a survey vessel, it

from the benchmark by any levelling technique.

cannot be kept steady for several minutes. Another disadvantage is that

On the other hand, MSL can also be expressed by means of ellipsoidal

during the measurements, data cannot be received for some reason

heights that are obtained by GPS observations (Fig. 1);

from one or more satellites that was received at the beginning from the
same satellites [Cannon et al, 1993]. In this case, measurements are

(2) H'!J:S =(hAN,- rANT)-

N= hsL- N

stopped and start after re-initialisation.

Where, hANr; the antenna height from W G S-84 ellipsoid, rANTi the anten-

A new method has been developed which eliminates these disadvan-

na height between sea level to top of the antenna, N; geoid undulation.

tages and provides opportunities to determine the positions of mobile
objects with high accuracy. This method is called On The Fly (OTF) or

A Case Study

On The Way (OTW). OTF measurements provide the trajectory of a

For the solution of the above mentioned problem, two applications for

moving sensor without the necessity of a static initialisation.

two different dates were conducted in Hall~ (know as Golden Hom),

The success of the initial integer ambiguity calculation with the OTF

Istanbul, Turkey shown in Figure 2. Golden Hom is a very old inlet in

method and finding the coordinates of the mobile receiver depends on;

the European side of the Bosphorus strait to the South entrance.

i-) Number ifavailable satellites and their geometry,
ii-) Type (Code/Phase) and the quality ifthe data that is going to be used,

iii-) Distance between r?forence station and mobile receiver,

iv-) D!lforential orbits and atmospheric errors !Lachapelle et a41993}.
The most important effect on the OTF method which reduces its solution performance is the multipath effect [Abidin, 1994]. The distance
between reference and mobile receivers should ideally be no greater

than 7 to 10 krn for dependable OTF solutions.

Determination Of Mean Sea Level By GPS
Method
By using the properties of the Kinematic OTF method mentioned in
the previous section, it is found that the GPS method can be used for

Marmara Sea

the determination of 'Mean Sea Level' (MSL). The geometry of the
Figure 2. The Application Area
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v-) Determination of Mean Sea Level height:

The following steps were used for the application:
i-) Geodetic reference points established: 4 control points (101, 102,

a-) With Stqff'Tide Gauge: For this study, an enamelled staff with the

201, 202) were established which covered the study area.

dimensions of90 em length and 12 em width was used. The height of

ii-) Determination of geodetic points' heights: 'Spirit Levelling'

the staff's zero point was obtained from # 201 geodetic control point

method was used to obtain heights using the benchmarks in the
study area. 'Valley CrossLevelling'and 'TrigonometricLevelling'were

using spirit levelling. Staff readings 0 were repeated at 15 minute intervals for both sessions.
(4 ) ffs~ = Ho+ rft

used to tie the geodetic points to each other and to create a closed
network (Fig. 2).

Staff Tide Gauge readings are given in Figure 3 and 4.

iii-) Determination of the coordinates of the geodetic points: Geodetic

points were coo dinated by GPS method. During the appl cation,

0.480

two Wild-Leica System 300receivers were used. Static GPS method
was carried out for each point to get measurement data from 6 to
7 satellites for every 5 seconds. Post-processing of the raw data and
adjustment were accomplished with Wild-Leica, SKI v.2.1 soft-

0.460
~

s

0.440

"' 0.420

~ 0.400

:I;

0.380

ware. Cartesian coordinates that resulted from a free adjustment were

0.360

converted to 'Transverse Mercator Plane Coordinate System' accord-

c

ing to central meridian of 30 degrees with a 3 degree zone width

0

~

~

~

c

"'~

..."'
~

as shown in Table 2.

0
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~

,.;

0

~
~
~
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Time

iv-) Calculation of the relative undulation value in the sfll4y area:

Figure 3. Staff Tide Gauge Readings (1st application)

The undulation value 'N ' can be calculated with following equation.
0.420
0.410

Where, H1; the height of any point in 'National Vertical Datum' system,

h1; ellipsoidal height for the same point. Previously calculated and adjusted heights are used in order to calculate the relative undulation value in
the study area shown in Table 3.
The established network could not be connected to global GPS network. So, the coordinates obtained are not absolute WGS-84
coordinates. Instead they are defined according to the datum at the
time of measurements. Therefore, the undulation that we obtained
is called 'relative~

'?
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Figure 4. Staff Tide Gauge Readings (2nd application)

h-) With PDGPS Method· In this procedure, it was necessary to calculate the hANT or HsL values which are given in equation 2. For this pur-

Table 2. Free Adjusted Geodetic Coordinates of the Reference Points
Pn.No.

Ellipsoidal Coordinates

000101

<p: 41' 01' 20".616490 N

a radio-modem unit were set up. Adjusted ellipsoidal coordinates of
points previously calculated are used (Table 2). Another GPS receiver

).: 28' 57' 48".834269 E
h: 19.426 m
<p: 41' 01' 10".507281 N
).: 28' 58' 10".562309 E
h: 19.577 m
<p: 41' 01' 27" .217256 N
1.: 28' 58' 4".762309 E
h: 20.022 m
<p: 41' 01' 18".593341 N
1.: 28' 58' 21" .884254 E
h: 21.200 m

000102
000201
000202

and radio-modem unit were set up on the survey vessel that was
treated as a tide gauge station. The survey vessel was taken to a place
in the study area, characterised by calm water, and measurements were
carried out by the PDGPS method. Data were recorded into the receivers'
control unit for post processing. In the first application, data was obtained
with a data rate of 1 second for 6 minutes which is approximately 360
measurements whereas during the second application data were obtained

Table 3. The Calculation of the Relative Undulation Value in the Study Area
Pn. N.

H,(m)

h,(m)

N,:h,-H, (m)

101
102
201
202

1.040
1.189
1.631
2.826

19.426
19.577
20.022
21.200

18.386
18.388
18.391
18.374

pose, a geodetic control point was chosen and one GPS receiver and

N,,(m)

for approximately 30 minutes which was approximately 1700 measurements. All experimental data were logged in only a few hours
and borrowed equipment returned to its owners immediately. For this

18.3848

reason it was not possible to make longer measurements. SKIv21 software was used for post-processing to obtain (<p;A.;h;) values for each
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epoch. Averages of the obtained h values were used to calculate hst val-

level can be determined by a GPS aided vesseL This new method is a

ues for each application. However during the process stage, a statistical

powerful alternative to the conventional staff tide gauges, especially for

analysis was applied to eliminate outliers instead of a basic arithmetic

surveys that are away from the shore.

average. To do this, a best-fit curve was determined that provides the

This method does not require the measurements of the water para-

condition that the sum of the squares of the corrections of the obser-

meters such as salinity and temperature that are necessary for mea-

vations will be least, according to the below equation;

surements using the 'Pressure Tide Gauges~ Furthermore, it is also a
very useful tool when the 'Box Tide Gauge' can not be installed due to

Where, h1 (i = 1,2, ... ,n); ellipsoidal height for each movement, V; (i =

1,2, ... ,n); residuals of measurements, ao, a,, a2and a3; coefficient of
the adjusting curve, t (i = 1,2, ... ,n); record order of the measurements.

the reasons such as water depth and sea traffic. However some limitations must be kept in mind.
The most important factor, which effects the precision of the results,
is the accuracy of the measurements of the distance between the anten-

By using the last equation, the coefficient of the best-fit curve can be

na on the surveying vessel and sea leveL Therefore, the distance should

calculated by following these steps;

be measured as accurately as possible with a steel tape or other geodetic
methods. It is important to avoid loading additional equipment or per-

(6) .k: =&-1

(7) v,

v2

Vn

sons into the surveying vessel, which will change the previously mea-

t/ t/
t2 t/ t/

1 t,

h,

sured distance. As a summary, the equilibrium position at which the

1

h2

distance is measured should be kept as similar as possible.

[;]-

1 tn t,2 t,3

The most obvious disadvantage of the new method is determining
the geoid undulation NIt is necessary to determine the N value in
order to convert the ellipsoidal heights that are obtained by GPS

h,

measurements to the orthometric heights. The determination prob(8)

[a 1
J=(!{EAJ'A'El = :

lem of the Nvalue has been solved by most of the countries that have

0

defined their N values and made them available for practical use. If
the Nvalue is unavailable in this manner, the previously mentioned method and equation 3 could be used to calculate it But, the

Where, ~ ; design matrix, E; weight matrix. Adjusted measurements

calculated undulation value that was determined according to the

and standard deviation are obtained by using the equations below.

datum that we chose does not represent the value of real undulation.

5;=/H¥;

However, Cartesian coordinates, which were obtained at the

(10) (J 0 \j' [Pw]

beginning of the study after the free adjustment process was used for
all of the measurements. So, all of the measurements were carried

(9)

n-1

As a result of the calculations, the adjustment process was re-done by
eliminating only the measurements' residuals, which is 3 times bigger
than the standard deviation calculated from equation 10. This process

out with this mentioned datum. Therefore, the calculation approach
of the undulation value does not create a problem.

was realised with 2 iterations for the first application and with 3 itera-

One of the negative aspects of the method is that the distance between

tions for the second application. As a result, by taking the arithmetic

the reference station and the mobile receiver should not exceed a

average of the 81 values, hstvalues are obtained as 18.870 m ( 2.65 em,

certain limit. Otherwise, the result will be unsuccessful due to not

and 18.7 50 m ( 2.06 em. The best-fit curves that result from these process-

being able to determine the initial integer ambiguity.

es are given in Appendix ll. The result of the above mentioned appli-

By keeping the study area conditions (tide, wind etc.,) in mind, the

cations can be seen in Table 4.

MSL values could be determined several times by additional GPS

Table 4. The Comparison of Mean Sea Level Values that is Obtained by
PDGPS and Tide Gauge Readings
1" application
2" application

Period
6'
30'

HGPS
Sl

HTG
Sl

0.485 m
0.365m

0.432 m
0.406 m

Diff.
5.3cm
-4.1 em

Conclusions And Recommendations

measurements with certain intervals (for example every 4 or 6 hours)
if necessary. In this way, the changes (rise and fall) that occur in the
sea level during the day that are caused by tide or other effects will
be factored in if necessary.
By considering the above mentioned negative factors, the height of
water level can be determined with an accuracy of the order of a few

As can be seen from Table 4, 'Mean Sea Level values, obtained from

centimetres by PDGPS method and survey vessels can be used as a

each method are very close. It could be said that, the height of the water

tide gauge platform.
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Rocks awash
Stadia
Lighthouse Puzzler # 18

The Revisory Survey had several distinguished visitors one day this year at a time when there were several
jobs needing to be done. So Revisory pressed the visitors into service and sent out four teams of two.
Things went well and all the work was done in an exemplary manner. From what you heard over a beer that
evening, can you report on the teams and their activities?

•

The clues:
1.

The two with the helicopter left after Bernard and Sheila, who were not together.

2.

Andrew did the stadia work but did not work with Ken or use the truck.

3.

Dave and his partner (who did not visit the marina) went farther than the two with the truck but not
as far as Tim or the two who checked out the rocks awash.

4.

James discovered (but not with the launch) that the "rocks awash" were actually an overturned
paddleboat.

5.

Sheila, Ken and James fueled up on their way home and all arrived back at different times .

.••••.........•................•..................••••••........................ ,
Solution to Puzzler #17 (Edition 56)
Fred, Sheila and Tim are not from Sarnia [Clues 1, 2, 5] so it must be Ed. Jack is not from Winnipeg or
Burlington or [clues 3,4] nor is he with Ed [clue 4] so he must be from Ottawa with Tim . Which means John
is from Sarnia and Joel is from Burlington.
By elimination, Jim's team, from Winnipeg, must be on Cost Analysis. Joel is on Personnel Problems [clue
6] so John, from Sarnia, is on QA [clue 1] and Jack and Tim, from Ottawa, must be the team working on
Deadlines.
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Ten Years of a
Canadian In Monaco
Adam J. Kerr
The Beginnings

The Organization

Having just read Tom McCulloch's excellent article 'Thirty Years

The Bureau is not large, with, at that time, a staff of eighteen and the
three Members of the Directing Committee, making a total of twen-

of Turmoil, Stress and Achievement', in the 55th Edition of this
journal, I have been tempted also to look back. This, a luxury
that should only be taken up by someone of 'mature' years, as a
younger man should surely be looking always to the future! However,
as I have enjoyed the unique privilege of being so far the one and
only Canadian to have been a member of the Directing Committee
of the International Hydrographic Bureau (IHB) at Monaco, I
thought the readers may find it interesting if I shared this experience with them. It is possible that some who know me will say that
I am not a Canadian, having been born in the United Kingdom.
But having spent thirty years of my life in Canada and some of that
time working in such desirable regions as EllefRingnes Island and
Quirpon, Newfoundland, not to mention that city of all power Ottawa! I suppose I do have some credentials! However, my intent
in this article is not autobiography but to describe first hand, what
goes on in the secretariat of the International Hydrographic Office
(IHO) and what I believe we have achieved, both in the secretariat and by the Organization at large, during the last ten years.
In April1987 I found myself, due to the encouragement of Steve
MacPhee, the Dominion Hydrographer and others of his senior
staff, elected as a member of the three-person Directing Committee
of the Bureau. My fellow Directors, elected at the same time, were
Rear Admiral Sir David Haslam, retired Hydrographer of the United
Kingdom, and Rear Admiral Alfredo Civetta, retired Director
of the Italian Hydrographic Institute. The process of election is
to first elect the three members of the committee and then from
them to elect the President and chairman of the committee, who
on this instance turned out to be the broadly experienced Sir David
Haslam. Later, in 1992, I was re-elected for a further five years, this
time to share the load with Rear Admiral Christian Andreasen
(USA) as President and Rear Admiral Giuseppe Angrisano (Italy)
as a co-Director.

ty one. Since writing this there have been several changes made to
reduce the total manpower and undertake a greater level of contracting out. Of the eighteen staff four are termed Professional
Assistants and these are normally selected from the Member
States' Hydrographic Offices (HOs). Like the Directors themselves,
they are selected with a geographic spread in mind and at present
they originate from France, Germany and Spain, although during
my term we had Professional Assistants from the UK and from
Pakistan. Typically, the PAs, with the exception of the PA for Finance,
are middle-level hydrographers.
It is necessary to explain the difference between the IHO and the
IHB. When the Organization was founded in 1921 it was called the
International Hydrographic Bureau but in 1972, when its formal
Convention entered into force, the Organization became the IHO
and the Secretariat became the IHB. It is located in Monaco due to
the generosity of Prince Albert I of the Principality, who was an enthusiastic amateur oceanographer and encouraged the development of
all matters concerning the scientific studies of the sea. He built the
Musee Oceanographique, well known to the general public due to
its association with the late Jacques Cousteau. Less well known is the
fact that he arranged for premises for the IHB, which were opened
in 1926 in a fine building beside the port of Monaco. Recently, in
1996, the Bureau was moved to modern but equally magnificent
quarters on the other side of the port.
The IHO is an intergovernmental organization, with at present 69
member states as signatories to its convention with another 13 countries waiting to join. (Several States are expecting to join soon and
this figure is subject to change). It is not a member of the United
Nations group of organizations, although in the years prior to the
last world war it was a member of the League of Nations. Its budget,
which is primarily associated with the salaries for the Directors and
staff, is approximately US$ 2 million. These funds are available
LIGHTHOUSE FalljAutomne 2000
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through contributions from the Member States, which are paid on
a variable scale depending on the country's shipping tonnage.
Typically countries with large tonnage, such as Greece, Japan
and the USA pay about US$ 100,000 and the smaller countries
pay about US$ 10,000 per annum.
The objectives of the IHO are stated in its Convention and may
be summarized as: the coordination of the activities of national
hydrographic offices; achieving the greatest possible uniformity in
nautical charts and documents; encouraging the adoption of new
technology by HOs; and the development of the sciences of field
hydrography and techniques used in descriptive oceanography. In
fact it is the first two of these that get the most attention, as the
others are in truth more national matters. These objectives have,
over the years, resolved into several programme activities. One
of these is standard-setting in hydrography, which in recent years
has moved with the technology from setting standards for paper
products to digital products.
Another programme area has been the encouragement of the individual HOs to join forces in global activities, which lead to internationally standardized products and services available to shipping. This
finds shape in the development of an international chart folio and
more recently in the Worldwide Electronic Navigational Chart Data
Base (WEND), a matter that will be discussed more further on.
The third programme that may be identified is that of the General
Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO). This has historic origins and stems from Prince Albert's interest in setting up a system
to gather up all the known bathymetric data and to publish it as
a series of bathymetric charts, mainly intended for scientific use.
Shortly after the Bureau was formed it was proposed that this activity may be passed to it and since then the IHO, with various other
scientific bodies, including the Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission (IOC), have maintained this important series of charts
and scientific data base. Canada in fact has played a large part in
the GEBCO programme and during the 1980s did all the drafting
and printing of eighteen sheets of the 5th Edition. It is now likely
that all future editions will be in digital form.
Having set out the background of the Organization, let me now
turn to what I believe we have achieved during the ten years that
I was on the Directing Committee and what we would perhaps like
to achieve in the future.

1987 - 1997 Years of Progress
The Directing Committee partitions the responsibilities of its three
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members by administrative and technical matters and by geographical areas. With regard to the latter, during my first term of
five years, I was responsible for our contacts and activities in northwestern Europe and America and in the last term I have been
responsible for north eastern Europe, Asia and Australasia. This
has put me into contact with a number of interesting people working in the hydrographic field, many of whom have become good
friends. It is in fact one of the decided benefits of the work at the
IHB to be deeply involved in the close association of the rather
limited field of hydrography. The regional responsibilities of a
Director of the IHB involve a very considerable amount of travel
that has taken me to many interesting places.
Technically and administratively I have been involved throughout
with the very significant development of Electronic Chart Display
and Information System (ECDIS) and the standards and specifications that we have developed in cooperation with the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) and other international organizations. In 1986 the IHO formed its Committee on ECDIS (COE),
under the chairmanship ofJim Ayres (USA) and this was passed
to me on taking office. In the same year the IHO formed forces
with IMO to form the Harmonization Group on ECDIS (HGE).
During the last ten years, activities under these two groups have
proliferated into a network of internal committees and working
groups and into many new and different arenas. These include
other international standard-setting bodies, such as the International
Standards Organization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC).
The successes that have been achieved in establishing these standards have been largely due to the many technical specialists from
many countries that have participated in the work. At the IHB the
main effort has been to harness and coordinate this work. This is
totally in line with the objective of the IHO to seek uniformity in
hydrographic products and to a lesser extent to coordinate the
activities of hydrographic offices. The major goals that have been
reached were the adoption of the Performance Standards for ECDIS
by the General Assembly ofiMO in 1995 and the release of the
3rd Edition of the Digital Data Exchange StandardS-57 in November
1996. These are just the main standards and within them there are
many more that contribute to the whole and in the end will make
ECDIS a viable and safe navigation tooL Canada, it may be said,
has been a major contributor to these activities, being one of the
first in the field with digital data creation and use and in such
tireless efforts as those of Mike Eaton in developing standards for
Colours and Symbols for ECDIS. Canada has also been a leader
in creating harmonious working relationships between govern-

Ten Years of a Canadian In Monaco
ment and industry, something that must clearly become an international goal for the future.
So much for the establishment of ECDIS data standards. With
these coming on stream another urgent activity has been the
development of a world-wide digital data base and updating service for ECDIS. In this task Norway, under the encouragement
of 0yvind Stene, took an early lead but at a symposium, held at
the Bureau in 1991, it became clear that the Member States of the
IHO felt that this should be a jointly shared activity. Thus following the second objective of the IHO, namely the coordination of the activities of hydrographic offices, the IHO moved to
set up an organization to develop a worldwide electronic navigational chart data base, termed the WEND. The idea was that
all HOs would digitize their charts as ENCs (Electronic Navigation
Charts), these would be in vector format following the specifications of S57 of the IHO. Regional
Electronic Chart Coordinating
Centres, known as REN Cs would
"put me into
be established. These REN Cs would
then take on the responsibility of
contact with a
integrating the data into regional
number of
data bases plus the integration of
interested people"
updates and provide these as a service to shipping. The practice has
proven to be more difficult than
the theory and the system is moving into implementation rather later than had been planned.
Nevertheless it was hoped that in 1998 the first part of this service, providing coverage for northern Europe, would come
into being. (This service was formally established in 1999 as PRIMAR).
The difficulties referred to above have been for several reasons.
Standards have been much more difficult to develop than originally anticipated. Technology has been changing so rapidly that
it has been difficult to decide on the right level of technology to
use in matters of computing and telecommunications. There can
be no denying that HOs are very conservative, and working in a
much more businesslike environment has proved difficult. Added
to all this, the entry of commercial companies into areas of hydrography that were previously the exclusive domain of government
H Os has been an interesting challenge.
Moving to other areas of the work, the IHO has since the early seventies been involved in technical assistance to developing countries. Its budget for this activity has been rather small and to get

the most for its money it has decided upon training as the best
vehicle. Even here it has not had the resources to fund the training courses itself but working with the Federation Intemationale
de Geometrique on hydrographic courses, providing training to a
common agreed standard all around the world. This is achieved
through the FIG/IHO Advisory Board on Training ofHydrographers.
Many years ago I participated with Alan Ingham, Admiral Kapoor
and others in the formation of this system and the Board and served
for a while as the Board's chairman. This programme of the IHO
and FIG has now reached a state of some maturity and nearly thirty courses (this number is continually increasing) have now been
approved as meeting the standards. At present the IHB provides
the Secretarial services to the Board and the Canadian representative is Dave Wells, well known in hydrographic circles.
The work of the FIG/IHO Advisory Board has encouraged the
development of particular institutions offering hydrographic course.
A success story in that direction was the formation of the International
Maritime Academy QMA) at Trieste, Italy. This institution offers several courses and amongst them is one on hydrography, which is
offered free to students, primarily from developing countries. Guest
lecturers to this course are invited from countries with expertise,
including Canada. A need is seen for courses in modem digital data
management and it had been hoped that the International Institute
for Aerospace Survey and Earth Sciences (fTC) in Enschede, Netherlands
might have provided such a course. Unfortunately this did not materialize but the course is now being offered at the IMA at Trieste.
More directly associated with the provision of technical assistance
to developing countries have been the visits to those countries
to advise them on how to establish HOs. While the effort has been
there and Directors have visited such unusual places as Ougadougou
in Africa in the course of their business, it has been extremely
difficult to bring promises into actions. This has been particularly the case in Africa, where apart from South Africa , some
Mediterranean countries and recently the development of the
Mozambican Hydrographic Institute, the situation is unsatisfactory. Numerous visits have taken place to both West and East Africa
and plans made for Regional Centres, for Hydrographic Committees
and projects, there has been some limited progress to date. The
incoming President, Rear Admiral Giuseppe Angrisano, has
been particularly active in recent years and has tried hard also to
seek funds through organizations such as the European Commission.
One must hope that matters will improve, because undoubtedly,
the lack of modem charts will stifle the free movement of shipping
and hence the economies of African nations.
LIGHTHOUSE Faii/Automne 2000
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I myself have been involved in East Asia, where fortunately for
the most part the status of hydrography and charting is generally better than that of Africa. Our concern there has been mainly
directed at the South China Sea where the state of hydrography
and the charts are extremely bad. This background is faced with
the onslaught of an ever increasing movement oflarger and faster
ships and it seems a matter of time before some disastrous accident occurs. We have sought the recognition ofiMO and the assistance of the United Nations Development Programme but to date
no financial help has materialized. We have encouraged the coastal
states surrounding the area to make joint surveys but also this has
not taken place. Apart from the general difficulty of bringing focus
to bear on apparently distant maritime soft spots a major problem is the political problem that is involved in the sovereignty of
several small islands. This has resulted in the coastal states surrounding the South China Sea to be unable to jointly tackle the
problem. However, there has
been some success in collecting
bathymetric data from the numerous oil companies working in the
"there has been
area.

some success in
collecting
bathymetric data"

A brighter spot in East Asia has
been in Indonesia where we have
been able to participate in a minor
way in encouraging a major
Norwegian survey to be carried
out under contract to the
Indonesian government. Our part was very small in advocating
the use of international standards in this work but we are pleased
to see this activity in place which will rapidly improve the quality of the hydrography and charts along the proposed sea lanes
and along the continental shelf of Indonesia. We hope that the
next country to be approached in this form of bilateral programme
will be Vietnam, which is now a centre of major oil company activity. It has approached several countries, including France and
Norway, seeking assistance in setting up hydrographic capabilities
and we look forward to seeing these materialize. At the moment
it is understood that there is no action in this country on these
plans.
It is clear that bilateral arrangements between developed and developing countries are easier to achieve than multi-lateral assistance.
Several cases can be seen around the world of very satisfactory
projects that are supported by the US HY-COOP program, the
Japanese International Co-operation Agency QICA), the French
36
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NAVCO and various other national technical assistance bodies.
I have been very impressed by the way the Norwegian Government
tackles these matters through its embassies, Export Council and
its general promotion of both Norwegian aid and industry. Canada
could do well to take a leaf from that book.
Yet another of one of the more disparate activities of the IH 0 has
been in its activities associated with the technical delimitation of
boundaries within the Law of the Sea. Hydrographers have long
been involved as technical experts in maritime boundary delimitation. Specialists have written many articles on these matters.
In about 1995 Rear Admiral Fraser, a previous President of the
IHB, decided to develop a manual to inform hydrographers about
the subject. When I took office in 1987 we formed a Technical
Assistance in Law of the Sea (TALOS) committee and subsequently produced a manual. In this work, we were joined by the
International Association of Geodesy, which provided geodetic
expertise. The most recent activity in this area are plans to prepare
a book on the Continental Shelf to give guidance for those countries which plan to make claims to a continental shelf extending
beyond 200 nautical miles offshore. This work will be carried out
jointly between the IHO and the IOC. This book has now been
published by the Oxford University Press: Continental Shelf Limits:
The Scientific and Legal Interface.
It was noted earlier that the GEBCO programme of bathymetric
mapping was a major interest of the IHO. In recent years considerable attention has been given to digitizing the information
and the National Environment Research Council of the UK has
produced a GEBCO Digital Atlas. In this, all the bathymetric contours and other information from the original paper sheets have
been digitized and produced as a compact disc. The latest idea is
to produce the GEBCO information in a gridded form and this
matter is being studied at present. An offshoot from GEBCO
activities are the Regional Bathymetric projects. These are in reality the responsibility ofiOC but IHO participates in this work. In
these projects bathymetric sheets have been published at I: I million, compared with GEBCO's published scale of 1:10 million.
Associated with the GEBCO programme is a sub-committee
on place names that has developed a Gazetteer of Undersea Features.
Due to more and more information being gathered on the undersea topography and more features being identified, the work on
dealing with undersea feature names has grown significantly.
Returning to the more conventional side of hydrography, several
activities deserve mention. Work has continued recently on a publication 'Specifications for Hydrographic Surveys', designated S-
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44. This has proven to be a very contentious matter as it appears
that many people have very strong views on survey accuracy. This
work was finished in 1997. Tides and datums are other areas that
have had attention. Canada maintains, on behalf of the IHO, a tidal
constituent data bank. Policies concerning the use of this data by
commercial companies wishing to produce tidal prediction programs had to be worked out. The datum to which soundings should
be referenced on charts had for many years been designated rather
generally to 'a level so low that the tide would but seldom fall below
it.' Recently, following a study, it has been agreed that a more quantitative definition as the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) should
be used. Horizontal datums are a particular concern as the introduction and use of satellite systems, referenced to the World Geodetic
System 1984 (WGS 84), has introduced anew the need for a single world wide common datum. Unfortunately many different
datums are used on charts throughout the world and in some cases
there is no datum used. The IHO has produced a technical resolution urging Member States to use WGS 84 on all new charts,
and on other charts to provide a statement allowing the navigator
to make an adjustment between WGS 84 and the local datum. It
seems likely that the need for greater attention to the use ofWGS
84 will become evident.
The Bureau produces a number of publications . The most
familiar of these may be the International Hydrographic Review,
which has been published since the organization was formed. [Ed.
The International Hydrographic Review has been discontinued
in the year 2000 and has been replaced with The New International
Hydrographic Review available on the Internet]. The Bureau also
produces a monthly Bulletin, describing activities and events of
the Bureau and the IHO at large. These publications require ongoing attention. A continual search must go on to fmd suitable articles for the Review, which presents an ongoing history of the
progress of hydrography. Once a year theYearbook must be updated. This includes the addresses and contacts of all Hydrographic
Offices, both those that are representatives of Member States and
non-Member States.
An Annual Report is produced in two volumes, to describe the
events of the organization during the previous year. Volume I provides general information and Volume II provides the financial
information. There are numerous publications dealing with the
technical specifications and standards discussed earlier. These must
all be maintained up-to-date. Details of all publications, which are
provided free to Member States and sold to others, are included
in the Catalogue of Publications that is produced annually and
is available free of charge. In recent years ordering by credit card

has been introduced and some publications are now available on
CD ROM. A Bulletin Board system that is accessible to all Member
States was introduced in 1992. A major effort was made recently to re-design the Bureau's set of publications with emphasis on
availability through the Internet Selected publications are provided in printed form and all others are now available on CD ROM
or over the internet There is a home page (http://www.iho.shom.fr)
for the organization and the website includes the Catalogue of
Publications.
The IHO has now been in place for 75 years and at the XVth
Conference it was decided to form a Strategic Planning Committee
to see if its organization and work should be adjusted in order
to meet the future more effectively.
In summary, for me this was an interesting ten years, working with
a small dynamic organization, that is as yet not greatly encumbered by bureaucracy. While much of the western world has been
trying to reduce the size of government the IHO has been steadily growing in membership and the need for its services appears to
be growing daily. Certainly, like all other organizations, it must
alter its ways to satisfy new requirements but it is my belief that
this is an efficient and productive body that must be maintained
at least at its present strength.

NOTE: This paper was written in 1999. Some comments have been
added to update the reader on some matters that have since changed
Overall the Directing Committee, in place since 1997, has overseen a number qfchanges. These have included actions proposed
b)l the Strategic Planning Committee that were approved at an
Extraordinary IH C01yerence in March 2000.
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Winter Stor111s on
the Great Lakes
Ron Solvason and Carol Robinson
Canadian Hydrographic Service, Central and Arctic Region
A water level surge resulting from strong winds associated with a
storm is a major factor contributing to flooding in shoreline areas.
Lake Erie experiences some of the highest wind setup or storm surges
in the Great Lakes region. There are two major factors which make
Lake Erie susceptible to these storm surges. One is the fact that Lake
Erie is a relatively shallow body of water and the other is that the
major axis of the lake is oriented in roughly the same direction as the
prevailing winds and major storm events.
On December 11 and 12, 2000 the first major storm of the winter
2000-2001 season passed through Southern Ontario. The path of
this storm as tracked by Environment Canada's Regional Centre
Figure 1

Map of Storm Track December 2000
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Thunder Bay began in the American southwest and moved in a
northeasterly direction towards the Great Lakes. (Figure 1) As it
approached Lake Erie, rapidly dropping pressure intensified the storms
voracity. The centre oflow arrived at the western end of Lake Erie
at about 2200 hours EST on December 11th and tracked over the
central portion of the lake reaching the eastern end of the Lake at
about 0300 hours EST on December 12th.
In advance of the centre of the storm, strong winds from the
southwest, in excess of 60 knots pushed water to the eastern end
of the Lake. This generated a storm surge that reached a height of
approximately 2.1 metres above the static water level at Port Colborne

Ontario. (Figure 2) At Buffalo New York the surge was even higher, reaching a height of nearly 2.8 metres above the static water level.
(Figure 3) Although the surge lasted for only a couple of hours, it
caused flows in the Niagara River to nearly double from the previous day. The surge occurred at approximately 0600 EST on December
12th, which was nearly 3 hours after the centre oflow pressure passed.

a park in Ontario, Buffalo experienced more extensive flooding and
property damage. It was fortunate that this storm occurred during
a time when Lake Erie is at a level below its all-time average. A
similar storm in 1985 produced a slighdy smaller surge but it occurred
when Lake Erie was at a level above its all-time average and caused
damage in the tens of millions of dollars in Ontario and New York.

At the same time, the storm caused the water levels at the western
end of the lake to fall as the water was forced to the east. At Bar
Point water levels dropped by approximately 1 metre from the static level. At Toledo Ohio the water level fell as much as 1.3 metres
from its static level. In fact for a period of almost 12 hours in the
early hours of December 12 the western end of Lake Erie and the
entrance to the Detroit River was more than 0.5 metres below Chart
Datum (the level to which depths on navigation charts are referenced).

News reports of these storm events generally focus on the flood-

Although there were reports of some minor flooding of roads and

water levels return to a safe height.

ing and associated property damage that can be considerable. However,
the effects of the draw-down on water levels also pose considerable
risk to navigation and water intake facilities. As can be seen on the
two graphs above there was a period of at least 12 hours when the
water level at the western end of the lake was more than 0.5 metres
below Chart Datum. If mariners are not aware of this they run considerable risk of grounding and possible foundering. At the very
least, shipping schedules are severely affected while ships wait until

Figure2
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members membres
SUSTAINING MEMBERS/ MEMBRES DE SOUTIEN
Sustaining membership allows companies closely linked with the hydrographic field to become more involved with the activities of the CHA
and to maintain closer contact with users of their products. Through
LIGHTHOUSE these Sustaining Members are also able to reach a
world-wide hydrographic audience. The benefits of Sustaining Membership
include:
-

a certificate suitable for framing;
three copies of each issue of Lighthouse;
copies of the local Branch newsletters, where available;
an invitation to participate in CHA seminars;
an annual listing in Lighthouse;
an annual250 word description in Lighthouse; and
discounted advertising rates in Lighthouse.

Terra Remote Sensing
Terra Remote Sensing Inc. is a spatial data organization offering
world class expertise and technology for digital aerial mapping, hydrographic charting and marine geophysical surveying. TRSI's headquarters is located in Sidney, British Columbia, Canada with an American
representative office located in the state ofWashington. Formerly a division of Terra Surveys Ltd., TRSI is now an independent employeeowned corporation offering decades of successful experience to its
global clients.
TRSI provides unique digital mapping solutions for the linear engineering market through powerful, proprietary hardware and software packages. A new scanning laser (LIDAR) product, combined with

Annual dues for CHA Sustaining Membership are $150.00
(Canadian). Current Sustaining Members are listed below.

TRSI's "VideoMap": software, provides rapid and cost-effective digital

Aanderaa Instruments Ltd.

This technology, combined with more traditional marine geophysical

100- 4243 Glanford Avenue
Victoria, British Columbia
Canada V8Z 4B9 Fax: (250) 479-6588
contact: Gail Gabel
(affiliation- CHA Pacific Branch)

and hydrographic (acoustic) survey capability, gives TRSI a compre-

mapping to the utility, telecommunication, rail and resource sectors.

hensive tool kit from which a broad range of mapping solutions can be
built on land or water. Marine solutions are particularly applicable to
charting, search and salvage, outfall, port and harbour, submarine

Garde cotiere canadienne

pipeline/cable, depth of buriaL water inventory, marine habitat, and

104 rue Dalhousie, Suite 311
Quebec, Quebec
Canada G1K 4B8 Telec: (418) 648-4236
contact: Claude Duval
(affiliation- ACH Section du Quebec)

environmental assessments.

l'lnstitut maritime du Quebec
53 St-Germain Ouest
Rimouski, Quebec
Canada G5L 4B4 Telk (418) 724-0606
(affiliation- ACH Section du Quebec)
contact: Claude Jean

NovAtel Communications Ltd.
1120-68 Ave. N.E.
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T2E 8S5 Fax: (403) 295-0230
contact: Art Silver (affiliation- CHA Central Branch)

TRSI's solutions are in demand wherever organizations need timely
and cost-effective access to comprehensive, high quality geospatial information. The captured data, providing geo-referenced aerial imagery to
any scale, is then ported direcdy to computer-aided mapping systems
and geographical information systems (GIS) for photo mosaics, planimetric maps, and!or digital terrain models used in routing evaluations
and engineering designs. TRSI also performs GIS and geodetic/vertical control analysis, map preparation, merging and processing of independent data sets, and project management and training. The company
has successful experience around the globe, including projects in the
Caribbean, South America, Africa, the Middle East, Southeast Asia and
United States.

Kongsberg Simrad Mesotech Systems Ltd.

Terra Remote Sensing Inc. is an employee-owned company, whose

202 Brownlow Avenue
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
Canada B3B 1T5 Fax: (902) 468-2217
contact: John Gillis (affiliation- CHA Central Branch)

shareholders are the professional and technical staff who are direcdy
involved in the firm's day-to-day operations. Senior management is
comprised of a group of specialists with over a century of combined
experience in photogrammetrics, hydrographics and consulting engi-

Terra Remote Sensing
1962 Mills Road,
Sidney, British Columbia
Canada V8L 3S1 Fax: (250) 656-4604
contact: Rick Quinn (affiliation- CHA Pacific Branch)
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neering. This diverse team of professional engineers, hydrographers,
surveyors and geophysicists is supported by a technical staff of GIS specialists, cartographers, and programmers who are all permanent employees of the company.

news nouvelles
News from Industry Nouvelles de l'industrie
Bytown Marine Limited
Nepean, Ontario, Canada
Bytown Marine Limited (BML) has been awarded a contract by Public
Works and Government Services Canada for the supply of a High
Accuracy Marine Survey System to be delivered to the Departmant
of Fisheries and Oceans, Canadian Coast Guard at Quebec City.
BML will supply the Dessault Sercel Navigation and Positioning (DSNP)
Aquarius Series 5002 LVL2 Marine Survey System, UHF Repeater
Station and associated software.
The DSNP Aquarius product line provides sub-metre positioning accuracy. The Series 5002 products offer 3D accuracies in the 2 to 5 em
range at distances of up to 50km and at longer ranges with the use of
a repeater station.
Bytown Marine Limited has recently concluded an agreement with
Dassault Sercel Navigation and Positioning, naming BML as the sole
Canadian Sales and Service representative for the SAGITTA Marine
Navigation and AQUARIUS Marine Survey Differential GPS product lines.

navigation field. DSNP engineering teams were among the very first in
the world to work on GPS receivers; the first European GPS receiver
in 1985, as well as the first integrated differential GPS in 1989, were deveJ...
oped in its laboratories. Today, engineering know-how is the main asset
ofDSNP. As a subsidiary ofThomson-CSF, DSNP takes advantage of
the groupfs advanced industrial facilities, ensuring customers get bestof-breed products at all times.
Incorporated in 1976, BML is a Canadian company most widely recognized as a supplier of marine electronics, especially GPS receivers,
lnmarsat satcom terminals and hydrographic survey systems. In 1984,
the company expanded its capabilities beyond marine systems into the
areas of military communications, satellite weather imagery, environmental monitoring, solar energy and industrial lasers. During the 1980fs
and 1990fs BML played a leading role as a supplier of satellite navigation and communications systems in Canada, providing installation,
commissioning and training services to the Canadian Navy and Canadian
Coast Guard as fleet were equipped with satellite navigation receivers
and lnmarsat satellite communication terminals.
For information contact:

DSNP is the European leader and a major player in the world ofDifferential
GPS and GNSS systems. Stemming from the original Sercel radio-navigation department, it has rich and long proven experience in the radio-

Patrick T. Brassard, Sales Manager, Marine Systems
BytownMarineLimited, Tel· (613)723-8424Fax: (613)723-0212
Website: www.bml.ca

Kongsberg Simrad Mesotech

ocean depth," said KSML president Hans Gray.

Port Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada

A similar KSML system has been used by WHOI to gather bathymetry data, provide real-time ROV navigation, and gather raw echo
backscatter data from deep water 'smokers' for research.

Kongsberg Simrad Mesotech Ltd. (KS ML) has delivered its first multirole multibeam sonar capable of operating to a depth of 6,000 meters
to the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution (WHOI) of Massachusetts. WHOI will use the SM 2000
sonar on its ROV (Remote Operated Vehicle),Jason, and its submersible,
Alvin, for deep sea and ocean floor research.
The SM 2000 is highly versatile and can be used for forward looking
obstacle avoidance and navigation roles with 20 degree vertical x
120 degree coverage, or may be reoriented on the vehicle to provide
1.5 x 1.5 degree bathymetry data, with up to 150 degree swath coverage. No changes to the system are required for these modes.
The multi-role SM 2000 sonar is ideal for research organizations whose
sensor requirements vary from mission to mission. The flexible telemetry options available make installation simple on either tethered ROVs
or free diving submersibles. Raw sonar echo data may also be logged
for post mission analysis and research.
"This SM 2000 sonar system represents a continuation of our solid
record of supplying deep water sonars, including systems rated to full

Dedicated to quality and customer satisfaction, Kongsberg Sirnrad
Mesotech Ltd. is a world leader in the high frequency acoustic imaging market. Its product line includes multibeam profilers, multibeam
sonars, scanning sonars, side scan sonars, profilers and altimeters.
Applications for KSML products span the military, fisheries, scientific, and offshore oil industries.
For information contact:

Michael Harvey- Kongsherg SimradMesotech Ltd
1598 Kehet Way, Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada, V3C 5M5
Tel: (604) 464-8144 • Fax: (604) 941-5423
Email· vancouver.sales@kongsherg-simradcom
Website: www.simradca
Media Relations Contact:

jane Thomas- Ullrich Schade andAssociates Ltd
Tel- (604) 669-1180• Fax: (604) 669-3645
Emailjane@usa.hc.ca
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news nouvelles
Saab Transponder Tech
Solna, Sweden

International Communications
and Navigation {ICAN) Ltd.

News from Industry Nouvelles de l'industrie
phase of a national Vessel Traffic Management Information System
(VTMIS) for Greece that is being delivered by Lockheed Martin to its
Greek Prime Contractor, INTRACOM.
In the Turkish Straits, Lockheed Martin's VTMIS infrastructure project is now underway. The AIS component of this project includes the

St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada

installation of 6 Saab R30 Base Stations and 50 Saab Pilot Cases. Each

Saab/ICAN team win major AIS contracts with Lockheed Martin

Pilot Case consists of a watertight case, power supply, R3 transponder,

Saab 'ThmsponderTech ofSolna, Sweden and International Communications

notebook PC, and ICAN's Aldebaran II Electronic Charting System

and Navigation Limited (ICAN) of St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada

(ECS) with AIS Module.

have been awarded contracts by Lockheed Martin Overseas Corporation
to provide Automatic Identification System (AIS) solutions for Greece
and Turkey. The AIS hardware and software will meet IMO performance standards, specifically the IMO Resolution MSC.74(69) Annex
3, for Universal Shipbome Automatic Identification Systems. Lockheed
Martin chose the Saab/ICAN team after a lengthy, worldwide ten-

Saab TransponderTech AB is the world's most advanced developer of
AIS transponders, and has over 350 AIS transponders in service today
including a system that covers the entire Swedish coastline. ICAN
develops and integrates ECS software addressing the needs of maritime professionals for navigation, hydrographic surveying, buoy tend-

dering process in search of an AIS technology partner for these and

ing and radar overlay, as well as AIS. ICAN has over 120 Regulus

other projects.

and Aldebaran systems in service around the world. ICAN and

AIS delivers vessel position and related information from ship to ship
and from ship to shore. It is designed to provide collision avoidance
capability on the ship's bridge and to augment vessel traffic management systems. Ships will carry a transponder that broadcasts the ship's
identity, position, speed, course, and other information to all other AIS
users within VHF Radio range. The International Maritime Organization
(IMO) willrequireallSOLAS class ships built after July 2002 to carry
one of these transponders and carriage requirements for all other ships
in this category will be phased in over the subsequent six years.
The Hellenic Merchant Marine Ministry is undertaking a trial that
includes shipboard AIS transponders and base stations. It is the first

Saab have been working together for over two years to develop the
AIS market, and have delivered AIS technology for two Canadian
Coast Guard trials. The Greek and Turkish projects represent a significant leap forward in the adoption of a technology aimed at increasing human safety and environmental protection.

For information contact:
Holger Ericsson, Dir. Marketing and Sales
Saah Transponder Tech AB Phone: (011) 461318 80 00

Banks Scott, VP Marketing and Sales, !CAN
Phone: (001) 709 754 0400 • Email: bscott@ican.nf.net
Website: www.ican.nf.net

Terra Remote Sensing Inc.

TRSI purchased the assets and technologies of Terra Surveyis West
Coast Office, including a new rapid pulse (10 KHz) scanning laser
The shareholders of Terra Remote Sensing Inc. (TRSI) are pleased to
-under development for the utility, fiber optic and pipeline conannounce the creation ofTRSI as an independent corporation under
struction/maintenance, last month. The existing employees are now
the B.C. Companies Act.
the shareholders ofTRSI, and include professional hydrographers,
TRSI has long been known as the West Coast Office of Terra Surveys geophysicists, land surveyors, software developers, and cartographers.
Ltd, established in 1984. It specialises in the hydrographic, photogramrnetric, Many have been with Terra since the opening of the west coast office
orthophoto, and digital mapping fields, and with the rapid adoption of in 1984, and are the very foundation of the success of the new
Geographical Information System (GIS) applications over the past company.
decade has integrated its entire array of products and services with GIS. TRSI looks forward to continuing to effectively serve its worldwide
Terra Surveys was purchased by a subsidiary of the Orbital Sciences
Corporation (USA) in 1999, and the employees ofTerrais west coast
operation saw an opportunity to exploit the specialised technologies
and expertise of the Sidney office via an employee-led buyout. They
were convinced that their specialities 6 hydrography utilizing both
conventional sonar and proprietary scanning laser technologies, marine
geophysics, and geo-referenced mapping using digital video and cameras - could be more effectively employed and further developed independently.
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client base from its headquarters in Sidney, British Columbia. It remains
an innovative mapping and terrain modelling corporation that provides
unique and cost-effective solutions to geographic information challenges.

For information contact:
Rick Quinn, PEng.
Terra Remote Sensing Inc.
Tel- (250)656-0931 • Fax: (250)656-4604
E-mail: terra@terraremote.com • Website: www.terraremote.com

Canadian Hydrographic Service News
Nouvelles de l'association canadienne d'hydrographie
Pacific Region
Hydrographic Surveys 1999

Canadian Hydrographic Service who attempt to find and chart these
hazards.

Hydrographic Surveys 2000

*The Pender was in the Fair Harbour/Kyuquot Sound area and completed 50% of the new surveys required to produce the proposed
new chart 3677. After the survey, CCG :tvfNS group used the Pender
on the Central Coast as a base for Light reconstruction projects. This
resulted in a demobilization from Fair Harbour, instead of a tow back
to lOS.

*The PENDER 0uly & August) concluded the surveys required for
the Kyuqout Sound/Checleset Bay New Chart 3677. A single beam
Bertram launch will be used, with RT-2 GPS for Heave Compensation.
The area is strewn with rocks and is know for large ground swells (I'm
getting sick just writing this!)

* The Revisor surveyed Race Rocks and Gabriola Passage Pilot Marine
Protected Areas in February and March of 1999. She was attached to
the Pender to assist with the Fair Harbour/Kyuquot Sound surveys for
July and August.

*The REVISOR with the EM3000 will assist the PENDER, in addition to several local projects (Including Victoria & Sidney) and various
Revisory Surveys. A Revisory Survey has recendy been completed
in the Desolation Sound area for the cruising atlas 3312.

* Other projects: Sidney Harbour, Victoria Harbour, Esquimalt Harbour,
and Revisory in Vancouver Harbour and the Strait of Georgia. A
survey of Chilko Lake (interior BC) was done for the Habitat Enhancement
Branch ofDFO.

*The R.B. YOUNG with the EM1002 will have numerous collaborative projects covering the entrie coast with Oceans Directorate,
NRCAN, DND and private sector partners.

*The R.B. Young has a new EM1002 MBES and acceptance trials were
conducted in December of 1999.
*Tidal surveys were occupied with instrumentation upgrades and Y2K
testing on the Pacific Tsunami Warning Gauges and the Permanent
Water Level Network.
In 1998 the Barge Pender Hydrographic staff erected, "The Bent
Propeller Monument", at Oliver Cove, British Columbia. The Prop
is from one of the Bertram Survey Launches, after an argument with
a rock. This monument is a visible reminder to all who navigate the
British Columbia coast of the many unknown dangers that lurk below
the surface. It also pays tribute to the men and women of the

Second Narrows (Vancouver Harbour) Project
CHS, Vancouver Port Corporation, Sultran, and CN Rail are cooperating to install an acoustic system to measure water flows and
heights, to improve knowledge of key transit times so as to better schedule ships and trains (CN operate a lift bridge). Many
individuals and companies are involved:
*in CHS, the primary individuals are

LIGHTHOUSE Fallj Automne 2000
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Terry Curran (project manager), Bill Hinds (project electronic supervi-

uled for printing in the near future. The remaining two are scheduled

sor), AlThorn (project mechanical engineer), Al Thomson (project elec-

for completion later in the year.

tronics), and surveyors who measure the sound speed from time to

Maintenance

time, (and level in calibration benchmarks)
Our maintenance program was highlighted with the completion of sev*Depot mechanical personnel did an amazing job of constructing the
massive support hardware

eral New Editions including Chart 3962, which incorporated new survey data in the previously unsurveyed Griffin Passage area on the central

* ASL Environmental Sciences are providing the flow measuring sys-

coast. A chart amendment patch was also prepared for Chart 3738 to

tem, and integrating the water measuring system

incorporate this new survey data.

* DFO legal people have spent many hours putting in place three col-

Chart 3668, Pacific Region's first chart produced utilizing Raster edit-

laborative agreements with VPC, CN Rail, and Sultran

ing tools was another significant milestone. Production was a frustrat-

* Financially, PERD has been a major supporter, as well as the collab-

ing learning process but the experience gained will serve us well on

orators. CHS has contributed salary money.

several other charts planned for the near future.

Environmental Data Set

Numerous other New Editions, Reprints, Chart Amendment Patches

Sherman Oraas and Terry Curran have been assembling a dataset for
environmental uses - not for navigation. They have been extracting the

and Overprints were also completed to address chart maintenance
requirements.

low water shoreline (1.5 million values) and spot soundings (350,000

Unfortunately, cutbacks in funding impacted production, forcing the

values) from charts, plus some elevations. This has been supplement-

cancellation of work on Chart 3312, the popular cruising atlas of the

ed with data from offshore surveys at coarse line spacing. The product

Desolation Sound area.

is intended for the many users that need to place their information on

Electronic Charts

a base map. The product would be sold through Nautical Data International

Production ofS-57 ENC ffies are in the final stages of a three year CHS-

There is a lot of interest regionally, spearheaded by Dick Carson of

CCG co-operative project. Emphasis has been to provide coverage

the Oceans branch. CHS appears to have the responsibility. The prod-

along major routes and to commercial ports along the BC coast. This

uct would be positioned in quality below the chart data, and possibly

has been accomplished with the exception of Hecate Strait where exist-

sell for about $1000.

ing charts do not allow for conversion to EN Cs without extensive re-

Presently, two copies of the dataset are in evaluation by Alpha site users,

surveying and re-charting.

with responses expected by the end of March. Early comments are that

Development and implementation ofECDIS systems has been very

the shoreline points may need to be connected to be useful for some

slow so no feedback of existing ENC files has been received. This is

purposes.

expected to change as system manufacturers start to deliver systems to

There is great concern about data piracy, such that the data gets into

CCG this year. User feedback is an important consideration for

circulation and version control is lost. The result could be a dataset that

future production and maintenance plans ofENCs and Pacific is tak-

no one maintains, and whose quality is unknown.

ing a wait and see approach before further expansion of coverage is

Nautical Publications
The focus of our efforts over the past several months has been production of six New Charts, Nanaimo Harbour and five charts in the
Hakai Passage area. Maintenance of existing charts also played a
major role in our plans.

New Charts

undertaken.
Many of the smaller scale offshore charts will not be converted to S-57
files at this time. With the ability of most systems to use the "dual
fuel" approach, raster charts will be utilized for offshore charting, allowing CHS to concentrate its S-57 production on approach and harbour
charts.
* Current Pacific releases

127

Chart 3447, the New Chart ofNanaimo Harbour and Departure Bay

* EN C released in 2000

13

incorporates EM3000 multibeam surveys and provides additional large

*Files at HQ for final check 23

scale coverage of the HMCS Saskatchewan dive site and the new BC

*New charts in production 4

Ferry terminal at Duke Pt.

Staff Assignments

Of the five Hakai Passage area charts, one, Chart 3935, is currently at

In addition to their charting assignments, Nautical Publications staff

press. Two others are in the final stages of production and are sched-

also participated in Advanced CARIS and CARIS for Windows
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training, hosted Power and Sail Squadron tours and took part in
career development rotational assignments in Field Hydrography

multibeam system. Part way through the season, the system was transferred to a newly built, 30 foot, aluminum survey launch.

and Geomatics. Of particular interest was the Pacific/Laurentian
Region exchange of staff members Brian Wingerter (Pacific) and

A new survey of Hamilton Harbour was done to update the chart

Estelle Poirier (Laurentian). All reports indicate that this was a very

to use the new data acquisition software, Hypack Max, the HIPS

successful and productive exchange.

data processing software on NT, as well as the multibeam system and
processing.

Future Plans

of this major port. This survey gave us an opportunity to train staff

Production will continue on the remaining four New Charts in the

A small survey party led by HIC Jon Biggar, aboard the CCGS

Hakai Passage area.

Radisson in the Eastern Arctic, collected hydrographic information

Other New Charting plans include the two-sided printing of Chart
3479. This chart will consist of a 1:15,000 approach chart of the
extremely popular recreational boating area around Sidney. The back
will contain a 1:8,000 inset of the Sidney I Tsheum Harbour area

in areas requested by the Government ofNunavut.

Charting
The production of S-57 Electronic Navigation Charts (ENCs) con-

surrounded by useful recreational boating and diving information.

tinues, as does the increase in demand for these products. Production
techniques and quality control procedures have constantly evolved

Multibeam surveys and planning continue on Chart 3412, therefor-

to create a better product.

matted, larger scale chart of Victoria Harbour and Approaches.

The Canadian Coast Guard's "Aids Modernization Program" has
resulted in a large number of changes to the navigational aids system
in the region. A great deal of effort has been expended incorporating these changes into CHS products.

A New Edition is also planned for Chart 3419, Esquimalt Harbour,
to incorporate multibeam and revisory survey data.
Work on the documentation for ISO 9000 certification will require
significant resources in the coming months.

Central and Arctic Region

The recently assumed responsibility for western Arctic charting by
Central and Arctic Region (C&AR) continues to present a significant workload.

direction ofJulian Goodyear.

Five/Six (??Terese: Several other new editions coming, what cut off
date do you want to use, or should we refer to only new charts) charts

Surveys in 2000

were released this year: New Chart 2241, Port Severn to Christian
Island, New Chart 5629, Marble Island to Rankin Inlet, New Chart

Work continues in Central and Arctic Region (C&AR) under the

Hydrographic surveys for 2000 were again reduced over previous
years. This was a bit of a "learning" year as all single beam launches
were upgraded with the recently acquired, PC-driven, Hypack Max
data acquisition systems, and all hydrographic data processing moved
to PC-based, CARIS NT Hydrographic Information Processing
System (HIPS) software.
John Medendorp served as Hydrographer-In-Charge (HIC) for the
continuing hydrographic surveys on the eastern side of Georgian

5641, Arviat and Approaches, a New Edition of Chart 2085,Toronto
Harbour, and New Editions of Charts 6021 and 6022, of the Muskoka
Lakes. The Muskoka charts are significant in that they were printed
back to back, on waterproof paper, and are the first C&AR charts
to show the true colours of buoys and lights. Work is proceeding on
several charts that will be available in the 2001 navigation season.
New charting projects started this year include New Chart 2207, to

Bay. The Canadian Coast Guard Ship (CCGS) Griffon was used
as the base of operations for staff and four launches, for approxi-

replace Chart 2286, Georgian Bay to Clapperton Island, and New
Editions of the Lake of the Woods charts. The Lake of the Woods
Charts will reflect true buoy and light colours, and will be printed

mately one month.

back to back, on waterproof paper, similar to the Muskoka charts.

A joint scientific/hydrographic program in the western Arctic, was again

Training

carried out aboard the CCG S Sir Wilfrid Laurier with Andrew Leyzack
as HIC. The Laurier and one launch were used for data collection.
Bob Covey led the Revisory Survey as HIC, once again, in collecting
data from various areas in the region. These data, mainly soundings,
shoreline information and navigational aids and conspicuous objects
positioning, are to be used in updating charts and other products.
Several harbour surveys were conducted using the Sirnrad EM3000

Two training initiatives were offered this year, aimed at familiarizing staff with the new tools we have implemented. The first was
provided through Universal Systems Limited and dealt with
CARIS HIPS single beam data processing and using CARIS NT
The second pertained to data collection using Hypack Max, and
was taught by Coastal Oceanographics staff.

C&AR had the pleasure of hosting the 2000 edition of the University
LIGHTHOUSE Faii/Automne 2000
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of New Brunswick Ocean Mapping Group's armual Coastal Multibearn

Y2K initiative for the CHS offices in Burlington. The contingency

Training Course, in Burlington, Ontario. The course was a very com-

plans made for all CHS functions and the many upgrades to soft-

prehensive tutorial on the theory and operation of shallow water

ware and hardware resulted in no disruption to CHS activities due

multibeam systems. Students were instructed on how to effectively

to Y2K related problems.

conduct multibeam surveys, and how to deal with the massive data

Sean Hinds, who is leading a Quality Management System initiative

sets which result from these surveys.

for the region, has been directing a team of people with the goal of

One further training session was the one day Sea Survival and Underwater

achieving ISO 9000 certification for all CHS C&AR activities.

Escape Training Course. This consisted of a half-day of theory and famil-

Julian Goodyear spent the last part of 1999 and the first month of

iarization with marine survival equipment and rescue techniques, and

2000 in an acting assignment with the CCG, in Ottawa. He was part

a half-day of training in the water. This was a very useful session for any-

of a team planning the reorganization of CG headquarters, and

one who works in the marine environment.

has subsequently returned to his post as Regional Director of

Special Assignments

Hydrography, C&AR.

Ed Lewis, Manager Technical Services, continued to be involved in

In Julian's absence, Brent Beale and Bruce Richards alternated as

the federal government's Universal Classification System (UCS) ini-

Acting Regional Director.

tiative. In addition to his activities in UCS training, coordination and

Staff Changes

leading of classification activities at the regional office, he also serves
on the Central and Arctic Region U CS Regional Application Committee
and the CHS national UCS coordinating committee.
GeofThompson returned to his normal duties after heading the

In the last year, we have lost several employees to other opportunities in the private and public sector: Nick January, Bill Gray, and Janet
Matsumoto, as well as Dan Dexel and Mike Marsden. Dave Tobia and
Matt Down participated in assignments with CCG.

award bourse
CANADIAN HYDROGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION STUDENT AWARD REPORT
The Canadian Hydrographic Association Student Award was created

the applicants that qualify.

in 1993 with funds earned by this association in the management of

Since inception seven awards have been made to the following people.

Tom McCulloch's Canadian International Development Agency sup-

1993 .. .Darren Colford, College of Geographic Sciences, Nova Scotia

ported 3rd world hydrographic training assistance programme.
Tom's projects had previously been supported by the then Canadian
Institute of Surveying who wished to withdraw from the plan. The

1994...Heather Langill, College of Geographic Sciences, Nova Scotia
- 1995...David Scovill, University of Calgary, Alberta

Canadian Hydrographic Association under the leadership of the then

1996...Jean-Francois Olivier, University of Laval Quebec

National President, Barry Lusk, accepted the roll of professional part-

1997...Joseph Vogler, University of Calgary, Alberta

ner. During the first few years of this partnership the CHA earned

1998...Adam King, College of Geographic Sciences, Nova Scotia

approximately $30,000 which has been used since that time to support
the student award which offers $2,000 per year to a deserving student.
Seven awards have been made since its inception to students of vari-

1999.. .Dave Swaile, British Columbia Institute of Technology, British
Columbia

ous universities and colleges across Canada. Twenty four universities

Each year the winner of the award is encouraged to send his or her

and college from across Canada and from each province presently par-

thank you message to Lighthouse so that all CHA members will be

ticipate in the award.

aware of that years recipient.

Each year in January the manager of the award sends information pack-

The $2,000 award is considered a major award, as awards go at uni-

ages to each of the member schools encouraging their awards offices

versities, and is a coveted trophy. Along with the cheque there is also

to post our brochure and distribute the application forms to interest-

a plaque which in perpetuity will record the names of the winners. A

ed student. Each year we receive about 30 applications. As the award

medallion with the CHA crest is also given along with a certificate.

is both subject and academic year specific applications are few. In

It is hoped that the principal investment will continue to generate funds

June and July of each year a committee of two chooses the winner from

sufficient to support this award well into the future.
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award bourse
THE CHA AWARD FOR DESERVING STUDENTS
LA BOURSE L' ACH POUR LES ETUDIANT MERITANTS
Rules for eligibility:

Criteres d'admissibilite:

1. The applicant must be a full time student registered in an accredited
survey science program (the program must have a Geographic
Information System, Cartographic, Land or Hydrographic Survey
components) in a university or technological college anywhere in
Canada. The Administrator of the Award program will determine
the eligibility of the program.

1. Le candidat doit etre un etudiant inscrit atemps complet dans une
universite ou un college canadien aun programme de sciences qui
inclut les systemes d'information georeferencee, les leves hydrographiques ou terrestres. L'administrateur de la bourse determinera
l'eligibilite du programme d'etudes.

2. The award will be available only to students who are in their second
year of study in the degree or diploma program that conforms to the
basic subject topic. The applicant will be required to submit a transcript of his/her first year marks at the time of application. The
marks must indicate an upper level standing in the class and an average 70% in the subjects taken.

2. La bourse s'adresse aux etudiants qui seront aleur deuxieme annee
d'etude respectant les sujets de base. Le candidat doit soumettre une
copie de son releve de notes de sa premiere annee avec sa demande.
Les notes doivent etre superieures ala moyenne et avoir une
moyenne de 70 %dans les sujets suivis.

3. The award will be presented to an applicant who can demonstrate a
bona fide financial need, coupled with an above average academic
performance as stated above.

3. La bourse est remise au candidat qui, de bonne foi, demontre des
besoins financiers et qui respecte les performances academiques
exigees ci-haut.

4. The value of the award is $2,000.

4. La valeur de la bourse est de 2000 $.

5. The Applicant will be required to write a short paragraph explaining his/her financial need in a clear, concise, manner on the application form.

5. Le candidat doit ecrire un court texte, clair et concis, decrivant ses
besoins financiers sur le formulaire de la demande.

6. The applicant must submit one letter of reference from an official of
the university or college at which the applicant spent the previous
year. This letter of reference must include the address and phone
number of the official.

6. Le candidat doit soumettre une lettre de reference d'un officiel de
l'universite ou du college ou il a suivi son cours. Cette lettre de
reference doit inclure l'adresse et le numero de telephone de l'officiel.

7. The award applications will be submitted to the Adminstrator of
Canadian Hydrographic Association Award Program by the end of
June to the following address:
Barry M. Lusk, Manager
Canadian Hydrographic Association Award Program
4719 Amblewood Dr.
Victoria, BC V8Y 2S2
Phone: (250) 658-1836

7. Les demandes doivent etre soumise a1'administrateur de la bourse
Association canadienne d'hydrographie pour la fin du mois de juin a
l'adresse suivante:

8. Each year, in July, an individual, who meets the qualifications and
deadline will be chosen from the list of applications received. The
award will be given to the successful applicant during the first week
of August so that he/she may reasonably plan their next financial
school year.
9. The successful applicant will be issued with a special Canadian
Hydrographic Association certificate, duly framed, at the time the
award is made. A duplicate certificate will be hung in the CHA
offices.

Barry M. Lusk, Administrateur
Bourse Association canadienne d'hydrographie
4719 Amblewood Dr.
Victoria (Colombie-Britannique) V8Y 2S2
Telephone: (250) 658-1836
8. Le recipiendaire est determine en juillet parmi les demandes re~ues
qui rencontrent les exigences et les delais. La bourse est remise
durant le premiere sernaine d'aout afin de permettre au recipiendaire de planifier financierement son annee scolaire.
9. Le recipiendaire re~oit un certificat encadre de !'Association canadienne d'hydrographie dont un duplicata est suspendu aleur bureau.

10. The successful applicant's letter of appreciation will be published in
our next issue of our professional journal "Lighthouse".

10. Une lettre d'appreciation du recipiendaire est publiee dans I'edition
suivante de notre revue professionnel "Lighthouse".

11. An individual student may receive the award once only.

11. L'etudiant recipiendaire peut recevoir la bourse qu'une seule fois.
LIGHTHOUSE Faii/ Automne 2000
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Canadian Hydrographic Association News
Nouvelles du service hydrographique du Canada
Le Gardien Des Altitudes

The Guardian of Elevations

Ce n' est pas d'hier que Pointe-au-Pere est reconnu cornme un site d'irnportance au Canada. Au milieu du 19e siecle, un premier phare a ete
erige et le phare actuel est classe monument historique depuis 1976 par
la Commission des lieux et monuments historiques du Canada. La station de pilotage de Pointe-au-Pere, etablie au debut du ZOe siecle,
etait sur la route des transatlantiques.

The recognition ofPointe-au-Pere as an important site in Canada dates
well back in time. The first lighthouse on the site was built in the middle of the 19th century, and the actual lighthouse has been declared,
since 1976, a national historical site by the Historical Sites and Monuments
Commission. The Pointe-au-Pere Pilot Station, established in the early
20th century, was one of the major crossroads on the transatlantic route.

Peu de personnes connaissent l'existence du maregraphe de Pointe-auPere et du role important qu'il a joue au Canada et en Amerique du
Nord du point de vue geodesique. Peut etre parce qu'il n' etait pas tres
spectaculaire, qu'il etait discret et faisait un travail continu, tout seul
dans un petit hangar sur le quai.

Few people know of the existence of the Pointe-au-Pere tide gauge and
the role it played in Canada and North America from a geodetic point
of view. Perhaps this is due to the fact that this device did not look very
spectacular. Or perhaps it is because it carried out its function continuously in silence, all by itself in a small shelter on the jetty.

Le maregraphe de Pointe-au-Pare

The Pointe-au-Pare tide gauge

La station maregraphique de Pointe-au-Pere a ete installee ala fin du
19e siecle, tout pres du premier phare, par le Service hydrographique
du Canada. La, cornme abien des endroits au pays, il y avait un besoin
de mesurer les marees pour pouvoir les predire.

The Pointe-au-Pere tide gauge was first installed at the end of the
19th century, next to the first lighthouse, by the Canadian Hydrographic
Service. At this location, as with numerous others across the country,
there was a need to establish the amplitude of tides in order to accurately forecast tides in the future.

I.:hydrographe utilise le zero des cartes pour representer les fonds marins
sur les cartes marines. ns'agit la du niveau au-dessous duquell'eau des
mers ne descend pratiquement jamais. Le zero des cartes est obtenu
ala suite de calculs bases sur des observations systematiques durant
une assez longue periode.
I1 est essentiel de connai'tre et de controler precisement l'altitude du
maregraphe pendant toute la periode qu'il est en fonction. Aucun de .
ces appareils ne pourrait fournir des mesures valables et precises sans
les referer a un reseau local de reperes de nivellement pour s'assurer de
la stabilite du site.

Pointe-au-Pare, une reference geodesique canadienne
Au debut du ZOe siecle, il existe plusieurs reseaux verticaux geres par
differentes autorites locales et dont les donnees varient en exactitude
et en precision. Afin de remedier ace manque d'uniforrnite, les Leves
geodesiques du Canada decident d'etablir un seul reseau apartir de
ces reseaux locaux. Les assises de ce reseau national sont basees sur les
marees emegistrees aux maregraphes d'Halifax et de Yartrnouth, sur
l'ocean Atlantique, de Vancouver et de Prince-Rupert, sur l'ocean
Pacifique, de Pointe-au-Pere pour le Saint-Laurent ainsi qu'a une altitude standard a Rouses Point (E-U) sur les rives dulac Champlain a
la frontiere canado-ammcaine pour ainsi etablir la Reference Geodesique
Altimetrique Canadienne ou le « Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum
de 1928 (CGVD28) » aussi connu so us le nom populaire de niveau
moyen des mers. Le CGVD28 est le premier reseau altimetrique precis utilise sur l'ensemble du Canada.
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The hydrographer uses a reference level called chart datum to represent the reference elevation on marine charts. This level is chosen because
the waters of the sea seldom fall below it. Chart datum is obtained from
calculations based on systematic water level observations over a fairly
long period of time.
It is essential to know and control the exact elevation of the tide gauge
for the whole period it is operational. Not one of these instruments
could give useful and precise measurements if these measurements were
not referred to a local network of benchmarks used to control the
stability of the site.

Pointe-au-Pare as a Canadian geodetic reference
At the turn of the 20th century, there were a fair number of tidal
measuring stations established all over Canada, linked to local vertical reference systems and supervised by various local authorities. The
results obtained by these stations varied in accuracy. To overcome this
lack of uniformity, the Geodetic Survey of Canada decided to establish one single network from all these privately owned stations. The
framework for this national network is based on tidal water level records,
from Halifax and Yarmouth on the shores of the Atlantic Ocean,
Vancouver and Prince-Rupert on the shores of the Pacific Ocean,
and the one installed at Pointe-au-Pere, on the shores of the St. Lawrence
River as well as a standard elevation at Rouses Point (USA) on the
shores of Lake Champlain, on the Canada-United States International
Boundary. The result was the establishment of the Canadian Geodetic
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Pointe-au-Pere, une reference internationale
ll faut adopter, avant l'ouverture de la voie maritime du Saint-Laurent
en 1959, des references et des methodes de calcul communes et uniformes pour qu'un navire, quel que soit son pays d'origine, puisse
naviguer en toute securite le long du littoral canadien jusqu'au plus
eloigne des Grands Lacs en plein coeur du territoire americain. La station maregraphique de Pointe-au-Pere est choisie comme origine de la
Reference internationale des Grands Lacs de 1955 (RIGL 1955) acause
de sa situation geographique, de la qualite et de la longueur disponible
de ses enregistrements de la maree.
Le RIG L 1955 est entre en fonction le 1er janvier 1962. Pendant 30 ans,
ce systeme de reference servira de base pour la regularisation des niveaux
d'eau du systeme Grands Lacs/Saint-Laurent afin de proteger les interets
des proprietaires riverains, de la navigation de plaisance et de la navigation marchande. Le nouveau Systeme de Reference International des
Grands Lacs 1985 (SRI G L 1985) est adopte tant par le Canada que par
les Etats-Unis et entre en fonction en janvier 1992 et dont les assises
proviennent des donnees enregistrees aux maregraphes de Pointe-auPere et de Rirnouski-Est.

Pointe-au-Pere, une reference nord-americaine
Les mouvements de la croute terrestre, favenement du positionnement
precis par satellites, telle GPS, et l'amelioration des instruments de
mesure verticale ont demontre que des ecarts s'etaient introduits au
fil des ans dans la reference verticale etablie en 1928. Au cours des annees
1980, le Canada et les Etats-Unis ont refait une compensation du reseau
vertical pour tout fAmerique du Nord. Les resultats obtenus forrnent
le «North American Vertical Datum de 1988 (NAVD88) » et repose sur
le niveau moyen de l'eau observe aun seul maregraphe, soit celui de
Pointe-au-Pere! ll va sans dire qu'une telle revision a des
impacts dans plusieurs champs d'activites et qu'ils
doivent etre mesures avant que le Canada
adopte definitivement leNAVD88. Par
contre, les Etats-Unis utilisent le
NAVD88 depuis le debut des annees
1990 pour executer et referer leurs
travaux geodesiques.

Un caractere unique
Lorsque le maregraphe de Pointeau-Pere est installe pour la premiere
fois, il ne s'agit pas d'un evenement
historique en soi. Ala meme Cpoque,
d'autres appareils sont installes un
peu partout le long des cotes canadiennes. C'est sa longevite et fusage
qui en est fait qui lui donne son caractere unique et historique.
Aujourd'hui, le quai est en ruine et

Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28) otherwise known as Mean Sea
Level. The CGVD28 is the first precise altimetric network used across
Canada.

Pointe-au-Pere as an international reference station
Prior to the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959, an agreement
had to be reached on common reference points and methods of caJ...
culation in order to allow all vessels, regardless of their origin, to navigate safely along Canada's shoreline to the furthest point of the Great
Lakes in the heart of North America. The Pointe-au-Pere tide gauge
station was chosen as the reference station for the 1955 International
Great Lakes Datum (IG LD 1955) because of its geographical location
and because of its accurate long term tidal observations.
On January 1st 1962 the IGLD 1955 became functional. This datum
was in effect for the following 30 years serving as the reference to
regulate the water levels in the Great Lakes system in order to protect the interests of the shore owners, the commercial mariners and
pleasure craft boaters. The new International Great Lakes Datum 1985
(IGLD 1985) was adopted both by Canada and the United States of
America and came into effect in January 1992. This new datum was
established from data collected from the Pointe-au-Pere and RimouskiEast tide gauges.

Pointe-au-Pere a NorthAmerican Reference
Movement of the earth's crust, the advent of more precise positioning
using satellite systems such as GPS and improvements in surveying
instruments, proved that there were deviations in the vertical reference
established in 1928. In the 1980s, Canada and the United States of
America readjusted the benchmark network thus obtaining new elevations. The result was the establishment of the 1988 North American
Vertical Datum (NAVD88) based on tidal information
from a single tide gauge, the one in Pointe-auPere! Needless to say that such a revision
has had a certain impact in many fields
of activity that must be measured
before Canada definitely adopts the
NAVD88. However the United
States have been using the NAVD88
since the early 1990s as the reference for their geodetic work.

From left to right: Ed McKay (NGS), Jean-Marie Gervais (ACH 1 CHA),
Marc Journault (SHC 1 CHS), Andre Mainville (DLG 1 DSD), Yves
Theriault (SGQ), Rock Santerre (UL) et Bernard Labrecque (ACH 1 CHA).

A unique character
When the first tide gauge was
installed in Pointe-au-Pere, no one
thought of it as a historically significant event. During that period,
a number of similar devices were
installed at different locations along
the Canadian coast. The historical
significance of this station lies in its
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la station de pilotage est fermee. Le phare est eteint et les maisons et les
dependances sont devenues les composantes d'un musee et d'un site
touristique. La station maregraphique de Pointe-au-Pere est fermee
depuis 1983 mais les reperes de nivellement la controlant ne sont pas
taus detruits mais pour combien de temps encore?

Le Gardien des Altitudes
En 1999, I'Association canadienne d'hydrographie, Section du Quebec,
a decide de commemorer et de perpetuer l'importance des reperes de
nivellement servant acontroler la stabilite du maregraphe de Pointeau-Pere et la qualite de ses enregistrements. Ces reperes ont servi d'assise aplusieurs reseaux altimetriques canadiens et nord-americains. C'est
pour cette raison qu'une borne interpretative et qu'un monument appele
« le Gardien des altitudes » ont ete eriges aproximite du Musee de la
mer de Pointe-au-Pere et peuvent etre visites par taus.
POSIDON (NAD83) : 9929000
LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE:

48° 31' 00.6" N
68° 28' 10.0" w
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longevity and the usefulness of the data obtained.
Today the wharf is in shambles and the pilot station is closed. The old
lighthouse is extinguished and the annex is now a museum and tourist
attraction. The Pointe-au-Pere tidal station has been shut down since
1983 but the controlling benchmarks have not all been destroyed, but
for how long?

The Guardian of Elevations
In 1999, the Canadian Hydrographic Association, Quebec Branch, decided to commemorate and perpetuate the importance of the benchmarks
used to monitor the stability of the Pointe-au-Pere tide gauge and the
quality of its tidal measurements. It is for this reason that a commemorative monument and a benchmark named Guardian of Elevations
have been established near the Musee de lamer museum and can be
visited by all.
POSITION (NAD83) : 9929000
LATITUDE:
LONGITUDE:

48° 31' 00.6" N
68° 28' 10.0" w

ALTITUDE : 99L9000
Zero des cartes marines : 7,15 m
Niveau moyen des mers (CGVD28) :
4,86 m
SRIGL 1985:
4,87 m
Geodesique (NAD83) :
-20.99 m

ELEVATION: 99L9000
Chart Datum: 7,15 m
Mean Sea Level (CGVD28) :
4,86 m
IGLD 1985:
4,87 m
Geodetic (NAD83) :
-20.99 m

Les partenaires du Gardien des Altitudes sont :
I.:Association canadienne d'hydrographie (ACH/CHA)
Les Leves geodesiques du Canada
Le Service hydrographique du Canada (SCH/CHS)
Le Service de la geodesie du Quebec
Le National Geodetic Survey des Etats-Unis
I.:Universite Laval, Departement des sciences geomatiques (UL)
Services maritimes INFO MAR
La Garde c6tiere canadienne

The Guardian of Elevations partners are:
The Canadian Hydrographic Association (CHA/ACH)
The Geodetic Survey Division
The Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS/SCH)
The Service de la geodesie du Quebec
The National Geodetic Service of the United States
The Departement de geomatique, Universite Laval (UL)
The INFO MAR Marine Services Inc.
The Canadian Coast Guard
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The CHA Admiralty Launch Surveyor and the
250th Anniversary of the Founding of Halifax

by a motley crew ofMaritimers, pressed into service for the event.

by Dale Nicholson, Canadian Hydrographic Service, Atlantic Region

crew joined hundreds of re-enactors making themselves available for

From the base encampment on the Halifax Commons, the Surveyor

Central Branch's Heritage Launch Surveyor and several stalwarts of

the public and enjoying the many spectacles to be seen around the

her hearty crew traveled to Halifax for a few days in June. They had
been asked to take part in major re-enactment celebrations there.

camp. Events at the site included a sham battle, an open-air concert and
a seemingly endless supply of bagpipe music. Throughout the week-

Following the Aix-la-Chapelle Treaty of 1748, Louisbourg, then in the

end, Surveyor's crew took advantage of the culinary delights provided

hands of New Englanders, was returned to the French. New England

by the Canadian Armed Forces (imagine Horatio Hornblower and

demanded that London reciprocate by establishing a major settlement
to protect the colonies from their enemies. It was from these events that

while occasionally venturing out to enjoy the more modem aspects of

Edward Cornwallis and 3,000 settlers founded Halifax on 21 June 1749.
Today, the Halifax

company guest starring on M*A*S*H* and you will get the picture)
downtown Halifax.
Saturday brought the greatest challenge to the Surveyor as she was

;jI· ::

Regional Municipality
with a population of

and crew carried her assigned passengers safely to shore, stopping for

j

!

over 330,000 has

W.J:mll

a traditional 'oar salute' that was received with spontaneous applause

grown to be the economic and political

Halifax's Grand Parade where a flag raising ceremony and musket vol-

centre

ley enthralled the many spectators.

~

of

the

called into service before the waiting public. In customary style, Surveyor

from the crowd. The crew joined all the re-enactors in a march to

Besides the Maritime contingent, Surveyor's crew included Brian
Two hundred and
fifty years after the his-

Duller (CHA), Andrew Leyzack (CHS/CHA),Jackie Miles (DFO/CHA),

toric

Fred Oliff (CHS/CHA), Bill (DOE/CHA) and Helen Warrender, Terese

arrival

of

(CHS/CHA) and Jason Power, John Dixon (CHS/CHA), Heimo

Herron (CHS/CHA), Shawn Cook
Surveyor carries the new settlers ashore

(CCG), Louise Durham (CHA), and
Jim Weedon (CHS/CHA).
With their major tasks completed,
Surveyor's crew dismissed the offer of
a tow by a more modem vessel, and
made their way back across the harbour, powered by the oarsmen and
fueled by a jug of grog (with a critical

Cornwallis, Halifax
again welcomed visi-

ingredient supplied by a certain unnamed CHS Atlantic Director).
On Sunday, all re-enactors were invited to a luncheon on the grounds

tors ashore in long-

of Governor's House, where medals were awarded to the leaders of each

boats from a tall ship
Atlantic Crew: Left to Right. Elizabeth Crux (CHS), anchored in the harDon Nicholson (brother of Dale), Gerard Costello
bour. On 26 June 1999,
(CHS) and Dale Nicholson (CHS) . Missing from
under threatening skies

group, to be followed with individual medals for each person who par-

noon and some of the more adventurous souls took advantage of the

and before thousands

opportunity to assist with the operation of the Rose, climbing the rig-

of spectators, HMS Rose fired her guns to salute the shore and signal

ging to help stow the sails while transiting the Harbour. The expert guid-

the longboats to approach and transport ashore the waiting dignitaries.
Included among the settlers were politicians, soldiers, business-men and

ance from Rose's crew made the event a thrilling, if slightly breathtaking

photo: Mike Ruxton (CHS).

ticipated. To top off the weekend, Surveyor's crew was invited aboard
the HMS Rose for an afternoon sail. It was a beautiful sunny after-

experience.

their families, as well as a few 'scurvy dogs,' all dressed in period costumes

For the Maritime participants, this was a rare opportunity to meet

and ready to help the city celebrate the occasion.

and share some time with colleagues and new friends from Central

A major participant in the historic re-enactment was the Canadian

Branch of CHA and from Central and Arctic Region of CHS. Surveyor

Hydrographic Association's Admiralty Launch Surveyor, led by Coxswain

represents a proud heritage for hydrographers across Canada, and

Andrew Leyzack and crewed by members and friends of the CHA.
The predominantly experienced souls of Central Branch were joined

has created a lasting memory.

the chance to participate in such a unique and well-received event
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Ottawa Branch
We are happy to announce that The Ottawa Branch has been re-activated this
year. We'd like to welcome our new crew heading things up. Dave Gray as
Vice President, ilona Monahan as Secretary and Jennifer Ross as Treasurer and
Paul Holroyd as Director. Many thanks go to Marilyn VanDusen, Sheila Acheson
and Ralph Renaud for helping our new executive get things up and running.
We now have 25 paid up members and are looking to recruit many more soon.
Thanks to our VP Dave Gray for the presentation of the A&E production
"Longitude". The first of four lunch hour presentations was enjoyed during a
pizza luncheon. This four part series tells the story of how John Harrison, in a
life-long quest, solves the problem of determining longitude at sea and the
story of Rupert Gould who discovers and restores Harrison's timepieces. This
is a must see for anyone who missed it when it aired on television.
The Canadian Hydrographic Service held a successful golf tournament this
year for which the Ottawa Branch of CHA was proud to donate prizes.
We enjoyed a large tum out for last years' Christmas party where we had the
opportunity to get together with many members of the CHA. Planning is well
under way for this year's party to which all are looking forward.
With the re-activation of the Ottawa Branch we're looking forward to many
new endeavors.
We'd like to congratulate one of our members, LouAnne Szabo and her
husband John on the arrival of their second child. Jake John Szabo was born
Tuesday November 14,2000 around 4:30p.m. weighing in at 9lbs 9oz. Both
are doing well. Congratulations LouAnne!!

Central Branch 1999

_
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misunderstood characters, Cristofer Columbo or Christopher Columbus, if you
prefer. North American history books paint a completely different picture of
this person than do the texts of Europe.
George Drought was our guest speaker for the fifth and last meeting of
1999. Mr. Drought, local canoe guide and professional videographer,
showed "soon-to-be-released to the public" footage of trips he has led
down the historic Hood River in Canada's newest territory, Nunavut. A discussion followed regarding the controversial topics of land stewardship and
environmental responsibility.
Annual General Meeting
The lOth Annual General Meeting and Dinner of the Branch was once
again held at the Mimico Cruising Club in Etobicoke. Our guest speaker
Corporal Kenneth Burton, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, spoke to us about
the millennium celebration "A Voyage of Rediscovery". At 5 p.m.July 1, 2000
the RCMP coastal patrol vessel NADON will leave Vancouver, B.C., to begin
a six months and 22,000 nautical mile voyage through the Northwest passage
and circumnavigation of North America. The NADON voyage is a recreation
of the ST. ROCH's historic voyages through the Northwest passage in 194042 under the command of Henry Larsen.
At the meeting 2000 Central Branch Executive were announced as follows:
Vice President -Andrew Leyzack
Secretary- Tim Janzen
Treasurer - Sam Weller
Executive Members -Dan Brousseau, Earl Brown, John Dixon, Sean Hinds
and Mike Marsden.

Evening Seminars

BBQ

At the first meeting of 1999, Burlington canoeist Herb Pohl of the Wilderness
Canoe Association, gave an enjoyable presentation of a solo canoe trip he took
across the wilds of Labrador. The rugged beauty of the scenery as seen through
the lens of his camera was breath-taking.

The 1999 BBQ took place on July 24th at the Herron/Cook residence in
Dundas. The event was deemed a success and was heralded by a sunny, albeit
very hot day. Some attendees beat the heat by staying under the cover of shade
trees, while others (mainly the children) chose to dunk their heads in an apple

Dr. Walter Peace of the Geography Department at McMaster University in
Hamilton was guest speaker at our second meeting. Dr. Peace presented an
interesting talk regarding the controversial Hamilton Red Hill Creek Expressway.
He covered a wide range of topics regarding this project ranging from the Paleo
history of the valley to the recent urban/industrial expansion of the area only
a generation ago occupied by farms.
At our third meeting Dr. Bob Bukata of the Aquatic Ecosystem Conservation
Branch of the National Water Research Institute at Burlington engaged us in
a frank, insightful and informative discussion regarding the many varied app[i..
cations, advantages and shortcomings of different remote sensing technologies.
At the fourth meeting Captain Fernando de Santos presented some rather
interesting and little known facts and stories behind one of this millennium's
52
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bobbing barrel. Throughout the day, the occasional game of boccie broke out
, eating and socializing ran rampant, and fun was had by all.

Web Site

H20

Branch Executive members, Committee members and the membership. It

The 28th Annual H20 bonspiel took place at the Grimsby Curling Club,
Grimsby, Ontario, on February 27, 1999. Forty-eight curlers participated. The
winning rink for the first place trophy was Brian Power and his team of Jane
Bedford, Mel Webber, and Jason Power. Our congratulations are extended to
the winners and our thanks to all participants.

also provides links to members, information on Lighthouse abstracts and

Central Branch maintains a web site with the newsletters and lists of Central

awards offered by CHA. All comments, suggestions and submissions are we!:
come to help build a more exciting site.

Heritage Launch
During 1999 the Admiralty Launch Surveyor and her crew enjoyed an event-

The Bonspiel committee, on behalf of all participating curlers, extends sincere thanks the following sponsors:
-Devel-Tech Inc., Saskatoon, Sask.

ful season which began on June 15 with a fundraiser launch-time BBQ on the
front lawn of the Canada Centre for Inland Waters in Burlington. Later that
month, the Launch and crew made their way east to help celebrate the

- GeoNet Technologies Inc., Central Bedeque, P.E.L

250th Anniversary of the founding of Halifax, Nova Scotia on the weekend

-Kev-Tech Associates, Bolton, Ont.

ofJune 25th-27th. Over the August 1st long weekend, Surveyor took part in

-KNUDSEN Engineering Ltd., Perth, Ont.

the Georgian Bay sailing Regatta at the towns ofThornbury and Meaford,

-Kongsberg Simrad Mesotech Ltd., Dartmouth, N.S.

Ontario. Despite heavy weather at Meaford, perseverance (and extra rum
rations) helped get the Launch and her crew back to Thornbury on sched-

- McQUEST Marine Sciences Ltd., Burlington, Ont.

ule to assist with the public unveiling of the much awaited chart 2283, Nottawasaga

- Offshore Systems International Ltd., North Vancouver, B.C.

Bay. The opening of the International Cartographic Conference in Ottawa set

-Universal Systems Ltd., Fredericton, N.B.

the stage for Surveyor's next engagement, August 16-18th. In keeping with

Membership
Central Branch welcomes several new members this year: Peter C. Blote, Roger
Cameron, Mirra Foroutan, Bill Gray, Robert Hinchley, Alberto Almeida Lee
and Boyd Thorson. Membership to date stands at 76 Central Branch Members
including Kongsberg Simrad Mesotech Ltd. and NovAtel Inc. our two Sustaining
Members.

International Members
The Central Branch administers International Members on behalf of the
National Office. The International Membership Committee helps maintain
contact with the Non-Canadian Members and ensures that they have an opportunity to voice opinions and take part in CHA activities. All International
Members receive the Central Branch Newsletter to keep in touch between
issues of Lighthouse. We welcome one new International Member: James P.
Detar with C-MAP, Italy.

the conference's theme, Touch the past, visualize the future, a static display
and hydrographic demonstration was given on the Rideau Canal where apparently, the rowing exercises were a real hit with the Asian delegates! On August
22nd a static display was given at the town of Grimsby's Festival of the
Forty. Here the Surveyor helped identify Grimsby's role in repelling the last of
the American troops in the wake of the Battle of Stoney Creek, 1813. The sailing season came to a close in October at the Faire at the Forks in Chatham,
Ontario. Education day at this recreation of an 19th C Faire provided an opportunity for us to show elementary school children what hydrography was all
about.
Through reenactments, the concept of living history is becoming alive and
forward-thinking museums and historical organizations are beginning to
embrace the merits ofliving history. Although many of these events tend to
be driven by military or naval history, we are proud to say that through our

Newsletter

participation we've been able to demonstrate to the public the role hydrog-

The Branch publishes a regular newsletter. It goes out as soon as possible after
each business meeting to distribute minutes and news of coming events.
Including the December issue, we will have had seven newsletters in 1999. Our
special thanks go to Commander Larry Robbins, RNZN, who is our regular
International Columnist, and to the others who have contributed special articles this year. The newsletter offers a forum for the news and views of our
members, and Larry's column helps our International Members keep in touch
and, incidentally, helps to remind us of the special strengths they bring to
theCHA.

raphy has played in our maritime heritage and in the development of our country. This was a particularly good year with respect to the number of people
we were able to bring aboard even for a short visit. To our members, we encourage you to come out and visit us, you're always welcome aboard.

CHA Admiralty Launch Surveyor Simcoe Weekend at Toronto
The following letter was written to our carpenter, Mr. Harry Needham, recently retired from the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa. Our Surveyor encampmenton Toronto Islands, August 1998 inspired this letter:
LIGHTHOUSE FalljAutomne 2000
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Prairie Schooner Branch
KIS2001, The International Symposium on Kinematic Systems in Geodesy,
Geomatics and Navigation will be held in Banff, Canada, during the period
June 5 to 8, 2001. The symposium is organised by the Department of Geornatics
Engineering of the University of Calgary. The Convenors are Dr. Gerard
Lachapelle (lachapel@geomatics.ucalgary.ca) and Dr. M. Elizabeth Cannon
(cannon@geomatics.ucalgary.ca) and The Call for Papers is available on
www.geomatics.ucalgary.ca/KIS2001.
The individual members continued to pursue their careers and personal
lives in 2000.
John Brigden carried out a rig move in the spring, and in the summer worked
offshore Newfoundland as a Nav QC on a seismic vessel.
Bruce Calderbank spent the spring and summer offshore Nova Scotia as a Nav

Dear Mr. Needham:

QC on a couple of seismic vessels. Bruce continued his voluntary work as

This past weekend I had taken theferry over to the Toronto Islandfor a bit of

Chairman of the ACLS CPD Committee and as a member of the ACLS

relaxation as has been my habitfor a number ofyears now. Imagine my sur-

Offshore Issues Committee.

prise as I neared Snake Island (my favourite spot) to see an encampment of

Elizabeth Cannon was inducted as a Fellow of the Canadian Academy of

tents. My first thought was that they belonged to some outdoor group. My ini-

Engineering.

tial surprise turned to instantaneous delight when I realized that this was areenactment qfsome sort By the time I had made my way over the bridge, lo and
behold didn't a small crqft appearfolly loaded with rowers etc. andflying the
Unionjack. What a stroke qfluck and me without my bloody camera. Damn.
After watching the crew put the vessel through her maneuvers, I made my way
over the bridge and into the camp where I was informed that, no- I had not travelledhack in time hut had stJ.Jmhled onto the re-enactment qflt]oseph Bouchette's

Fred Cheng stepped down as the Chair of the Professional Development
Committee of the ALSA, but stay on as a member of the Committee. The ALS
approved a voluntary CPD program at their AGM in April.
Mike Chorney continued on secondment to SOEP as the Offshore Logistics
Co-ordinator on the Thebaud platform offshore Nova Scotia.
Gerard Lachapelle received the APEGGA Frank Spragins Technical Award
in April.

Hydrographic Survey qf1792. Bouchette and his party had indeed encamped
on the island hut as to the exact spa~ it was never recorded How bloody marvelous.
I had a wondeiful time with the participants and promised I would he hack

Paul Sawyer will continue to work in Colombia until late September.
-David Thomson continued expanding Challenger Surveys and Services, with
work in Northern Alberta and elsewhere.

amongst them the following day with my camera. The enclosed photos are

Wendy Watson became a proud mum in the spring and enjoyed some time

the result qfmy return trip and arefor your pleasure. The 11 Carpenter" told me

at home.

to address the package to you c/o the War Museum and thatyou wouldbe most

Frank Wisker continued as the marketing representative for Ashtech.

appreciative in hearing about how much I had enjoyed this wondeiful re-enact-

Pacific Branch 1999

ment qfthefounding qfToronto just a scant two hundred years ago.

Pacific Branch Executive

Since I missed the "Surveyor" under sail with her crew in my photo session,

Vice-President:

Doug Cartwright

Treasurer:

James Wilcox

Executive:

Carol Nowak, Alan Smickersgill,

wouldyou be able to tell me where I couldget copies qfany to complete my set?
Let me endby saying thank you to all those involved in making this a most memorable Simcoe Holiday Weekend.

Allan Thorn , Brian Watt, &

Yours, Gary Beecrqft; Toronto.

Brian Schofield
Past V-P:
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Lighthouse Committee

ward to next year.

Everyone is concerned over the future of Lighthouse. A lively discussion regarding Lighthouse was raised at the 1999 branch AGM. A Pacific Branch Lighthouse

Summer BBQue was held Sept. 19, 1999 at lOS

committee has been initiated. The following outlines some concerns presented
to the committee:
*What has the affect been on the advertisers? Sandilands
*What has been the affect on the overseas paid-up members? McCulloch

* Suggest hiring someone to look after it, rather than relying on volunteers.
This will cost money.
*Suggest having a CHA web page instead of a high gloss magazine? Raymond
* Suggest having an Annual Technical Journal Review for hydrography and
leave the social news and events to other timely mediums i.e. web
page/Newsletter. Mortimer

Membership
66 total members (including 2life members) and 2 Sustaining Members. An
"Early Bird" due structure will start for 2001 as follows: Members have up to
3 months after the AGM to pay their annual dues. After that they are con·
sidered late and a fee of an additional $10.00 will be charged.

Pacific Branch Spring 2000
Pacific Branch Executive
Vice-President

James Wilcox

Secretary/Treasurer

Sherman Oraas

Executive:

Rob Hare, Alex Raymond ,
Brian Schofield, AI Thorn,

* Look into subcontracting with Geomatica. Sandilands

Seminars

Past Vice-President

Doug Cartwright

C.S.S. Wm. J. Stewart Memorial Plaque

On Thursday May 6th, at Glen Meadows Golf and Country Club, the CHA
Pacific Branch officially said goodbye to Bruce Johnson- as a part of CHS
Pacific (still a CHA member though). Bruce has moved on to DFO Informatics.
Bruce was lightly roasted before receiving a CHS plaque with crest and a CHA
beer glass.
For the 2nd half of the May 6th function, Jim Galloway gave a multi-media
presentation on the survey of proposed Pilot Marine Protected Areas at
Race Rocks and Gabriola Passage. Data acquired included EM3000 MBES
surveys, QTCView seabed classification, physical sampling, side-scan sonar
imagery and underwater video from Coastal and Ocean Resources Inc.
On June 16th, 1999, Richard McKenzie gave an overview of the replica Bark
Endeavour and its scheduled visit to Victoria during the summer of 1999. This
presentation led to involvement by CHA members performing security watch·
es during the Endeavour's visit to Victoria. (see attached report by Allan
Schofield)
Doug Cartwright gave a noon hour slide show of his 1999 CHS/NOAA
Exchange aboard the NOAA ship Rainier

Social Events
Thanks are again due to Quester Tangent Corporation for sponsoring the ice
for the 12th annual C.H.A. H20 Bonspiel. The 1999 event took place at the
Glen Meadows Golf and Country Club and saw a small but enthusiastic group
of curlers testing their skills and muscles. First place team and winners of a fme
bottle of red wine were AI and Sue Thorn, along with Alex and Ross Raymond.
Winners of the turkey and pizza shootouts were AI Thorn and Clayton of the
"Hare Curlers" respectively. Style points were also awarded to Knut Lyngberg
and AI Smickersgill, the latter demonstrating in fine fashion that the ice is
mightier than the head. Thanks again to all participants and we look for-

Pacific Branch has commissioned a plaque in memory of the CSS Wm.J. Stewart.
This plaque will be mounted to the seawall with the "Parade of Ships" next to
Captain Cook's statue, situated in front of the Empress Hotel in Victoria. The
ship was based in the Harbour from 1932 until1975. She contributed significantly to the exploration of the British Columbia coast, with the Hydrographic
Surveys that she performed. The inscription reads " This plaque is dedicated
to those who have served on the "Willie ]" and to all who continue to chart
the British Columbia coast". The Branch executive anticipates a dedication ceremony in the summer, at which we hope to see both the old timers and the
"newbies" pay their respects and share a few memories.
Coincidentally, the Spring 2000 Edition of the Maritime Museum of British
Columbia journal (Resolution) is dedicated to "Hydrography on Canada's
West Coast" and contains an article titled "From a Different Age: the Wm. J.
Stewart''. Long-time Pacific Branch member, Sandy Sandilands, wrote this arti·
cle that outlines the ship's history. The other articles contain stories from Cook
& Vancouver up to a modem day summary about the CHS.

Recent Events
On the 26th of February, the 13th annual H20 bonspiel was held. There was
a disappointing turnout this year with only 4 teams and we also saw the unfor·
tunate end of Quester Tangent's active participation and sponsorship of the
event. However, the team of Willie Rapatz, Marg Rapatz, Mike Bolton, and
Barb Danbrook were victorious.
Doug Cartwright presented a slide show of his voyage on the Bark Endeavour
on the 30th of March at the Maritime Museum ofBC. About 30 people were
in attendance in a very suitable maritime setting for such a presentation. Several
attendees continued afterward to a social gathering at Swan's brewpub.
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news nouvelles
Visit of H.M. Bark Endeavour Replica to Victoria
B.C., August 16-29, 1999
In 1786 James Cook of the Royal Navy set sail in H.M. Bark Endeavour
on a voyage of exploration and scientific investigation. This voyage was
of major importance in the fields of discovery, navigation and science. On this voyage Cook became the first captain to calculate his longitudinal position with accuracy, using a complex mathematical formula
developed in the 1760's. He was also the first to reduce scurvy among
his crew.
In 1987 the Australian National Maritime Museum put forward the
idea of building a full-scale museum replica of Endeavour as the centrepiece of their floating collection. The Endeavour replica sailed from
Fremande, where she was built by the charitable trust H.M. Endeavour
Foundation, in 1994.
After visiting Australian ports she toured New Zealand. Next was a
tour of 16 British ports before sailing across the Atlantic, arriving in
Palm Beach, Florida, in March 1998. A tour of eastern seaboard ports
commenced and she visited Halifax in October of 1998. Throughout
1999 she visited the West Coast of North America before returning
across the Pacific to Australia. Endeavour visited Victoria B.C in August
of1999.
The Endeavour's purpose is for education and it is planned that the
ship will become a centre of excellence for marine studies. For more
information visit the website. http://www.barkEndeavour.corn.au/
After two days in Sooke B.C., Endeavour arrived in Victoria. The
Exhibition received great public support since it began in Victoria. Over
130 volunteer guides took 700-900 people aboard for tours each day.
The Pacific Region of the Canadian Hydrographic Service and the
Pacific Branch of the Canadian Hydrographic Association were actively involved in the Victoria visit of Endeavour. The CHS provided all
the Canadian nautical charts, tide tables and Sailing Directions that
Endeavour required for her visit to the surrounding waters. A presentation of a plaque representing the past and the present of charting in Canada was made on behalf of the CHS and CHA to the skipper.
A CHS representative had the opportunity to sail on the Endeavour
from Sooke to Victoria. The CHA arranged for three crews of volunteers to participate in the evening watchkeeping of Endeavour as well
as daily tour guides.
During the watchkeeping, we were split into five groups of two. Each
watch consisted of two hours. Our duties began by sweeping and swabbing the decks. The shipwright on board made sure we did this job
to ensure the decks were kept moist. We had to ensure that a close eye
was kept on all shore displays. This is because at previous, less distinguished locations, some of the props ended up in the drink by those
who had imbibed in too much drink. It was this same group of people
who forced us to check that all lines from the ship to the dock remained
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secure throughout the night. A close eye was kept on the zodiac along
side the Endeavour as well Each watch monitored the wind gauge and
the tides. If either went outside of established safe parameters, the ship's
crew was to be awakened to adjust the lines and the gangway. Each
watch was also responsible for checking the level of water in the bilge
and the temperature on the fridge and freezer. All this was done
while quietly creeping around in dark cramped quarters, trying to avoid
awakening the rest of the volunteers who were enjoying the chorus
of a dozen snoring landlubbers. The headroom was as little as 4'7" in
some areas so there were a few cracked skulls. After our watch we
attempted to sleep in the hammocks slung fourteen inches away
from each other as in Cook's day. It was cramped for twelve people.
Imagine how pleasant it must have been for the 65 who slept in the
same space for close to three years
on the original Endeavour.
The tour guide portion of the volunteer work involved splitting into
several groups. Each group went
to key locations throughout the
ship and shore. Stations were set
up so the visitors could go through
the ship in small groups of 10 to
15. At each station a volunteer
would recite the information about
the ship, memorized from que cards
handed out earlier. The information we gave out ranged from the
history of the original voyage to
the dimensions of the ship, sails
and rigging, to the exciting tales
of the one handed cook and the
seats of ease.
Everyone involved has had a great time participating. So much so, one
CHA member (Doug Cartwright) joined the ship as a crewmember
on the final leg of her voyage from Hawaii to New Zealand!

CHA members left to right: Doug Cartwright, Brian Port, Carol Nowak, Mike
Alfawicki, Allan Smickersgill, David Elliot, Alan Schofield, and an Endeavour
Marine.

members membres
INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS OF THE CANADIAN HYDROGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION
1999 International Members of the
Canadian Hydrographic Association

Membership in the Canadian Hydrographic Association is open to anyone interested in maintaining a link with hydrography in Canada. People
who live or work in other countries or who are not conveniently locat-

Reha Metin Alkan

ed to existing

Capt. F. Angelini (ltN)

CHA branches can become international members with the same rights

Peter Barr

Australia

and privileges as other members.

Geunter Bellach

Thailand

As authorized under the CHA by-laws, the National President has

Fosco Bianchetti

Italy
Italy

Turkey
Italy

arranged for Central Branch to continue administering the International

Giuseppe Biscontin geom

section of the CHA membership. Under this arrangement we endeav-

Gary Chisholm

our to ensure that all international members receive the same level of

Luis Leal de Faria

service. International members may also join the branch of their choice.

James P. Detar

International Membership is $30.00 (Canadian) per year, or the

Ron Dreyer

West Indies

equivalent in Sterling or US currency. This includes a personal mem-

Nick Emerson

Hong Kong

bership certificate suitable for framing along with annual update seals
as well as copies of our journal Lighthouse each spring and fall.
Each internatioanl member also receives the Central Branch Newsletter.
This helps our far-flung members keep in touch between issues of
our journal and also offers a forum for members to share views and
concerns.

international correspondent for the Newsletter and writes a regular coJ...
umn with items of interest to international members. Drop snippets of
news to him at: 42 Knights Rd., Rothesay Bay, Auckland 1310, New

Portugal
Italy

Randall J. Franchuk

U.S.A.

Ronald Furness

Australia

George Goldsteen

Australia

Adam J. Kerr

United Kingdom

Karl Kieninger
Peter Knight

Commander Larry Robbins of the Royal New Zealand Navy is our

New Zealand

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia

U.S.A
NewZealand
Malaysia

Charles David Meador
Rear Admiral Steve Ritchie (Retid)

U.S.A
Scotland

Zealand, TeVFax (+64) 9 410 2626. All scraps are very welcome! And

Cdr. Larry Robbins

if you have special news or views you are most welcome to write some-

Reid Sandford Ill

U.S.A.

thing longer for the newsletter or Lighthouse. Letters to the Editor are

Paul Sanson

France

also welcome.

Kevin Smith

New Zealand

New Zealand

HINTS TO AUTHORS
Lighthouse publishe-s material (;overing all aspects of hydrography.
Authors submitting manuscripts st;p!itCI bear the following points in mind:

1. Ahardcopy complete with graphics including tables, figures, graphs and photos.
2: Digital files, one wll;h.fexfolldy and a separate file for each graJ)hic (taflles, figures, phOtos, graphs) in its original form or in .lif or
.pdf format. Black and white only. Photos may be submitted s~parately to be scanl:'led. These may be submitted via E-mail or on

CD ROM to the Editor.
Papers should be in eitherEngUsh or French and will be published without translation.

An abstract, information about the author(s) and contact information should be included.
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minutes proces-verbal

The 1999 Annual
General Meeting
of the Canadian Hydrographic Association
19 January 2000 Teleconference ca/112:00 PM EST

Central Branch : Andrew Leyzack presented the 1998 branch report
on behalf of Fred Oliff, past VP.

ATTENDANCE:
Pacific Branch:

C. Novak, D. Gartley, D. Cartwright, A. Raymond, &
B. Schofield

Prairie Schooner Branch:

B. Calderbank

Central Branch:

S. Hinds, A. Leyzack, T. Janzen, B. Power &
K. McMillan

Ottawa Branch:

D. Gray, J. Ross, S. Acheson, M. VanDusen, &
I. Monahan

Quebec Branch:

B. Lebrecque e-mailed his regrets at not being able
to attend the meeting.

OPENING REMARKS
The National President, Ken McMillan welcomed everyone to the
meeting and congratulated the Ottawa Branches new VP Dave Gray.
Ken indicated that this was the 1999 AGM, which would receive the
financial reports for 1998.

AGENDA
Item 1.
To receive the 1998, reports of the Directors
The national secretary/treasurer Brian Power indicated that all branches, active in 1999 had submitted written reports and audited financial statements for the year ending December 31st, 1998.
Prairie Schooner Branch: Bruce Calderbank presented the branch
report and indicated that the dues for 2000 are in the mail.
Pacific Branch: Dave Gartley indicated that he did not have a copy
of the 1998 branch report with him.
Brian offered to read the copy sent to him. One item in the branch's
financial report drew some discussion that being the two bursaries that
were set up with BCIT and UVIC from money given to the branch from
the 1998 CHC. Ken McMillan commented that the awards presented
a conflict with respect to the national student awards program managed by Barry Lusk . Ken indicated that the directors ofthe CHA should
have jointly made a decision on the funds.
Doug Cartwright indicated that Pacific Branch had $115 in 1999 dues
to forward to national.
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Quebec Branch: Bernard was not available to present the report. The
report is in French and no one was on hand to translate it. Brian
described the branch 's initiative towards preserving the historical
importance of Pointe au Pere as the location of zero elevation used
to establish the vertical datum in the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes.
The branches project named "Gardien Des Altitudes", has built a monument commemorating this significant event in chart making history. The project will also include a display at the "Musee de Ia Mer".
Brian indicated that Quebec branch had not submitted their 1999 dues.
Ken thanked the branches for submitting their reports and financial
statements.
Ken indicated that the student awards audited financial report had
not been received and indicated the student awards account is at
about $30,000 which is invested in a GIC, and accruing about $2,100
in interest.
Bruce (Prairie Schooner Branch) asked , how important this report
was, what expenses were accrued and could the outstanding items
be cleared up over the phone?
Brian explained that at the 1997AGM, the membership approved a
motion to appoint auditors to review the financial records of the student awards program. At the same meeting a motion was carried
appointing S. Weller and E. Lewis as the 1997 auditors of the student awards program .
Brian stated that Sam Weller had received a financial statement from
Barry for the period January 1st, 1997 to July 20th, 1997. Sam replied
to Barry requesting further information in order to complete an audit.
Sam is away on holidays but a letter has been drafted to be placed
on file with the national secretary/ treasurer and forwarded to all
responsible parties, outlining the steps that were taken to fulfill his
and Ed's obligation as auditor.
Discussion followed with respect to the need to follow up with Barry
and have him submit a financial statement. Alex Raymond suggested that we thank Barry for the work he has done over the years, managing the awards and possibly consider alternate methods of managing
the funds.
Currently the funds are invested in a Municipal Trust GIC in the name
of the CHA.

Brian said that Barry has been doing a good job administering the
award and should continue to do so, but stated there is a need for
better records to be supplied to the auditors.
Sheila Acheson suggested that CIG might be another option to be investigated, as a means of managing the Student Awards program.
Ken McMillan
Action:
request a financial statement

to

contact

Barry Lusk and

ltem2.

To accept the auditor's financial report for the year ending 31
December 1998.
Brian presented the audited statement of income and expense for
the period ending December 31st, 1998, see attachment.
The balance forwarded from December 31st, 1997 was $27,065.99
and the account balance on December 31st, 1998 was $24,753.40.
Motion to accept the audited 1998 financial statement as presented.
Tim Janzen I Sean Hinds

CARRIED

ltem3.

Appointing auditors for the 1999 National Branch Account.
To vote on the motion to appoint Andrew Leyzack and Tim Janzen as
the auditors for the 1999 National Branch account.
Motion: Bruce Calderbank I Doug Cartwright

CARRIED

ltem4.

Action item dealing with branch funds carried forward from the 1998
AGM.
Motion put forward by Dave Pugh and Dave Gartley: "Monies from a
Branch which is No Longer Operational {defined as having failed to
submit a completed financial report for the previous year due one
month prior to the Annual General Meeting) shall be transferred to
the National office.
These monies shall be held in trust in the original amount for the purpose of re-establ ishing the Branch when requested by a Branch
Executive group in good standing. The amount of monies transferred
must reflect the last audited financial statement.
Monies not returned after a period of ten (10) years shall default to
the general operating fund of the national office."
Discussion- Sheila asked if this would immediately affect Ottawa
Branch? Ken replied that the ruling would only come into effect
after the proposal is accepted.
Bruce commented on the time of "one year period for the failure to submit" as a little harsh but recognized the need to deal with funds left in
unused accounts. As well Bruce asked how do we enact this process. Ken
replied that this should be the responsibility of the directors.
Sean asked how we would go about closing a Branch account? Both
Ken and Sean suggested standardizing accounts and have the branch's
banks forward a year-end statement to the National office.
Motion: Bruce Calderbank/ Doug Cartwright
ltem5.

CARRIED

Other Business

Andrew Leyzack stated that Central Branch had received a request
from the Accounting and Adm inistering Services for prove that we
are a non-profit organization. Andrew had spoken with Dave Pugh,
who suggested getting a business number. Andrew also indicated
that the proof might exist in the "Branch's Letters of Incorporation"
which he requested a copy. Sheila thought they may be filed away
some where in Ottawa and would have a look. Sean recalled the
process that was involved in becoming incorporated and listed some
of the documents that should be in existence. Ken said he would ask
Barry Lusk for more information.
Lighthouse: Andrew stated that he would like to see National Branch
coordinate the branch 's efforts on Lighthouse in order to get outstanding issues out for the CHS 2000 in Montreal. The question was
asked if it would speed up the process if we changed the format to
be a non-glossy newsletter style, to which Brian Schofield said that
it probably would not and that the hold up right now was waiting for
material from Terese. Brian said there has been considerable work
done on editions 57 and 58.
Brian Power and Andrew said that Terese had the package of material ready and that it may have already been sent. Brian Schofield
will get in contact with Terese by e-mail.
Andrew stressed the need for the National Branch to act as the overseer for Lighthouse, especially since Terese will be stepping down
as editor when the outstanding issues are published.
Brian Schofield asked to have a Lighthouse meeting by all parties
involved. Ken McMillan suggested that this be a special director's
meeting to deal only with Lighthouse and be conducted by teleconference . Ken will contract Terese and the meeting wil l be scheduled for when she is available.
The 2000 AGM is scheduled to take place in Montreal, at CHS 2000,
during the week of May 15-19th, 2000 The Quebec Branch will arrange
the date, time and location for the meeting.
Brian reminded the Branch to submit their 1999 year end reports
and financial statements as soon as possible.
Brian Power received a new paper article from Sean Hinds entitled
Web sites help match students with scholarships and studies. This
article mentions, that many students are often unaware of the sources
of free money in bursaries, scholarships and awards that are available and points out that companies and organizations often do a
poor job in marketing their programs. Sean Hinds felt that such a
veh icle as this which aims at matching students to available
money - would benefit the CHA's Student Awards program. The web
site is www.studentshomepage.com.
Motion to adjourn meeting: Bruce Calderbank /Doug Cartwright
Meeting adjourned 13:30 PM
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SOUND VELOCITY

Good sou nd velocity data is essential for calibration of
survey echo sounders and multibeam systemsValeport's sensor gives the best data currently available.
• Unrivalled accuracy of ±3cm/s
• mm/sec resolution
• Fully temperature compensated
• Real time, logging and profil ing configurations
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TIDE GAUGES

Valeport tide gauges are in use in ports & harbours
throughout the world, either as permanent installations for
port operations, or at temporary sites for hydrographic and
dredging surveys.
• Range of instruments and configurations to suit a
variety of requirements and budgets
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WAVE RECORDERS

Powerfu l onboard processing and large memory
capacities make the Valeport range of wave recorders
idea l for use in all shallow water applications, where
either logged or real time wave data is requi red.
• Real time output of all wave parameters
• Up to 32Mbyte memory
• Highly configurable sampling regimes
• Processing software included

Contact us for more information on these world leading products, and on our
other ranges, including Current Meters, CTDs and Multi-parameter Loggers
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